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WANDERING THE WORLD
Blues Prodigy Jonny Lang

THE WORLDS GREATEST BASS PLAYER
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Jaco Pastonus
The World's Greatest Bass Player
by Bill Mi'Lkowski

With the release of his stunning seLf-titled

debut in 1976, Jaco Pastorius single-handedly

wrote a new chapter in the annals of bass.
As one Pastorius disciple expressed it, "Jaco
opened the door and we all walked through."

Wandering this World
Blues Prodigy Jonny Lang
by Eric Ki'ngsbury

After setting the world on fire with his debut
Lie To Me, wunderkind Jonny Lang is back in
impressive form with his sophomore effort,
Wander This World.

The Legendary J.B.
James Burton Still Going Strong
by Eric Kingsbury

After five distinguised decades of sessions with
artists from Ricky Nelson to Elvis Presley to Elvis
Costello, prototypical Tele stylist James Burton

shows no sign of slowing down.
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They Don't Make rem Like
They Used To, or Do They?
Hot cars and cool guitars. It's a cosmic relationship as old as rock'n'roll

itself. The Mustang, for example, has been part of Fender (and Ford) history

for over three decades. And the top-of-the-line '60s Fender Jaguar guitar

derived its moniker from the legendary British marque.

Geoff Lawson, styling chief at Jaguar, confessed to being an unabashed

Fender guy in a recent Automobile magazine interview. His affection for the

Strat led to a Custom Shop Jaguar version made in limited numbers for the UK.

Half a planet away, many of us also divide our lives between guitar shows,

amps, road rallies, car shows, the drag strip and the occasional rebuild. So it's not

much of a leap from tube amps to tubular header, or from bremolo bars to roll bars.

Invariably, when we're at car shows, guitar shows or anywhere a bunch of gear

fanatics gaze nostalgically at the stuff of their dreams, we hear a common choms of

the Universal Enthusiast's Mantra, "They just don't make 'em like they used to."

While that's tme about many things in our lives, it's not quite so with Fender.

Vintage guitar (and amp) enthusiasts know that finding a real gem when buying a 40-
plus-year-old instmment can be an expensive crapshoot. Production tolerances and

component specifications in the early years simply weren't as tight as they are today. So

there are a lot of so-so older instruments sold as "vintage" which should probably just be

called "used." Some of them are great, really amazing. Some simply aren't.

If you're lucky enough to find a vintage piece in which all the components were on

the high side of their tolerance, one that was well-made, has been properly maintained

and is still in good condition, you're probably going to pay so much for it that you'll hes-

itate to take it on the road.

Yet, there's an undeniably magical aspect in some vintage pieces that can reduce

a musician to a drooling canine. You know it when you play the first notes. So do we.

Recognizing this, the people at Fender challenged themselves to create new proce-

dures and systems to assure that every instmment would start life with that "magi-

cal" vintage quality and just get better with time.

In touring the new Fender factory, I witnessed how deep a commitment had

been made to turn this into reality. This includes an extensive retooling of the

entire U.S. Vintage series of instruments, using outstanding examples of the

originals as templates. Just as on the originals, there is still a tiremendous

amount of hand work on each instrument. Tools have been updated for more

precision, but experienced hands and eyes still determine when the work is

right.
State-of-the-art emissions control systems allow original nitro-cel-

lulose lacquer to be used without impacting the environment. This lac-

quer allows the wood to breathe and and age gracefully, preserving

tone and future vintage values.

The Custom Shop took the idea to heart and came up with

the kind of fanatical response you'd expect. The N.O.S. (New

Old Stock) series gives as precise a reproduction of original
vintage as possible, looking as they would on the original
date of manufacture. Add 40 years of "time machine" aging

and it's a Closet Classic, showing remarkable g-ging detail,

but not worn. The Relic takes it to the next level, giving

the sound, feel and vibe of a well cared for, well played

vintage piece with everything except the five-figure

pnce tag.

The "they don't make 'em like they used to"

argument looks weak against these new guitars, but

it has my full support when it comes to individual
issues of style and taste.

I still want a car with giant tail fins.

—Keith Brawley

player's guide

7975 N. Havden Rd., C-100
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Frontline Feedback
Ifs About Freedom
Dear Frontline Letters:

I was born in the Soviet Union, a country that

was absolutely isolated from the rest of the

world. Any kind of rock music was banned

by the government, and even listening to it

loudly could have bad consequences.

I was unfortunate enough to be born a

rock guitarist in the USSR. Without much
information, we were still able to get record-

ings of rock music, re-recorded dozens of

times so that you could hardly recognize the

different instmments. At school, I got a photo

of Ritchie Blackmore with a guitar of
unknown brand to me. When my school

teacher saw it, she took it and tore it apart,

and insisted that I should cut my
long hair or else I wouldn't graduate

from the school.

/ collected the pieces of the

photograph from the bin,

ghied them back together

a i'id kept it for a long time

after that. Later, I learned

mat the guitar was called

a "Fender."

Studying at the university as

an engineer, I dared to play one

of Jimi Hendrix's songs at a

concert, along with the political-

ly correct, mandatory local songs, of

course. The next day, the university officials

told me: "You are a good guitarist. If you

continue playing that stuff, we will have you

transferred to some other place where you

can play for the rest of your life."

Still, we managed to play for ourselves

the music we liked in the faraway cellars and

abandoned buildings on the worst instm-

ments that ever existed. My dearest dream

was going to the guitar shop, picking up dif-

ferent guitars, plugging them into real amps

and enjoying their sound. I didn't want to

wake up after that and cherished that dream

for a long time.

I immigrated to America a year ago.

When I first entered a guitar shop, being 40

years old, and touched a Fender Stratocaster,

I had tears in my eyes. I want to thank you for

the wonderful instmment you created. I have

dreamed of it all my life.

Garen Galoyan

Salt Lake City, Utah

Your letter has left us speechless, Garen.

Sometimes in the musical instrument indus-

try, it's easy to forget that we're doing more

than manufacturing and selling goods. Your

story reminds us that Fender guitars give the

gift of music and that music can bring

dreams to life. Thank you.

Burton: Not Forgotten

Dear Frontline:

I have been a fan of James Burton for a long

time. Could you tell me who he's playing

with. Please try to help me if you can.

Hallie Morris
Claysville, Pennsylvania

The thing about
James Burton,

Hallie, is that if we
were to list everyone

James is playing with,

we wouldn't have any

room for any more let-

ters on this page or the

next. You and many

other long-time fans of

JB have written us and

asked to know more

about him, so we hooked

up with James in

Nashville for a feature story.

Check out pages 12 and 13 for the latest
word on the grand master of the Tele.

Equal Rights For Leftys

Dear Fender Frontline:

I have been a guitarist for 14 years. I always

had my own idea of the perfect guitar tone,

but I could never get it. I was beginning to

think that I'd never get it. Then, one day

abouUwo and a half years ago, I bought the

'52 Telecaster. Blonde, maple neck, black

pickguard.

This guitar knocked me off my feet! I am
totally in love with it. The tone, neck, dura-

bility and overall look are perfect. I suddenly

realized after buying this guitar that not only
did I find my personal perfect tone, but I also

found my personal perfect guitar. Oh, by the

way, I am a left-handed guitarist.

Ritchie Blackmon

Boris Randall

As a lefty, I have had the hard-

est time in the world getting guitars

... until I went to Fender. I never

had much of a selection ... until I

went to Fender.
Fender's left-handed guitars are as finely

Grafted as the right-hand models. And to top it

all off, the price
tags on all of my

Fenders blew the

competition

away. I only have

one complaint:

Can't we get our

left-handed mod-

els in every color

that the righties
come in?

I am 100%
Fender now. If I

need it, or just

want it, when I buy it, it wiU bear the Fender

logo. Keep up the good work, and thank you

for the best guitars in the world.

Boris Randall
East Liverpool, Ohio

Boris, thanks for the thumbs-up. We hear

from southpaws all the time with the same

comment — why doesn't Fender offer all the

same finishes and features on left-handed

models that we offer on right-handed mod-

els? The demand for right-handed guitars is

far greater than for left-handed ones, and to

be honest that fact impacts our production

runs. A few colors are unavailable here and

there, but by and large, you can get a left-

handed Fender guitar in more different col-

ors than any other brand. Ask your local

Fender dealer about all the options available

for lefties.

Fender Mexico Rocks

Dear Fender Frontline:

I've been playing the guitar for some 20

years, and there aren't many guitars that I

haven't tried. I've played top-of-the-line Tom

Anderson, Paul Reed Smith and Zion gui-

tars—plus just about every Fender on the

market—but after a while I always sell them

and come back to the sound of the Mexican

[Standard] Strat.



I would like to see the Custom Shop do something with the
Mexican Strat, like maybe a thin bird's-eye maple neck, locking tuners,

pearioid pickguard, and whatever could be dressed up without chang-

ing the sound. Currently, I own two white Mexican Strats with maple

necks, and I would purchase a Custom Shop version of the Mexican

Strat in a heartbeat. Any chance of seeing one?

Jack Staud
Riva, Maryland

Thanks for the great compliment, Jack. The crew at Fender Mexico will

be stoked when they read your endorsement. We couldn't do a Custom

Shop Standard Strat simply because we don't have a Custom Shop in

Mexico, and if the Mexican Strat was built at the Custom Shop in

California, it wouldn't be a Mexican Strat any more. What we think

you're looking for is really a maxed-out Mexican Strat, and if so, check

out the new Mexican Deluxe Series in our product section, pages 28-31.

Custom Shop Kudos
Dear Fender Frontline:

My name is Faze, and I am a Fender player. I can't begin to tell you

how truly blessed and how awesome Fender has been to me. I love

Fender guitars and have been playing them

for 20 years.

I am also a big fan of Jimi Hendrix.
One day I was looking at the cover of his
album. First Rays of the New Rising Sun,

and I thought to myself that would really
be the bomb if I could get that transposed
on to a guitar. So I contacted the Fender

Custom Shop and discussed it with them.

They said we could do it, and master

builder Jason Davis and I went over the

details. When I got my guitar back, I was

totally blown away. The colors were per-

feet. The purple on the back alone was

absolutely beautiful. The moon, the sun,

the clouds, everything was incredible.

Thanks to the wonderful craftsmanship and attention to detail that
the Custom Shop and Fender always take pride in, I now have the gui-

tar of my dreams. Thank you all so much.

Faze

Spring Valley, California

Making dreams come true is what the Fender Custom Shop is all about.

Thanks, Faze, for your devotion to Fender guitars, and what a killer

idea for a Custom finish!

Drop Us A Line. We love reading and printing your
letters—if you have any questions, comments or info you'd

like to share, write us at Frontline Letters, 7975 N. Hayden
Rd., Suite C-100, Scottsdale, AZ 85258.Y ' _^

Important Information. Fender®, Squier®, Frontline, Guild8, Sunn®

and the head profiles ofFMIC's classic guitars & basses are all trademarks

of Fender Musical Instruments Corporation (FMIC). Fender's Limited

Lifetime Warranties apply to products purchased and serviced within the

United States of America and Canada. Warranties outside the U.S.A. and

Canada are as defined by the authorized Fender Distributor for your coun-

try or region.

Faze and his CS Strat

Fender Plates
In our Summer '98 issue, we asked readers to take

snapshots of their Fender-related license plates and
send them to us. The response was tremendous; we

received a mountain of photos and letters from many
states, even overseas. Here are a few of our favorite

Fender plates.

FENDER]
r^ RTH CAROL! <A 'F

Thomas Taylor
Dunn, North Carolina

Rocky Cyfers Brad Rogers
Bay City, Michigan Norfolk, Nebraska

FEB •VIRGINIA' 99

TX STRAT
William Boiling William Boiling

Powhatan, Virginia Powhatan, Virginia

6STRAT
David Beaney

Hampden, Maine
Tom Boggs

Marysville, Ohio

Lino Terzi

West Wyoming,
Pennsylvania

Bodgan T^upej &
Zdravko Brecko

Slovenia
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Jaco Pastorius' soloist approach to the electric bass guitar was

wholly unprecedented back in 1976, while his use of false harmon-
ics as a melodic device was simply revolutionary, pointing a new

direction for a generation of bass players who followed in his wake.

The self-proclaimed "World's Greatest Bass Player" first made

his mark on the music world with Weather Report, the premier

fusion band of the '70s. Formed by Miles Davis alumni Joe Zawinul
and Wayne Shorter, Weather Report became a widely popular con-

cert attraction with the addition of Pastorius to the group in 1976.
"Before Jaco came along," Zawinul notes, "we were perceived

as a kind of esoteric jazz group. We

had been popular on college cam-

puses, but after Jaco joined the

band, we started selling out big con-

cert halls everywhere. Jaco became

some kind of all-American hero to

these kids.

"Weather Report was a really

powerful group before, but Jaco

was in a space all his own. He was

so different from all the other bass
players of that time. He had that
magical thing about him, the same
kind of thing Jimi Hendrix had. He
was an electrifying performer and a

great musician."

With a natural flair for show-

manship, the extroverted Jaco was

as acutely aware of entertaining as

he was of the history of jazz.

Crowds came in droves to watch

him do flips off his amplifier, a
clear nod to the rock and R&B per-

formance ethic he had grown up

with in Fort Lauderdale, Florida.
In his own unique fashion, Jaco

came to personify fusion music

itself, turning rock audiences on to

new music by providing the links
between Jimi Hendrix and John
Coltrane, Duke Ellington and
Charlie Parker, Bob Marley and
James Brown, Johann Sebastian

Bach and the Beatles.

Jaco Pastorius was a beacon

for generations of aspiring bass players, bridging the gaps between
R&B, rock, jazz, classical and Caribbean musics. He changed the

musical world with his uncanny gifts and visionary approach to the
instmment. And he did it with two fundamental tools—a fretless

Fender Jazz bass and roundwound strings^

Originally a drummer—following in the footsteps of his Dad,
journeyman jazz man Jack Pastorius—Jaco switched to bass at age

15. He was playing in a nine-piece horn band at the time called Las

Olas Brass, which covered popular material of the day by the likes
ofAretha Franklin, Otis Redding, Wilson Pickett, James Brown and

the Tijuana Brass. The switch to bass, Jaco confessed, was actually

not his own choice.

"What happened," according to Pastorius, "was they got anoth-

er drummer. Rich Franks, who was older and a much better player

(

I

1
1
1

Armed with a couple of '60s Fender Jazz

Basses, an enormous talent and an ego to
match, Jaco became a man on a mission, ready
to take on the world.
Inset: Jaco's double-jointed thumb.

than me technically. And when the regular bass player left the band
around that same time, I just moved over to bass."

It was easy for him. With his large hands, long fingers and dou.

ble-jointed thumbs, Jaco seemed to be born to play the electric bass
guitar. His fu-st instmment was a pawn shop cheapie he picked up

for $15.By woodshedding intensively over the next several months,

he gained a remarkable command over the instrument in a short

amount of time. Jaco's youngest brother Rory Pastorius has vivid

memories of Jaco's rapid progress on bass. "By the time he was 16,

he was probably the best bass player in South Florida. By the time
he was 17, he was definitely the best
bass player in the entire state."

At that point, Jaco had already
perfected his signature muted 16th-

note funk style, which would later

crop up on such Pastorius pieces as

"Come On Come Over" and "Opus

Pocus" from his debut album on Epic
and on "Barbary Coast" from Black

Market, his maiden voyage with
Weather Report. That technique, com-

bined with the sound of his Fender
Jazz Bass, his amplifier and round-

wound strings, helped to give Jaco a

brighter, punchier sound with more
sustain to each note. That, in essence,

became Jaco's voice on the instrument

and remained his trademark through-

out his celebrated career.

Jaco acquired his first Fender Jazz
Bass in the summer of 1968, swap-

ping his only upright bass for the cov-
eted electric ax. It was a 1960 model
fitted with two stack-knob pots foi|
volume and tone, one for each of the|

single-coil pickups. Soon after Jacc^

got that bass, he replaced the stack-)

knob pots with the controls used on|
Jazz Basses made after 1961: two||
pickup volumes and a single tone con-|

trol.

By 1970, he picked up another
Fender Jazz Bass, a 1962 modelll
which he promptly converted into a|
fretless by pulling out the frets and||

filling in the slots with Duralite wood putty. To protect the finger-||
board from the abrasive roundwound strings, he coated it with||
about ten layers of a marine epoxy calle Petitt's Poly-Poxy. This|

provided a harder surface that gave the bass its unique "singing"|

quality.

Armed with the proper tools, an enormous talent and an ego to|

match, Jaco became a man on a mission, ready to take on the worid.l

He gradually climbed the ladder to success, from South Floridaj
groups like the funky Hammond B-3 trio Woodchuck (1969-70)|
and the slick white soul band Tommy Strand & The Upper Hand|
(1971-72) to the national touring band Wayne Cochran & The C.C.I
Riders (1972-73), which served as the oven for Jaco's approach to|

"creative overplaying."

It was on the gig with Cochran, playing several sets a nightl

'FIRQWT't"i'N^'



seven nights a week, that he developed the incredible facility and sta-
mina which later served him so well in the fast company of Joe
Zawinul and Wayne Shorter of Weather Report. It is also where Jaco

began exploring chording, false harmonies and percussive effects on

the electric bass guitar, qualities that later come out in his intimate
recordings with Joni Mitchell (1978's Hejira and 1979's Don Juan's
Reckless Daughter).

As drummer Allyn Robinson, Jaco's rhythm section mate in the

C.C. Riders, explained, "His playing was so emotional and so cre-

ative, but it wasn't cluttered. As busy as it often was, it always

flowed. It was like a living, breathing thing; it had that yin and yang.
"The beauty in Jaco's playing was not in the obvious things. It

wasn't that he could play fast, necessarily. It was in his phrasing. Jaco

just made me sound good. I've never had a musical hookup with

another bass player like that, before or since. There'll never be anoth-

er to come along like Jaco. To me, there's bass before Jaco and

there's bass after Jaco. That's just the way it is. I mean, this guy was

touched by God."

Jaco experienced a meteoric rise to superstardom with Weather

Report (1976-82). As drummer and fellow Weather Reporter Peter
Erskine put it, "At one point, he was like the biggest thing in the
music business, like the Michael Jackson of jazz. He made such an

incredible impression. For a creative instmmental musician to have

that kind of impact is really unheard of. Here was someone who had

what seemed to be the most unbelievable potential. He really had the
world by the tail."

Jaco Pastorius died tragically on September 21, 1987, just ten
weeks short of his 36th birthday. But the recorded legacy he left
behind—with Weather Report, with Joni Mitchell and with his own
Word of Mouth band—remains for the ages.

At the height of his career, Pastorius worked in regular
sessions with the jazz elite. Here is 3aco in the studio

with Tony Williams (left) and Herbie Hancock, late '70s.

Remembering Jaco
Fender Signature Bassists on Jaco/s Influence

Roscoe Beck—I first met Jaco in 1976, three days after the
release of his first solo record. He walked into a club in Austin,

Texas, where I was working with a jazz trio. We were on break,

and he walked right up to me, appearing very much like the
photograph on that album cover,

but with glasses, looking very pro-

fessional.

Taken aback and hoping
not to appear flustered (I was), I

asked if he'd like to sit in. He did,

picking up the fretted P-Bass

(ignoring the "unlined" fretless

one) and playing the entire hour

set. During the next break, he

looked at me and said, "Now. it's

your turn. I'll play drums. Let's

see what you can do." He was

sober as a judge in those days, and

I was about as intimidated as if I had been in his courtroom.

He was absolutely stunning on both instruments. He fin-

ished our gig, and we hung out afterward at my place, drinking

tea and talking music until almost daybreak. Jaco was calm,

thoughtful and a gentleman.

From that day forward, my musical approach and my bass-

es themselves were forever changed. My P-Basses soon sport-

ed jazz pickups, and I quickly acquired a pair of mid-'60s Jazz

Basses, too. I eventually ditched the "unlined" fretless, but I

still have the other P-Bass, now sans frets.

Jaco reinvented the electric bass. He took his Jazz Bass to

new heights of creativity, technical mastery and innovation, set-

ting a new standard which might never be surpassed. He was,

and remains, a tme inspiration not only to bassists, but to all

lovers of music.

Stu Hamm—The first time I saw or heard Jaco Pastorius
was November 8, 1978, at the Orpheum Theatre in Boston. The

reason that I remember the date so

clearly is that that night changed my
life. The control and command Jaco

had on the bass was unreal.

As far as I'm concerned, there

will never be another bassist who

will have the impact that Jaco had.

He completely destroyed all precon-

ceptions and boundaries, forever

changing people's minds about what

can and can not be played on the

electric bass.

Check out the Custom Shop's new Jaco Pastorius Jazz Bass. To celebrate the phenomenal talent
and innovation Jaco Pastorius brought to the electric bass, the Fender Custom Shop is pleased to announce the introduction of
the Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass. Built as an exact replica of Jaco's actual Jazz Bass, this bass is a must for all Jaco fanat-

ics Look for all the details on page 100.
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Wandering this World with Jonny Long
Blues Prodigy Branches Out on his Sophomore Effort by Eric Kingsbui

When blues guitarist Jonny Lang burst into the public consciousness

with his 1997 debut Lie To Me, music critics were quick to divide into
two camps, either hailing Lang as a long-overdue infusion of fresh

blood or questioning the teenager's validity in a genre traditionally

dominated by elderly African-Americans steeped in a romanticized

background of poverty and suffering. How can a 15-year-old white

boy from Minnesota really have the blues, wondered the latter camp.

Who cares, answered the former, he smokes.

The tme bluesmen shared none of the music press' preconcep-

tions about who can and can not play the blues, and Lang's taut fret-

work and soulful growl won over fans

in the upper echelons of blues royalty,

including Buddy Guy and Lonnie
Brooks. BB King commented in the

Los Angeles Times, "Jonny Lang's got

youth and talent with it. When I was

young, I didn't play like I do today. So
these kids are starting at the height that
I've reached. Think what they might

do over time."

For his own part, Jonny Lang,

now 17, blew it all off. "I don't care,

basically," he says. "I already know

what I want to do. Journalists have

said, 'He's so young, what a novelty!'

But I don't pay attention to people

who say what you do and don't have a

right to play."

Lie To Me was a huge success,

debuting at the top of Billboard's New
Artist chart. Over the following year,

Lang was invited to tour with

Aerosmith, The Rolling Stones, BB

King and Buddy Guy.
Lang has recently released his

second effort. Wander This World

(A&M Records), which picks up
where Lie To Me leaves off. With a

less brash and more seasoned overall

feel to it, the new release features the

funky single "Still Rainin'" and the

gospel-inspired "Angel of Mercy." In the wonderfully dark blues

piece, "The Levee," Lang seems to reckon out his kinship to blues

guitar, singing "I'm drivin' through the darkness, down Highway

61/Heading for the crossroads like the ones before me done."

In addition to introducing a few Lang originals, like the ballad
"Breakin' Me," Lang's sound has evolved on Wander to include

inflections of soul and R&B.

R&B was pretty much what I was raised on," says Lang.

"Stevie Wonder, Otis Redding stuff. Stevie Wonder's Music of My

Mind always inspires me."

Vocally, the R&B flavor of the new album is a fresh twist, but

Lang's lead work still reeks of the blues. Influenced early on by

Albert Collins, BB King and Freddie King, Lang punctuates his tunes

Johnny Lang and his Fender Tele Thinline.

with fiery bursts which also suggest Buddy Guy.
Lang freely cites his influences, but is quick to point out that h^

is inspired more by "feel," by the personality the great players pu|

into their work, than by a desire to cop their licks.

"Like with Stevie Ray Vaughan," explains Lang, "I think the

biggest influence he had on me was just his energy. He never stopped,]

and seeing that brings out a few things in me. It's very humbling t(

see that, first of all. I never saw Stevie live, only on videotapes.

mean, for him to be able to convey all he conveyed through video-

tape, to me, that's just amazing. It helps me out subconsciously.]

Whenever you're influenced by some-

thing, it will come out in your own]

diluted way."

Lang's guitar sound is built

around a humbucker-equipped FendeiJ

Tele Thinline played through a Fendeil
Vibro-King amp. Like Albert Collinsj
before him, Jonny took to the|
Telecaster, but gave it his own person-|

al twist. In much the same manner thad

he drives his voice, Lang pushes his|
Vibro-Kings hard, getting a distinctivel
melodic growl.

While his impassioned perfor-]
mances and boyish good looks have)
earned him a measure of stardomj

Lang shies away from the Seventeen\

magazine cover-boy status celebrity]

has thmst upon him. He prefers rather]

to play guitar and pursue his other big]
hobby, fishing.

"The coolest trip I've been on]

lately," he says, when asked about fish-]

ing, "was last January [1998]. We

played with the Stones in Hawaii and
we went down to do some deep-sea

fishing. We chartered a boat. I had

never been deep sea fishing, and I have

the worst fishing karma in the world,

but I caught a 670-pound marlin. I

fought it for an hour and 15 minutes. It

didn't rip up my hands, but I was shaking all day, and later, opening

for the Stones, I had this natural vibrato going all night."

Most 17-year-olds probably could not conceive having a day as

cool as that one,but, like it or not, Lang has earned the right to "wan-

der this world," doing what he loves. He has followed his heart, and

though criticism has pursued him, he seems the wiser for it.

When asked what advice he would give to aspiring players, he

replies, "Don't let anyone else but you tell you what's right. When

you're first starting out, it's easy to let other people's comments

influence you. You might take it harder than a jaded 17-year-old like

me, but remember you're the only person that matters."

Check out Jonny Lang's album Wander This World and go see

him live if you get the chance. You won't regret it.
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The Legendary J.5.
In His Fifth Decade of Sessions, James Burton Still Going Strong

(
t

Hailed widely as the guitar hero's guitar

hero, James Burton has forged a reputation

built on blistering yet tasteful leads on
records too numerous to mention. He is the

archetypal Tele player and has perhaps done

more to explore the possibilities of the instru-

ment than any other player.

Listening to Burton play, it's clear his

many accolades are well-deserved, but in an

age of larger-than-life guitar virtuosos it

seems amazing that this earnest man from

Shreveport, Louisiana rose to stardom not as

a flashy guitar soloist, but rather as a sideman

and a session player, playing always in sup-

port of the song.

James took up the guitar at an early age

and by his teenage years, he was performing

with The Louisiana Hayride. Rockabilly was
emerging in the south at the time. Burton's

first studio session, in which he laid down

that classic guttural lick on Dale Hawkins'

1956 recording of "Suzie Q," showcases

James' early rockabilly style.

Burton was an early devotee of the

Telecaster, a guitar that did not in those days

enjoy the wide acceptance that it enjoys today.

"When I walked by the music store one

day," recalls Burton, "I saw this Telecaster

hanging in the window. I was used to looking

at big-body, rounded guitars, so when I first

saw that Tele, I thought, 'Man, that's pretty

wild.' It was strange-looking at first, but

when I played it, man, that was it. I said,

'That's my guitar.' I think I was 12 then. My

mother and Dad bought me that blonde Tele.

They had just changed the name from the
Broadcaster to the Telecaster. I knew that I'd

probably play that guitar for a long time."

A short time after recording with

Hawkins, James was playing a session at

Imperial Records with Bob Luman for the
single, "My Gal is Red Hot," when TV teen

(and aspiring musician) Ricky Nelson hap-
pened to drop by the studio. Ricky was

blown away by James' playing and, before

Burton knew it, he was whisked away to

Hollywood to join Nelson.

James was 17 at the time.

Burton's eight years as Ricky Nelson's

lead guitarist, including weekly perfor-

mances on the popular Ozzie and Harriet TV

show and regular tours with Ricky, brought

his talents to the mainstream audience. As

Ricky turned out hit after crooning hit,

James turned a whole generation of gui-

tar players on to a new sound, a sound

that James and many others find as fresh

today as listeners did in the late '50s.

"My personal feeling about what

we were doing back then," says Burton,

"I would say it was before its time,

musically. You can play some of those

Ricky Nelson records today, and it's

quite refreshing because it's today's

atmosphere and attitude."

Burton's wild string-bending on

such brilliant Nelson cuts as "Believe

What You Say" not only wowed play -

ers everywhere but also helped define

Burton's trademark style.

Stylistically, Burton blends coun-

try-style chicken pickin' with the

rowdy tone of rockabilly in its forma-

tive years. One distinctive element of

Burton's technique is his practice of

holding a flatpick with his thumb and
index finger and wearing a fingerpick
on his middle finger. Picking with both,
Burton achieves great chicken-pickin'

and two-string effects.

Essential to James Burton's sound

is his famous use of light gauge strings,

originally gauged from banjo strings, to facil-
itate string bending and pedal-steel-like

tones. Burton went to light strings in an effort

to play what he was hearing on blues records.

"When I was growing up," explains

Burton, "and I listened to three rhythm and

blues records from three different artists, I

heard this same bottleneck guitar sound. And

I know they're not all playing bottleneck,

because I could tell the guy was moving his

fingers. I could hear it. So I'm thinking and I

pick up my guitar, and I said, 'You know, I'm

at this note here. Without sliding my finger,

how do I get to that note there?' The strings

were too stiff, so something had to give. I

experimented with banjo strings, and it
became a real nice sound for me."

The Nelson-Burton collaboration was

an immensely fruitful one, for all parties

involved, but in the early '60s, after eight

years playing exclusively with Ricky, James

was ready to try some different things.

"Ricky was not doing too much at that

particular time," says Burton, "and Johnny

-FReN-Ft-TNf-T^—WfNWR-W

Cash called me and asked me to do this showl
called Shindig. Ricky didn't want me to do itj
but I made an arrangement with his dad and|
his manager. So I went on the show, which|

nobody knew at that time, and played slide|
dobro with Johnny Cash."

That one date was another case of Jamesl

being in the right place at the right time. Jack]
Goode, the producer of Shindig, turned out to|

be a big fan of Burton's work with Ricky|
Nelson and insisted on including Burton in|
the show's house band, the Shindogs.

"We had Delaney Bramlett, singer and]

bass player," Burton recalls, "and Joey]

Cooper. The drummer was Chuck Blackwell,]

and Glen Hardin on piano. I played guitar.



When we started. Jack Goode

kept saying 'You'll be bigger

than the Beatles! You'll be big-

ger than the Beatles!" Burton

laughs. "But it was fun. We had

a good time."

Freed from his contractu-

al obligations with Ricky
Nelson, Burton dove headlong

into the busy world of the
Hollywood studios, a world

where his versatility was appre-

dated and sought after.

"I was enjoying playing,"

Burton says. "I was enjoying

working with different artists.

And that was a real trip for me,

because I got a chance to still be

me and work with Frank Sinatra,

Dean Martin, Sammy Davis Jr.,

s show

3 do it,

ad and

which
i slide

Clockwise from Top Left: James with his first
Tele, 1952; James and the King, late '60s;
James today with his signature Tele; James with
Ricky Nelson; James (right) with the Louisiana
Hayride. Center: James in the TCB era.

Photos courtesy of Sylvia Corley of the Internatonal

James Burton Fan Club. For information, write: P.O.

Box 51475, Jacksonville Beach, FL 32240.

Merle Haggard, Wanda Jackson, The

Monkees, The Beach Boys, you name it."

Burton bonded immediately with his

peers, session guitarists like Tommy

Tedesco, Howard Roberts, Barney Kessel

and Herb Ellis. "All those guys," says

Burton, "I was very fortunate that I got a

chance to work with all these wonderful

musicians. They were all my friends."

In 1969, Elvis Presley called, and James

was a premier part of the "TCB" band from

1969 to Elvis' death in '77. It was during this

time that Burton began playing his trademark

pink paisley Tele, a guitar that was made for

him by Fender in '69. Burton liked the finish,
but he was not sure how the King would feel.

"I took it to Vegas," laughs Burton, "but I

played my original Tele for two weeks.

Finally, I got up enough nerve to bring that

pink paisley out. I was like, 'Man, what's

Elvis going to say if he sees this guitar on
stage?' So I took it out and he came over to

me. 'Johnny B. Goode,' he says, and I kick it

off. He went out and was singing, then I

played the solo, and he turned around and did

a double-take when the lights hit me and that

guitar. After the show, he came up to me and

he said, 'Man, where did you get that gui-

tar?' I said, 'Well, I was worried about play-

ing it because it's a little bright/ But he liked
it and that was that."

Recently, Burton and the other members

of the TCB band have revived the old Elvis
show, thanks to modem technology, and

have been playing live across Europe and

America. The show centers around a large

projection screen of El vis performance

footage, mostly from the '70s. El vis sings on

screen while the musicians play along live.

Odd as it may sound, the show has been

drawing enormous audiences.

WTiile Burton is perhaps most known as a

sideman for Ricky Nelson and Elvis Presley,

he has contributed his artistry to the work of
countless artists over the years. He worked for

many years with the late John Denver, and his

work with Merle Haggard on Haggard s

"Mama Tried" and his stint in Emmylou

Harris' Hot Band have inspired countless

country musicians. And he continues to work

with such notables as Elvis Costello.

What's next for James?

"We're working on an album with my

friends, all people I've worked with, friends

of mine in the business, which includes Dr.

John, Keith Richards, Ron Wood, Bonme

Raitt, BB King, many others. I'm not sure

who we can get together yet, but it'll be

something like 'James Burton and Friends.'

It will be a fittiiR tribute to one of the
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The Third Annual
Fender Catah'na Island
Blues Festival

The lineup for the much anticipated

Third Annual Fender Catalina Island

Blues Festival has just been

announced. Headlining the Casino

Ballroom's main stage on Saturday

m'ght, May 15th, will be Kenny Wayne

Shepherd. The young blues megastar,

who recently starred in a national

advertising campaign for The Gap

clothing chain, received Billboard

magazine's award for 1998's top sell-

ing blues recording for Trouble Is and

top rock airplay track for Blue on
Black."

Opening for Shepherd will be ex-

Arc Angel, Doyle Bramhall Jr., who

will be debuting his new band and
featuring songs from his first solo

release on RCA Records. That after-

noon, Taj Mahal and his band

(brought back by popular demand

after Last year's amazing solo show)

will be celebrating his birthday with a
special performance on the island's

enchanting Descanso Beach. Slated

to open for Taj is Fender signature

artist, the extraordinary Robben Ford.

Legendary Delta bLuesman Robert

Lockwood Jr. (stepson of Robert

Johnson) will headline Sunday's after-

noon concert at the exquisite Casino

Theatre with special guest, blues

singer/guitarist John Hammond. A

special treat will be Phoemx-based

blues band Big Nick & the Gila
Monsters at a free show at the

CataLina Country Club on Friday night.

The band has received numerous

accolades from industry insiders.

Los Angeles' own Queen of the

Blues, Karen Lawrence and Blue by

Nature, will close the festival with

another special free concert at the

Country Club on Sunday evening.

Blues and great guitarists in a

paradise setting. What more could a

music fan ask for? For more informa-

tion, call 1-888-25-EVENT

Artist Action
Lenny Kravitz
The irrepressibly stylish Lenny Kravitz has been riding the success
of his single "Fly Away" from his Latest album, 5. The charismatic

guitarist toured the United States, Asia and Europe throughout
Latter half of'98. Further tour plans have not been announced, but

if you missed him in '98, you missed quite a show.
Here, Lenny rocks out with his Strat at a performance in the |

Los Angeles area.

Schuyler Deale
Studio bassist and four-string sideman SchuyLer Deale
may not be a household name, but he has held down the

Low end for many major recording artists, recently pLay-
ing an A&E special with vocalist Michael Bolton. Schuyler
also played bass on Tina Arena's double-platinum album,
In Deep.

Here, Schuler mugs backstage with his Roscoe Beck
signature bass. Keep an eye and an ear open for

Schuyler in '99.

The Deftones
Heavy aLterna-rockers The Deftones have been thriLLing

audiences since 1995, and the momentum continues to

grow.

The band will be touring through Australia and then
the early US in early '99, and they currently have plans to
record a new album to be released in late '99.

Bassist Chi Cheng has played Fender for most of his
professional career.

Right, vocaList Chino Moreno and Cheng in a casual
moment, grilling steaks in front of their tour bus.

BabyFat
Washington, DC-area Mp-hop/rock band Baby Fat was the winner of the Unvailed Battle of
the Bands competition in Aspen, Colorado. The band won $10,000 in Fender gear. They have
been making waves ever since. Below, the band at Woodward Camp.
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Leningrad Cowboys
The incredibly outrageous Finnish rock act. The Leningrad Cowboys sport insterstetlar pom-
padors and have recently traded their alien arsenal of gear for Fender Vintage Series guitars.
Check out the before and after photos below. From left, guitarist Vesa Kaapa, bassist SiLu

Seppala adn guitarist Tatu Kemppainen.

Established Artists and Working Musicians Alike
Take to Fender's Roland-Ready Stratocaster

Players from all walks of the music industry
have taken to Fender's Roland-Ready Strat

for the versatility it provides.
Coupled with a guitar processing sys-

tem, Keith Stricktand of the B52s is able to
replace 15 guitars in different tunings with
one Strat and a box of presents. According to
Strickland's guitar tech, Paul Rogers, the

conversion made the B52s' "98 tour cleaner

and simpler
Brock Henderson, guitarist for the

Ringting Brothers and Barnum & Bailey
Circus is able to simulate various timbres,
from flutes to belts, using his Strat and

synth. Brock and the Circus' band plays hun-

dreds of shows a year.

Keith StrickLand Brock Henderson

^te^uA.

In 1998, Fender teamed up with

Cakewalk and Roland to form the

Guitar Technology Alliance, a cotlabo-

ration that enables guitarists to utilize

computer technology to enhance their

creative and productivity.

The first step in accomplishing this

goat has been the combination of

three distinct products: CakewaLk's

Guitar Studio digital audio and MIDI
recording software, the Roland GR-30

Guitar Synthesizer and the Fender

Roland-Ready Stratocaster. The result

of this combination is the clearing

away of many obstacles that have in

the past frustrated guitarists when

creating music on a PC.

Historically, recording software was

designed with keyboardists in mind,

and guitar players found it difficult to
use MIDI in composition. The Guitar

Technology ALLiance provides both the

hardware and the software to enable

players to generate ideas and recorct-

ing them on the spot.

'Many of our employees play gui-

tar, so we understand well what play-

ers need to easily compose, record and

capture musical "ideas," says Tom Cook,

Cakewalk's president.

Adds Roland's Paul Youngblood,

"With the GR-30, guitarists do not

lose the natural feet, expressiveness or

response desired when playing

The Fender Roland-Ready Strat

gives nothing away, either. The

Fender Rotand-Ready Strat is just that,

a Strat/' says Fender's Ritch'e Fliegler.

"The add-ons have no effect on play-

ing style or tone.

For more information on the Guitar

Technology Alliance, check the Fender

Web site at www.fender.com; or

Roland's site at www.rotandus.com; or

Cakewalk's site at www.cakewatk.com,

Fender Lost a dear, old friend with

the passing of Eldon Shamblin last
August. ShambLin was a key member

of the influential western swing band,

Bob Wilts and the Texas Playboys. A

legendary rhythm guitarist, he had

dose ties with Fender throughout his

career. Shamblm was also one of the

first players to endorse the Fender

Stratocaster. He will be sorely missed.
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Scenes from the Tour
Fender's Road ho use Took Gear to the Streets of Amen ca and Europe in 1998

1. Gary Hoey and the Fend^
Roadhouse at a stop in Fayettevill
North Carolina. Gary Hoey and his to(

manager. Rick VanFossen, traveled i|

the Roadhouse for a 28-city clinic toi|

in JuLy/August.

2. Fender teamed up with Spli|
Clothing for a two-week skatepark toi]

in late October along the east coaslj

This tour featured top skateboard anj
BMX riders including Andy MacDonal(|
Dave Mi'rra and Neat Hendrix. Here art

two attendees trying out gear at thj

Roadhouse stop in Tom's River, N3.

3. All Campus Media an|

Entertainment Weekly put together

Battle of the Bands event, sponsorej

by Hyundai and Fender. The competi|
tion was held at 13 campuses acres]

the country and included the partici|
pation of Local alternative stations.

4. The prize for the Battle of thj
Bands was $5,000.00 in Fender geaij

Pictured here is the winning ban|

from Florida, ChLorine.

5. Greg Koch & the Tone Controls con]

ducted a two-week dime tour with th|

Fender Roadhouse, helping to launclj

the Sunn line and Fender SFX, amonl

other new Fender and Guild gear. Gre|

debuted tunes from his new releasel

Defenestrator, and entertained th|

crowd with his awesome playing an<|

unique sense of humor.

6. & 7. The Fender Roadhouse was oil

display at the Route 66 Car Show ill
-San Bernadino, California.

8. Fender Europe staff Mik^
CharaLambous and Chris Phylactoij
with the Roadhouse at the Rock & Roll
Cafe, Paris. Fender announced th^

grand opening of Fender France ancj

unveiled new models to 100 FrencH

dealers at this venue.

9. Fender teamed up with K2 at thej
Katin Team Challenge surf competitioil
at Hunti'ngton Beach, Cah'fornia. Or|

the main stage were Fender endorsersj

FLuf, who rocked the crowd.

10. The Roadhouse pulled up beach-

side for the Katin Team Challenge surfl
competition.
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Snapshots from Fender Europe

o Is co n-

with the"

Top: Volkswagen Sound Foundation Stratocaster, a special custom

amon9Strat promoting VW's sponsorship of Eric Clapton's European Tour.
ar. Greg
release,Right: Newly elected German Chancellor Gerhard Schroder with
ed the German comedian Frank Lammermann and the VW Strat.

ing andgeio^ L^; pender USA executives and Fender France staff at the
Grand Opening of the Fender France office and showroom.

was on Below Right: The Apache World Championship in Lidkoping in
)DOW in Sweden. This annual gathering of Fender fanatics centers around

the performance of the Hank Marvin/Shadows classic "Apache."
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CD Capsules
A Selection of Recent Releases from Fender Artists

Debbie Davies Round Every Comer
(Shanachie)
Having honed her craft as a member of Albert

Collins' band from 1988 to 1991, Debbie Davies
began her solo career in /93 with Picture This,

on which Colh'ns made a cameo appearance

shortly before he succumbed to cancer at age

61. Round Every Corner, Davi'es' fourth solo

release, is a portrait of a mature, sophisticated blues artist, which means

(among other things) that Davies' playing is smooth, confident and yet
still comes from the gut. Standout tracks include the swamp-flavored
"Si'ttin' and Cryi'n7" and the heartening, soutfut title track.

Sonichrome Breathe the Daylight
(Capitol)
A unique and tastefut offering of upbeat atter-
native guitar pop, Somchrome's debut, Breathe

the Dayiight, features Loads of melodic hooks
and a dirty kind of jangle that suggests Paul
Westerberg or R.E.M. Guitarist/vocah'st Chris

Karn evinces a gift for translating his angst into

agreeable, if bi'ttersweet, pop gems. "Over Confident," the album's Lead-

ing track, is a galloping pop tune Liberally spiked with dissonant guitar
noise. The album also includes "Pack Up and Leave," a hymn for fed-up

folks everywhere, and the btuesy "Dirty Water."

SLACKTONE (Go Boy Records)
More than just a forget-me-not from the surf

underground, the debut album from Southern

California's SLacktone represents some of the

most interesting instrumental tunage since

Los Straightjackets. There's been a great resur-

gence of surf music in the '90s, and surf bands

seem a dime a dozen, but what makes

SLacktone so fresh is that the band doesn't stay in the charted territory
of traditional surf tone and vibe. Sure, there's plenty of traditional surf

themes, from "Tidal Wave" to "Gung Ho for Don Ho," but there's also a

refreshing film noir (or "spy") quality to cuts like "Skeleton Key" and the

classic James Bond theme, "GoLdfinger." Guitarist Dave Wronski and crew

tear it up here. If you care anything for reverb, you'll want this one.

Voodoo Glow Skulls Band Geek
Mafia (Epitaph).
Monster punk-ska from the Brothers Cassi'LLas.

From the frantic monster-movie horns of"Human

Pinata" to the tribal drums of "Stranded in the
Jungle," Band Geek Mafia is the Voodoos at their

best. And what they are best at, realty, is rrn'x-

ing a sense of urban pathos with a riotous sense
of humor. The broken-dream story "Left for Dead" is a great example of the

former and "Hit a Guy with Glasses" of the Latter. "Glasses" features primo

Voodoo Lyrics Like "the science club is pissed/ and they are after me/ they
want compensation/ for the optometry."

Chico Banks Candy Lickin' Man
(Evidence)
Both fans of the blues and of classic R&B w
find plenty to like in the first release |
Chicago's Chico Banks. Blistering blues rif
abound in a selection of Banks originals at

smokin' covers Like King Floyd's classic "Groot

Me" and ELmore James' "The Sky is Crying

GospeL/R&B Legend Mavis Staples (Staples Singers) also makes an appea
ance on Banks' original tune "It Must Be Love." Candy Uckin' Man als

has a refreshing change of instrumentation, featuring Hammond B-3 an

horns for additional sonic color, and the end result entirely enjoyable.

SYSTEM OF A DOWN (American)
Drawing on diverse influences, from thg

shared Armenian heritage to jazz to contei|
porary politics. System of a Down is a pow^

ful agit-prop guitar band approximately coi|
parable only to Rage Against the Machine. Bj
that's only approximate. System grooves har)

breaks in a heartbeat from tempo to tempj
rages one minutes, broods the next, and fills this CD with surprise aftj

surprise. System takes on tough themes, challenging the Listener wi|

tracks like "Know," an in-your-face assault on the arrogance of hum^

knowledge, and "Spiders," in which an ominous bass line sets the scei^

for vocah'st/lyricist Serj Tankian's dark meditations on technology.

Ftuf Road Rage (Honest Don's)

There must be something behind ati the ki'LL^
hardcore bands that seem to spring fro|
Southern California. Is it the water? The smod

Whatever it is, its hardcore magic has workej

again with the new release from San Di'ego^

FLuf. Fresh from the Warped tour, drumm^

Francis WinfieLd, bassist Josh Higgins anj
vocaList/gui'tarist 0 have releasecl a raging disc full of songs about cotT|

puters, the net, angst and (of course) Fender. The songs are weLL-wri1|

ten and interesting, and one of them could well be the radio gem th;

finaLLy breaks FLuf out of the underground and into the alternative roe

mainstream.

Jerry Donahue Telecasting
Recasted (Tetebender Music)

Tetecaster wizard Jerry Donahue, once callej
"the string-bendi'ng king of the planet" b|

Danny Gatton, re-vi'sits his 1986 solo debufl

Telecasting, with a decade of perspective and

few new surprises. Jerry has added a n&j

rhythm section and "recast" the entire atbur

releasing it as Telecasting Recasted. Hellecasters fans wi'LL recognize suc|]
tracks as "King Arthur's Dream" and "The Beak/The Claw," atthoug]

these versions predate the Hellecasters. Fans of hotshot Tele ptayin|

won't want to miss this, because Donahue remains one of the hottest.l

-FRWffSW- -WW?R-W-
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Strat® Pak / Bass Pak
Just getting started? Wanting to get back into playing?
All you need to do is ask your dealer for the Strat or Bass

Pak from Squier. Convenience and value is the name of the

game with these ati inclusive packages. A Squi'er Affinity

Strat or P-Bass® is paired with an amp and packaged with

ati the accessories you'll need to plug in and play!

Strat Pak Model Number: 031-0800

Strat Pak Includes: Squier Affinity Strat with gig bag;
Sqm'er Champ® 15 amplifier (15 watts, 8" speaker,

variable gain); video; chromatic tuner; strap; cable;
set of strings; picks.

Color Options:
06 black,
58 tori no red,

80 arctic white,

90 battic blue

Squier Champ 15 amp

Bass Pak Model Number: 031-0900

Bass Pak Includes: Squier Affinity P-Bass®
with gig bag; Squier BP-15 amplifier •
(15 watts, 8" speaker, headphone

jack); video; strap; cable.

finish
flfcpUons

06 black

58 tori no red

80 arctic white

90 baltic blue

Color Options:
06 black,
58 tori no red,

80 arctic white,

90 battic blue

strings

Bass Pak and Strat Pak

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE G> WINTER 99 on P-Bass



finish
options

58 tori no red

80 arctic white

90 battic blue

Mini II

The Squi'er "Mini" guitar has arrived!

Designed for players of ati ages—
this 22.75" scale axe plays and

sounds great! Features: double

cutaway body; maple neck; rosewood

fingerboard; 20 frets; 3 single-coil
pickups; 5-way switching; master
volume and tone controls; si'ngle-pty

white pickguard; 6-saddLe hard-tait
bridge.

Model Number: 031-0100
Colors: 506, 558

Bronco™ Bass
With its slim, 30"-scaLe neck and

h'ght-wei'ght body, the Bronco Bass

is the ultimate combination of
ptayabi'h'ty and affordabitity.
Features: double cutaway body;
maple neck and fingerboard; 19 frets
1 si'ngte-coi'l pickup; master volume

and tone controls; si'ngte-pLy white

pi'ckguard.

Model Number: 031-0902
Colors: 506, 558

^
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strings

Strat®

Exemplary design in a super affordable package! Features: contoured
hardwood body; maple neck; late '60s "big" headstock; rosewood or

maple ft'ngerboard; 21 frets; 3 singte-coil pickups; 5-way switching;

1 volume, 2 tone controls; single-pLy white pickguard; tremolo.

Model Numbers:
031-0600 (rosewood)
031-0602 (maple)
Colors: 506, 558, 580, 590

A classic guitar known -around the world for its distinct look and sound.

Features: hardwood body; maple neck; rosewood fingerboard; 21 frets; 2

single-coil pickups; 3-way switching; master volume and tone controls;

si'ngle-ply white pickguard; 6-saddle top-load bridge.

Model Number: 031-0200
Colors: 506, 558, 580, 590

>

P-Bass®

Uy down a solid groove with the bass that changed music forever!

Features: contoured hardwood body; maple neck; rosewood fingerboard;

20 frets; split-coil pickup; master volume and tone controls; 4-saddle

top-load bridge.

Model Number: 031-0400
Colors: 506, 558, 580, 590

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. fRONTtINf ^^WINTER-W



finish

Stratocaster(

07 vintage blonde

19 british racing green

32 brown sunburst

Tone, versatility, and playability— in guitar h'ngo, that means

STRATOCASTER! This new Squi'er Standard version is faithful to its
namesake in every detail: contoured hardwood body; maple neck;
Late '60s "big" headstock; die-cast machine heads; rosewood or

maple fingerboard; 21 frets; 3 singte-coiL pickups; 5-way switching;

1 volume, 2 tone controls; tripte-pLy white/btack/whi'te pickguard;
fulcrum tremoto. Also available left-handed.

Additional configurations include the Sqm'er Standard "Fat" and

"Double Fat" Strat®. The "Fat" Strat features a humbucker in the

bridge position, 2 standard single-coi'Ls in the middle and neck, and
5-way switching. The "Double Fat" Strat features dual humbuckers

and 3-way switching. Model Numbers:

032-1600 (rosewood)
032-1602 (maple)
032-1620 Left-Handed (rosewood only)
032-1700 "Fat" Strat (rosewood)

032-1702 "Fat" Strat (maple)
032-1800 "Double Fat" Strat (rosewood)

032-1802 "Double Fat" Strat (maple)
Colors: 506, 519, 532, 577, 580, 591

Fat Strat®

77 frost red

81 polar white

87 cobalt blue

91 galactic purple

Left-Handed Strat® Double Fat Strat®

Telecaster®
Stand and deliver! That's what you'll do with this Squi'er Standard

version of the axe that started it all. Features: hardwood body;

maple neck with maple fingerboard; die-cast machine heads; 21

frets; 2 singte-coit pickups; 3-way switching; master volume and
tone controls; tripLe-ply whi'te/black/whi'te pickguard; standard 6-

saddle top-load bridge.

Model Number: 032-1202
Colors: 506, 507, 519, 532, 577, 591

hVINTER99



erformance and value - that's what the Squier is ati about. Time-tested Fender designs, quality
-atenals and attention to detail. result in a family of guitars unequaled in their class. —•—...:.

Stagemaster™
With its sleek body design, reverse
headstock, and dive-bombing double-

Locking tremoLo, the new Squier
Stagemaster spells "flash" with every

feature: sleek hardwood body; mapLe
neck; reverse "small" headstock; die-cast

machine heads; rosewood fingerboard

(12.6" radius); 22 frets; master volume

and tone controls; triple-ply

white/black/whi'te pi'ckguard; FLoyd
Rose® Licensed doubLe-locking tremolo.

The Stagemaster HSS features a scorch-

ing humbucker in the bridge position, 2
hot si'ngle-coils in the middle and neck,

and 5-way switching. The HH features

dual humbuckers and 3-way switching.
And the HSH features 1 hot single-coi'L

with a pair of humbuckers and a special

5-way switch for ultimate versatility.

Model Numbers:
132-2700 Stagemaster HSS
132-2800 Stagemaster HH

132-2900 Stagemaster HSH
Colors:

506, 577, 581, 587, 591

Stagemaster H5S

Stagemaster HSH

Stagemaster HH

P-Bass® Special

TKe Squier P-Bass Special features a "best of both worlds" combo with its

Precision Bass® body. Jazz Bass® neck, and P/J pickup configuration.
Features: contoured hardwood body; maple neck; rosewood fingerboard;

standard "butterfly" machine heads; 20 frets; P-Bass® pickup (middle);
3-Bass® pickup (bridge); 2 volume, 1 tone controls; triple-ply

white/black/white pickguard; standard bridge. Also available Left-handed.

Left-Handed P-Bass® Special

Model Numbers:
032-1500

032-1520 Left-Handed
Colors:

506, 519, 532, 577, 580, 591

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE (WINTER 99



JOIN FENDER CLUB NOW!!
Deluxe Membership ($22.00) Includes:

• Fender Club Scale Model Stratocaster®
• "Fender: The Sound Heard Round The World" Book,

Richard Smith
• 1-Year Subscription to Frontline Magazine
• Subscription to the Fender Club Newsletter
• Deluxe Membership Card
• 20% Discount on Fender Clothing & Accessories
• Solidbody Gear™ Catalog
•Free Shipping!

*Maximum 10% discount for all members on Rock-Ola Jukebox.

Basic Membership ($45.00) Includes:

• Fender 50th Anniversary CD
• Fender Nostalgic Guitar Display Stand*
• 50th Anniversary Poster
• 1-Year Subscription to Frontline Magazine
• Subscription to the Fender Club Newsletter
• Basic Membership Card
• 10% Discount on Fender Clothing & Accessories
• Solidbody Gear™ Catalog
• Free Shipping!

*Basic Membership does not include the Lone Star TM Strat®
shown

Sorry, U.S. residents only at this time.
Watch for International Club expansion,

ie

by^c
V.

•^

Complete this application and send to:

Fender Club
7975 N. Hayden Road, Scottsdale, AZ 85258

or fax to: 602-991-3334

To expedite order, join on the internet at www.fender.com

Please Print Legibly

Last Name

First Name

Address

City

State zip.

Phone

Email

(Important!)

Age
a 9-17
a 18-28
a 29-40
1-1 over 40

Sex
• a Male

Q Female

Music Preference
9 Rock 3 Blues
Q Jazz Q Alternative
9 Country Q R&B
Q Acoustic Q Other

Musical Status
Q Professional
Q Part-time Professional
Q Play for pleasure only
1-1 Active music student

Do you own Fender Equipment?
9 Yes Q No _ If yes, what?
Q Acoustic Q Amp
a Electric Q P.A:
a Bass Q Other

List your favorite magazines
Q Guitar/Practicing Musician
Q Circus
Q Acoustic Guitar

Do you plan to buy a music
product in the next 12 months?
9 Yes Q No _ If yes, what?
Q Acoustic Q Amp
a Electric D P.A:
a Bass Q Other

9 Guitar Player Q Country G|
Q Guitar World D Musician
a Other

Select Package

Q Deluxe Membership $99.00
Q Basic Membership $ 45.00
AZ RESIDENTS ADD 6.8% Sales TAX
Price includes shipping and handling.
Memberships good for one year.

Payment Options:

Account:

a Money Order payable to Fender Club, U.S. funds only
a VISA" a Master Card

Exp. Date:_ Signature^

Not able to deliver to P.O, Boxes or F.P.O, Boxes,
Available to U.S. Domestic residents only. Ground Delivery Only! Allow 5 to 6 weeks for delivery.

M
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Mandolin for Guitar Players
A (rash Course in Tuning and Chording the Mandolin by Ron Huntoon

box.

It's been nearly a century since the shape of

the modem mandolin was introduced to the

3k. bv world. In the early 1900s, musical instmment

designers, led by Orville Gibson, took the

centuries-old concept of a lute-style instm-

ment with a ribbed, round back and recast it

[nto the somewhat flat shape known to most

musicians today.

These new designs, prompted by the

mcreasing popularity of the mandolin as a

legitimate solo instmment and the formation

of mandolin

orchestra "clubs"

in the US, even-

tually permeated

the musical land-

scape. By the
onset of World

War I, the Italian-

style round backs

had been relegat-

ed to footnote

status, and the A-

style, or tear-

drop, and scroll-

body F-style

became the stan-

dard for all man-

dolin builders.

The man-

dolin, though pri-

manly used in

bluegrass and

country-western

styles, has been

no stranger to

I pop and rock
I recordings.

From Led

I Zeppelin and The Eagles to REM and Shawn
•<'olvm, artists have used the shimmering

sound of the mandolin to punctuate and tex-

turize their sound beyond the all-too-familiar

guitar, bass and dmms instmmentation. The

mandolin's tone is bright and punchy and can

cut through most "wall of sound" arrange-

ments. It can also provide musical relief from

teian""" comPetmg guitar parts.

Getting Started
y on the Mandolin

For guitar players who want to experiment

^vith the mandolin, things can be a little con-

fusing at first. Mandolins are tuned in fifths

like a violin, and in the same pitch range. The

first pair of strings is tuned to E, an octave

R)

Fenders Mandoh'ns:
see the Acoustic

IUSIC
months?
what?

(12 frets) above the standard guitar's open

first string. The second pair is tuned down a

fifth, to A (first string, fifth fret on the guitar).
The third pair is tuned to D (second string,
third fret on guitar). The fourth pair, finally,

is tuned to G (the guitar's open third string).

The mandolin's tuning, again, may be

odd to a guitar player who is used to scale

patterns that generally fall within four frets,

but a little acclimatizing is all that's needed
to get the feel of it. This tuning not only sets

the mandolin

into a brighter
tone range than

other instru-

ments, but it

also allows for

some wider

chord voicings

that can be easi-

ly accomplished
on the guitar.

Check out the
chord charts to

the right.

Fender

Mandolins

In 1998, Fender
released two

versions of the

A-style tear-

drop mandolin.

The FM53S has
a solid, carved

spmce top with
a bound rose-

wood finger-

board and gold hardware. It has a warm but

cutting tone that works great for unplugged

acoustic music, live or in the studio. The FM-

53S has simple dot position marker and
comes in a beautiful sunburst finish.

If you need to compete in a guitar, bass

and dmms line-up, you may need the FM-

52E. This model includes a full-range pickup

installed in the pickguard at the end of the
fingerboard and has a volume and tone con-

trol mounted through the spmce top. The

FM-52E sports the same bound fingerboard

and fret markers as the FM-53S, in sunburst

finish with chrome hardware.

If you're looking to expand your instm-

mental horizons, stop by your local Fender

dealer soon and ask to try out the Fender

mandolins.

FM-52E and FM-53S,
Product Section.

Basic Chords on

the Mandolin

G C D7 D

( )

( ) ( )

a

A7 C7 F Am

I
I

G7 B7 E7 Em

I ( )

Bb Dm E A

)



shared
.featums

Unless otherwise

•

noted. Standard

•

series models are

•

made in Mexico and

•

share the following

•TANDARD series

one-piece

maple neck

poplar bodies

standard hardware

white/black/white
pickguards

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Standard Stratocaster®
The Standard Stratocaster is the foundation from

which all Strat® models come. Fast action maple

neck, comfort-contoured body, three single-coit

pickups and standard synchronized tremoLo— -it's

where the tradition began and still carries on today.

Available right or left handed with either rosewood
or maple fingerboard.

Additional configurations include: Roland® Ready—

with its built in Roland GK-2A pickup system, you
can drive GK-2A compatible products right from the
guitar's on-board controls; Fat Strat— with one

humbucking, two single-coil pickup configuration;

Fat Strat Floyd Rose®— with one humbucking, two

single-coil pickup

configuration and

Floyd Rose Licensed
double Locking
tremoLo.

Roland Ready Strat details.

••t

•
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Standard series "Fat" Strat®

'V.

Standard Stratocaster Model Numbers:
013-4600 (rosewood) shown
013-4602 (maple)
013-4620 Left Hand (rosewood)
013-4622 Left Hand (maple)
013-4660 "Roland® Ready" (rosewood)

013-4700 "Fat" Strat (rosewood)

013-4702 "Fat" Strat (maple)
113-4700 "Fat" Strat Floyd Rose (rosewood)

• Poplar body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender die-cast machine heads

• 21 frets

• 3 si'ngle-coil or HSS pickup configuration

• Master volume, tone (neck), tone (middle)

• 5-way switching
• Tremolo '

• Fender Super Bullet® 3250L strings
• Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

Ife-

Standard Telecaster®
"Fat" Strat Fbyd Rose

The guitar that started a musical
revolution. So simple, yet incredibly

versatile. Since its introduction in the

earLy ;50s, professional guitarists of all

musical genres have relied on the

Fender Telecaster for its powerful tone

and smooth playability. Today's
Standard TeLecaster incfifporates the

best of the old and new— fast-action

maple neck, ch'e-cast machine heads,

two classic single

-coil pickups and

combination six-

saddle/string
-through body
bridge.

Standard Telecaster Model Number:
013-5102 (maple)

• Poplar body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender die-cast machine heads

• 21 frets

• 2-standard single-coit pickups

• Master volume, master tone controls

• 3-way switching

• Six-saddle/string-through body bridge
• Fender 250L strings
• Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

FRONTLINE WINTER 99 ALL Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.
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Standard Jazz V headstock
with "mini" machine heads.

The Fender Standard Series guitars and basses are the bedrock of the Fender family
of guitars. Manufactured at our state-of-the-art facilities in Ensenada, Mexico,
these four models represent the best value in classically designed instruments.

Standard Precision Bass®
Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests

from musicians for a louder, easier-to-handLe bass. This new instrument

was named the Precision Bass. Unh'ke its predecessor— the acoustic

stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had frets, which allowed bassists to pLay

with precision. Needless to say, a "new playing sensation" was born

and the sound of popular music changed forever. The new Fender

Standard Precision features a comfort-contoured body, rosewood

fingerboard and spLit-coiL hum canceling pickup.

Standard Precision Bass Model Number:
013-6000 (rosewood)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck

Rosewood fingerboard (7.25" radius)

34" scale length

Standard machine heads

20 frets
Split-coiL hum canceling pickup

Volume & tone controls

Standard bridge
Fender Super Bass 7250ML strings
Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580

Standard Jazz Bass®
First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model,"

the Fender Jazz Bass has stood the test of time to

become one of the most played instruments in

modern musical history. Many Fender Firsts such as

the off-set waist body, ultra slim fast-action neck

and fuLL-range bi'-pote pickups are standard features

on the new Standard Jazz Bass. Also available in

Left hand, frettess and five-string versions.

Standard Jazz Bass Model Numbers:

013-6500 shown

013-6520 Left Hand
013-6508 FretLess

013-6600 Fi've-String

• Poplar body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood fingerbpard (7.25" radius)

• 34" scal&d'ength

• Standard machine heads

• 20 frets

• 2-singLe-coit pickups

• Master volume, 2-tone controLs

• Standard bridge
• Fender Super Bass 7250ML strings

• Colors: 506, 532, 573, 575, 580
Fretiess Standard Jazz Bass

with fretline markers.

[

finish
jOLpdLuuiSL

06 black

32 brown sunburst

73 midnight blue

75 midnight wine

80 arctic white

strings

SLIPI K HLIIU IS

used on Strats

on this page

used on TeLes

on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

used on Basses

on this page



shared
features

Unless otherwise

noted. Deluxe

series models

on this page are

made in Mexico and

share the following

one-piece maple

neck with medium-

jumbo frets

popular after-market

modifications
factory installed

vintage style
hardware

3-ply pickguards

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

DELUXE series

Super Strat®
Beautifully adorned and dasskally contoured,

the Deluxe Super Strat features an ash body,

Lightly tinted maple neck, gold plated vintage
style hardware, brown shell pi'ckguard and newly

designed "Super Fat-Super Strat" single-coiL

pickups. Deluxe "Super Switching" gives you

seven pickup combinations to choose from.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Super Strat Model Numbers:
013-9400 (rosewood)
013-9402 (maple) shown

• Contoured ash body

• One-pi'ece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Fender vintage style machine heads

21 medium-jumbo frets

Brown shell pi'ckguard

"Super Fat-Super Strat" single-coi'L pickups

Master volume, tone (neck), tone (middle)

Push/push switch (for bridge pickup activation)
Deluxe Super-Switching:

1-bndge

2-bridge & middle
3-middle

4-middle & neck (all three when switch is "in")
5-neck (neck & bridge when switch is "in")

Synchronized tremoto

Gold hardware
Fender Super BuLLet® 3250L strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 332, 338, 367

Push-button activates bridge
pickup for a total of seven

pickup combinations.

Powerhouse Strat®
"Boost" your tonal vocabulary with the

Deluxe Powerhouse Strat. Classic Strat

design featuring the newly designed
Fender "Powerhouse" ultra quiet pickup

system. A unique active boost circuit

produces tones from shimmering clean
to scorching "humbucker-h'ke" Leads.

Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

12db active mid boost.

FRONTLINE VSs9 WINTER 99

Powerhouse Strat Model Numbers:

013-9500 (rosewood) shown
013-9502 (maple)

• Contoured poplar body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)
• 25.5" scale length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• White shell pi'ckguard

• Ultra quiet "Powerhouse" pickup system

• 12db active mid-range boost

• Master volume, master "no-load"

tone control

• 5-way switching

• Synchronized tremolo

• Fender Super BuLLet® 3250L strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 302, 306, 309, 380

All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



,/;g Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender guitars and basses. Some models are time-tested
^andards incorporating popular after-market modifications, while others represent completely new designs.

Fat & Double Fat
itrat® Floyd Rose®

Extreme tones
with a /70s vibe.

The new Deluxe

Fat and Double
Fat Strat FLoyd Rose feature an original style FLoyd Rose
locking tremoLo plus newLy designed Fender humbucking

pickups. The "Fat" (hum/singLe/singte) model has two
Tex-Mex single coils in the neck and middle positions

and one Tex-Mex Humbucker in the bridge. The "Double

Fat" (hum/hum) version takes it a step further with two
Tex-Mex Humbuckers. Special 5-way switching offers a

broad spectrum of humbucking and singLe-coiL tones.

Bombs away!

Double Fat Strat
Floyd Rose.

Fat and Double Fat Model Numbers:
113-3100 - Fat Strat FLoyd Rose shown
113-3300 - Double Fat Strat Floyd Rose

• Contoured poplar body
• One-piece maple neck
• Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
• 25.5" scale Length
• Late '60s "big" headstock

Fender vintage style machine heads
21 medium-jumbo frets
BLack/white/bLack pickguard
Black plastic parts
2 Tex-Mex singLe-coHs/1 Tex-Mex
humbucker (Fat Strat)
2 Tex-Mex humbuckers (Double Fat Strat)
1 volume, 2 tone controls
5-way switching
Floyd Rose® locking tremolo
Fender Super 250L strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 380

finish
-options

02 lake placid blue

09 candy apple red

Cyclone TM

Stirring up the dust with a radical new design is
the aLL new Fender Cyclone. Equipped with a

Tex-Mex™ Strat® single-coil slanted in the neck

position and a new Fender special design

"Atomic-Humbucker™" in the bridge, the Cyclone

offers a rocking combination of tones. The
original Jazzmaster® headstock, 24 3/4" scale

and off-set waist body give you an alternative

look combined with a comfortable feet and exceL-

lent playability. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Toronado TM

The new Fender Toronado features an off-set waist body with rounded, com-

Portable corners. Two Fender special design "Atomic-Humbuckers" with indi-

vidual volume and tone controls allow you to "diaL-in" a variety of explosive

tonai. combinations. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Cyclone Model Number:
013-0500 (rosewood)

• Contoured poplar body

• Off-set waist design

• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 24.75" scale Length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• Brown or white shell pickguard

• Tex-Mex Strat pickup in neck

• Fender "Atomic-Humbucker" in bridge

• Master volume, master tone controls

• 3-way toggLe switch

• Synchronized tremoLo

• Fender Super BuLLet® 32501- strings

• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

Toronado Model Number:
013-0700 (rosewood)

• Contoured poplar body
• Off-set waist design
• One-piece maple neck
• Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
• 24.75" scale length

Fender vintage style machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
Brown shell pickguard
2 Fender "Atomic-Humbuckers" with
nickel covers
2 volume, 2 tone controls
3-way toggle switch
String-through body "hard-tail" bridge

Fender Super 250L strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

32 brown sunburst

38 crimson transparent

67 honey blonde

80 arctic white

strings

supri< mil 11 is

used on Strats

on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE

used on Teles

on this page



shared
DELUXE series

Unless otherwise

noted. Deluxe

series models

on this page are

made in Mexico and

share the following

rf-^

one-piece maple

neck with medium-

j urn bo frets

popular after-market

modifications
factory installed

vintage style
hardware

3-ply pickguards

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

M

Nashville Tele®
Down home and versatile, the Deluxe

Nashville TeLe is outfitted with a
Tex-Mex™ Strat Pickup sandwiched

between two Tex-Mex Tete pickups.

This Music City namesake also
features 5-way "Strat-o-Tone™"

switching for a unique combination of

Tele and Strat tones.

Nashville Tele Model Numbers:
013-5300 (rosewood) shown
013-5302 (maple)

• Alder body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• Brown shell pickguard
• Two Tex-Mex TeLe pickups

in neck and bridge
• Tex-Mex Strat pickup in middle

• Master volume, master tone
• 5-way "Strat-o-Tone™" switching

• U.S. Vintage six-saddle bridge

• Fender Super 250L strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

Deluxe P-Bass® Special
Fender invented the electric bass— and

its two styles. The Fender Jazz Bass®

and Precision Bass® have constituted

the essential choice for bass players

over decades. Until now, players had

to choose one or the other. The new

Deluxe P-Bass Special features a "best

of both worlds" combo with an alder

Precision Bass body, satin finished

maple Jazz Bass neck, and a P/J pickup

configuration. A U.S. vintage bridge,

gold anodized pickguard and deluxe
Fender gig bag complete the package.

FRONTLINE > WINTER 99

Deluxe P-Bass Special Model
Numbers:

013-5700 (rosewood) shown

013-5702 (maple)

• Contoured alder body

• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 34" scale length

• Standard machine heads

• 20 medium-jumbo frets

• Vintage spec P-Bass pickup (middle)
• Vintage spec 3-Bass pickup (bridge)
• 2 volume, 1 master tone controls

• U.S. vintage bridge

• Fender Super Bass 7250ML strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.



The Fender Deluxe Series is the newest family of Fender guitars and basses. Some models are time-tested
standards incorporating popular after-market modifications, while others represent completely new designs.

P-Bass® Lyte

(Japan) The P-Bass "Lyte" is a sleek version of the classic Fender Precision Bass®.

The Lightweight contoured basswood body, ultra slim neck and deep cutaways will

inspire long playing sessions and provide easy access to extreme upper registers.
Active electronics deliver a variety of tones ranging from classic Fender growl, to

modern slap and thump.

The P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe takes it a step further with its satin finished

natural mahogany body, humbucking J-Bass® bridge pickup and gold
hardware. A rm'drange boost/cut control is included for added tonal

flexibility.

P-Bass® Lyte Deluxe

P-Bass "Lyte" Model Numbers:

025-9500 (P-Bass Lyte)
025-9800 (P-Bass Lyte Deluxe)

Special "sleek" body

One-pi'ece maple neck

Rosewood fingerboard (9.5" radius)
34" scale length

Lightweight "mini" machine heads

22 nickel silver frets

P-Bass pickup (middle)
3-Bass® pickup (bridge)
-J-Bass humbucker in Deluxe model

Active electronics

Controls:

-Master volume

-Pickup balance (pan)
-Bass boost/cut

-Mid boost/cut (Deluxe only)
-Treble boost/cut

Die-cast bridge
Fender Super 7250M strings
P-Bass "Lyte" colors: 537, 555, 564, 577

P-Bass "Lyte" Deluxe colors: 521

The ti'me-tested features of our Standard Jazz Bass®, combined

with our American Deluxe pickups and active electronics give the

Deluxe Active Jazz Bass some extra growl for the gig. Also

available in a 5-String version. Deluxe Fender gig bag included.

Active Jazz Bass®
ddle)
dge)
.Ls

igs

5-string version

Active Jazz Bass Model Numbers:
013-6700 ^.

013-6800 (5-String)
• Poplar body
• One-pi'ece maple neck

• Rosewood fingerboard (7.25" radius)

• Pao Ferro fingerboard (5-String)
• 34" scale Length

• Standard machine heads (4-String)
• Lightweight "mini" machine heads

(5-string)
• 20 nickel silver frets

• 2 American Deluxe J-Bass® pickups

• American Deluxe active eLectrom'cs

• Controls:

-Master volume

-Bass boost/cut

-Mid boost/cut

-Treble boost/cut

• Standard bridge and hardware
• Fender Super 7250ML strings
• Fender Super 8250-5M (5-String)
• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• Colors: 306, 309, 332, 380

inty. L Features & specifications subject to change without notice. Q^

finish
options

09 candy apple red

21 natural

32 brown sunburst

37 antique burst

55 frost white

64 montego black

77 frost red

80 arctic white

strings

used on guitars

on this page

SLJI'IIR I;AS~

used on Basses

on this page



shared
features

Unless otherwise

CLASSIC series

noted. Classic

series models on

this page are

made in Mexico and

share the following

solid bodies

vintage style
hardware

BO's Stratocaster®

Now made at Fender's state-of-the-art

manufacturing facility in Ensenada, Baja

Cah'form'a— these timeless classics fea-

ture deep body contours, characteristic

neck shapes, aged plastic parts, and your

choice of six classic Fender colors.

Deluxe gig bag included.

50's Stratocaster Model Number:

013-1002
60's Stratocaster Model Number:

013-1000

• Solid poplar or atder body
(depending on color)

• One-piece maple neck
(7.25" radius)

-50's Strat: V-shape neck

-60's Strat: C-shape neck with

rosewood fingerboard

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender vintage style

machine heads

• 21 nickel silver frets

• 3 Vintage Strat® pickups

• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching

• Synchronized tremolo

• Fender Super 250R strings
• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• 50's Stratocaster colors:

303, 304, 305, 306, 354, 357

• GO'S Stratocaster colors:

300, 302, 305, 306, 356, 366

60's Stratocaster®

true to vintage

details

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in alt

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

70's Stratocaster®

The U-shaped neck, large headstock and
"bullet" truss rod are unmistakable fea-

tures that define an era. Now made at
Fender's manufacturing facility in

Ensenada, Baja Cah'form'a— this beautiful

replication has it ati. Deluxe Fender gig

bag included.

fRONTHNE"

70's Stratocaster Model Number:

013-7000 (rosewood) shown
013-7002 (maple)
• Solid ash body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboarct

(7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length
• SchaLLer® vintage "V"

machine heads

21 nickel silver frets
3 Vintage Strat® pickups
1 volume, 2 tone controls

5-way switching

Synchronized tremolo

Fender Super 250R strings
Deluxe Fender gig bag
Colors: 300, 305, 321

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



The New Fender Classic series pays tribute to selected vintage classics from the past.
With features that replicate those of the originals, each model has its own story to tell,

'69 Tele® Thinline
Built with pride at Fender's manufac-

turing facility in Ensenada, Baja
CaLiform'a— the classic /69 TeLe®

Thin Line features a Lightweight
semi-hoLLow body with a single
f-hote, glossy finished maple neck,
and SchaLLer® vintage //F" machine

heads. Finish options include Natural

Mahogany and classic 3-Tone Sunburst

on ash. Deluxe Fender gig bag

included.

357

366

'69 Telecaster Thinline
Model Number:
013-6902

• Serm'-hollow mahogany or ash body

• One-pi'ece maple neck (7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• SchaLLer vintage "F" machine heads

• 21 m'cket silver frets

• White shell pickguard
• 2 Vintage Tele® pickups
• Master volume, master tone

• 3-way switching

• 3-saddte string-through-body bridge
• Deluxe Fender gig bag

• Fender Super 250L strings
• Colors: 300 (ash), 321 (mahogany)

finish
options

00 3-color sunburst

01 blonde

02 lake placid blue

03 2-color sunburst

04 daphne blue

05 Olympic white

50's Telecaster®
Pomona Avenue 1950— the genesis of

the modern electric solid-body guitar is
artfully captured in this timeless
coLLectibte. Now made at Fender's

state-of-the-art manufacturing facility

in Ensenada, Baja Cah'fornia— the new

classic 50's TeLecaster features an ash

body, V-steaped maple neck, and

vintage Tele® pickups. Deluxe

Fender gig bag included.

50's Telecaster Model Number:
013-1202

• Solid ash body
• One-piece maple neck (7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 picket silver frets
• SingLe-pLy white pickguard
• 2 Vintage TeLe® pickups

• Master volume, master tone

• 3-way switching
• 3-saddLe string-through-body bridge

• Deluxe Fender gig bag
• Fender Super 250R strings
• Colors: 301, 303, 306

21 natural

54 dakota red

56 shell pink

57 surf green

66 burgundy mist metallic

strings

rranty. Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FSONTLINE' •WINTER 99

used on guitars

on this page



shared
features COLLECT!

Unless otherwise

noted. Collectible

series models on

this page are

made in Japan and

share the following

basswood bodies

vintage style
hardware

true to vintage

details

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

'62 Telecaster® Custom

Bound for glory! White binding front
and back sets this TeLe® apart from the

rest. The C-shaped neck with rosewood

fingerboard, and tripte-ply
white/black/white pickguard highlight
this "60s classic.

'62 Telecaster Custom Model

Number:

027-5100

Basswood body
One-pi'ece maple neck

Rosewood fingerboard (7.25" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Fender vintage style machine heads

21 mcket silver frets
TripLe-ply white/bLack/white picl^

guard
2 Vintage TeLe® pickups
Master volume, master tone

3-way switching

3-saddle string-through-body bric
Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 500, 509

'72 Telecaster® Thinline

Jr^<
^i^StS?^

Exquisitely finished natural ash semi-
hollow body Telecaster! Dual Fender
"Wide-Range" humbuckers, white shell

pi'ckguard, and signature f-hote accent

this faithful '70s reproduction.

'72 Telecaster Thinline Model Number:
027-3202

Semi-hoLLow ash body
One-piece maple neck

MapLe fingerboard (7.25" radius)
25.5" scale length

Fender die-cast machine heads

21 nickel silver frets
White shell pickguard
2 "Wide-Range" humbucking pickups

Master volume, master tone

3-way switching

6-saddle string-through-body bridge
Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 521

'72 Telecaster® Custom

M^Lf§&v1^

Ready to rock! This axe delivers the TeLe

twang with the added punch of a neck-
position Fender "Wide-Range" humbuck-

er. Triple-pty btack/whi'te/btack pi'ck-

guard, 3-way toggLe switch, and chrome-
tipped "skirted" knobs complete the pic-

ture.

'72 Telecaster Custom Model
Number:

027-7602

Basswood body
One-piece maple neck

Maple fingerboard (7.25" radius)
25.5" scale Length

Fender die-cast machine heads

21 nickel silver frets
Black/white/btack pickguard
1 Vintage TeLe pickup (bridge)
1 "Wide-Range" humbucker (necli

2 volume, 2 tone controls

3-way toggte switch

3-saddLe string-through-body br

Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 500, 506

\1 G>WINTER 99 All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



finish
options

'62 Jaguar®

00 3-color sunburst

The '62 Jaguar is a re-creati'on of

Fender's premier guitar from the 60's.

Biki'm's, surfboards, and crashing reverb!

Unique features include a contoured
body with off-set waist, switchabte lead

and rhythm circuits with independent

volume and tone controls, and floating
tremoLo with "Tremolo-Lock."

'62 Jaguar Model Number:
027-7700

• Basswood body

• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood fingerboard (7.25" radius)

• 24" scale Length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 22 nickel silver frets

• Brown shell pickguard

'62 Jazzmaster®

2 Vintage single-coi'l Jaguar pickups

SwitchabLe Lead and rhythm circuits
with independent volume and tone

controls

Lead/rhythm selector switch
Individual pickup selector switches

Bass-cut switch
Floating tremoto with "Tremoto-Lock"

Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 500, 509, 541

09 candy apple red

21 natural

A remake of the guitar that was at the
heart of '60s Rock Instrumentals and '70s

"New-Wave." Features include a con-

toured body with off-set waist, swi'tchable

lead and rhythm circuits with independent
volume and tone controls, and floating
tremoLo with "Tremolo-Lock."

'62 Jazzmaster Model Number:

027-7800

• Basswood body

• One-pi'ece maple neck

• Rosewood fingerboard (7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale length

• Fender vintage style machine heads

• 21 nickel silver frets

• Brown shell pickguard

'75 Jazz Bass®

2 Vintage singte-coiL Jazzmaster

pickups
Switchable lead and rhythm circuits
with independent volume and tone

controls

Lead/rhythm setector switch
3-way toggle pickup selector switch

Floating tremolo with "Tremolo-Lock"

Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 500, 509, 541

41 vintage white

€feIHki

strings

The continuing evolution of the Fender

Bass— revisited. Bound fingerboard with

Mock inlays are standout features of this

70s classic. Other features include a

solid ash body, rosewood or maple finger-
board, and "bullet" truss rod.

'75 Jazz Bass Model Number:

027-3500 (rosewood)
027-3502 (maple) shown

• Soh'd ash body

• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard
(7.25" radius)

• 34" scale length

• Standard machine heads

• 20 nickel silver frets

• Triple-ply whi'te/black/white pickguard
• 2 Vintage bi-pole pickups

• 2 volume, 1 tone controls

• Fender Super Bass 7250L strings
• Colors: 500, 521

used on Guitars

on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE > WINTER 99
used on Basses

on this page



shared

Unless otherwise

noted, the American

Standard series

models are

made in the USA and

share the following

features:

medium-jumbo frets

nncro-frilt'" adiust

die-cast tuners

white/btack/white
pickguards

straplock buttons

molded case

Note: Not alt

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

AMERICAN STANDARD series
American Standard Stratocaster®
The American Standard Stratocaster is the
result of over forty years of electric guitar
evolution. This great American classic is
loaded with contemporary features— 22
medium-jumbo frets, our patented Bi-Flex™
truss rod and micro-tilt neck adjustment,
deluxe die-cast machine heads and the all
new Fender DeLtaTone™ pickup system. Truly an
industry standard! Available right or left handed.

American Standard Stratocaster "Hard-TaiT
When the Fender Stratocaster with
"Synchronized Tremolo" debuted in 1954, a
"hard tail" non-tremolo version was also
introduced. It featured the string-through-
body design as the Telecaster yet retained
the new 6-saddle bridge for individual string
adjustment. The direct-to-body bridge and
string-through-body design resulted in dis-
tinctive tones and enhanced pLayabitity.
Fender continues the tradition with the
American Standard "Hard-TaiT Stratocaster.

American Standard Stratocaster Model Numbers:
010-7400 (rosewood) shown
010-7402 (maple)
010-7420 Left Hand (rosewood)
010-7422 Left Hand (maple)
010-7430 "Hard-TaiL" (rosewood)
010-7432 "Hard-Tail" (maple)

Contoured alder body (ash on 721)
One-piece maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-TUt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
DeLtaTone™ pickup system: .
-Hot bridge pickup ,
-Reverse wound/reverse polarity middle pickup ?
-Standard neck pickup j
-Master volume control ;
-Standard neck pickup tone control ;
-Middle/ 'bridge pickup "no-load" tone control |
5-way switching ;
2-point synchronized tremoto j
Schaller® straptock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3250L strings
HardsheLl molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

"Hard-Tail" Strat details.

American Standard Telecaster®
Today's version of the original that
started it all. The American Standard
Telecaster incorporates the best of the
old and new— timeless tone and
styling, fast-action satin finished neck,
deluxe die-cast machine heads. Fender
DeltaTone™ pickup system and combi-
nation si'x-saddle string-through-body
bridge. Available right or left handed.

American Standard Telecaster Model
Numbers:
010-8400 (rosewood)
010-8402 (maple) shown
010-8422 Left Hand (mapLe only)

Alder body (ash on 721)
One-piece maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-TUt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender di'e-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
DeltaTone pickup system:
-Hot bridge pickup
-Standard neck pickup
-Master volume control
-Master "no-load" tone control

3-way switching
Six-saddLe string-through-body bridge
SchalLer® StrapLock ready
Fender Super 250L strings
HardshelL molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721,
724, 774, 793

FRONTLINE All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.
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Standard Jazz V headstock.

Fretless J-Bass Neck
with fretline markers.

The American Standard series combines the classic look and sound of
Fender's original designs with new features reflecting the evolution of
today's players. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art
facility in Corona, California, U.S.A.

— American Standard Precision Bass®
Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests from musi-
dans for a Louder, easier-to-handLe bass. This new instrument was named the
Precision Bass. Unlike its predecessor— the acoustic stand-up bass, the
P-Bass® had frets, which allowed bassists to play with precision. Needless
to say, a "new playing sensation" was born and the sound of popular music
changed forever. The American Standard Precision Bass combines classic feet
and sound with new features that make a favorite even better. Also available
left handed.

Standard Precision Bass Model Numbers:
019-2200 (rosewood) shown
019-2202 (maple)
019-2220 Left Hand (rosewood)

Contoured alder body (ash on 721)
Graphite reinforced maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)
34" scale length
Deluxe Fender machine heads
20 medi'um-jumbo frets
Vintage spec sph't-coi'L pickup
Master volume and tone controls
String-through-body bridge
SchaLLer® straptock ready
Fender Super 8250 strings
HardshelL molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

American Standard
Jazz Bass® ~—
The evolution of a classic. First introduced in 1960

as the "Deluxe Model," the Fender Jazz Bass has

become one of the most played instruments in mod-

ern musical history. As with all American Standard

instruments, the American Standard Jazz combines

traditional tone and feel with modern, "players"

features. Also available in a five-string and

frettess versions.

American Standard Jazz Bass
Model Numbers:
019-2400 (rosewood) shown
019-2402 (maple)
019-2408 Frettess (rosewood)
019-2500 Five String (pao ferro)

Contoured atder body (ash on 721)
Original, off-set waist design
Graphite refnforced maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)
34" scale length
Deluxe Fender machine heads
20 medium-jumbo frets
2 Vintage spec single-coil pickups
2 volume, 1 tone controls
String-through-body bridge
Schaller® straptock ready
Fender Super 8250 strings
Hardshell molded case
Colors: 700, 705, 706, 721, 724, 774, 793

finish
-flptions

00 3-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

06 black

21 natural

74 aqua marine

93 purple metallic

strings

used on Strats
on this page

used on Teles

on this page

-anty.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE® used on Basses

on this page



sharedBffl HOT RODDED AMERICAN series
Unless otherwise

noted, the Hot

Rodded American

series models are

made in the USA and

share the following

features;

medium jumbo frets

alder bodies

die-cast machine heads

shell pickguards

straplock buttons

black Tolex®
Fender case

Note: Not all

variations may be
available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Roadhouse™, Lone Star™ and Big Apple™
This blistering trio of Strats come factory equipped with some of the most popular aftermarket modifications. Sizzling
pickup configurations, flashy shell pi'ckguards, and Hot Rod paint jobs give each model its own personality and vibe.

The Roadhouse is fitted with three Fender Texas Special/'
you're picki'n' the Roadhouse, the grinnin' comes easy.

single-coit pickups for that "Smokey-Roadhouse" tone. When

The Lone Star comes stock with two Fender Texas Special singte-coits and a custom Seymour Duncan® "Pearly Gates Plus"

humbucker. Special 5-way switching allows alt the classic single-coU Strat combinations as well as the scorching humbucker

by itself. Available in your choice of six Hot Rod colors or special Si'enna Sunburst with ash body (maple fingerboard only).

The Big Apple has a vibe all its own with an awesome combination of classic and modern tones. Dual Seymour Duncan®

humbuckers— in conjunction with a super 5-way switch— travel the tonal streets from crystal clean single-coi'l sounds

to unabashed humbucking aggression. Available in your choice of six Hot Rod colors or special Sunset Orange

Transparent with ash body (rosewood fingerboard only). Also available with a "hard-tail" string-through-body bridge.

Roadhouse Strat Model Numbers:
010-7300 (rosewood) shown
010-7302 (maple)

Lone Star Strat Model Numbers:
010-7900 (rosewood)
010-7902 (maple) shown

Big Apple Strat Model Numbers:
010-7200 (rosewood) shown
010-7202 (maple)
010-7230 Hard-TaiL (rosewood)
010-7232 Hard-Tail (maple)

Contoured atder or ash body (depending on finish)
One-piece maple neck

Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Bi-Flex™ truss rod

Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads

22 medium-jumbo frets

5-way switching

2-point synchronized tremolo

Schaller® strap-Lock ready

Fender Super Bullet® 3250L strings
Black Tolex® Fender case

Alder body colors:
800, 805, 806 (white shell pickguards)
809, 844, 845 (brown shell pickguards)
Special ash body colors:

822 (white sheLL pkkguards)
847 (brown shell pickguards)

Roadhouse pickup configuration (SSS):
-3 Fender Texas Speerat single-coils

Lone Star pickup configuration (HSS):
-2 Texas Special si'ngle-coits

(middle & neck)
-1 Seymour Duncan "Pearly-Gates Plus"

(bridge)

Big Apple pickup configuration (HH):
-Seymour Duncan TearLy Gates Plus" (bridge)

-Seymour Duncan Custom '59 (neck)

B<

Lone Star Strat®

Roadhouse Strat®

FRONTLINE'I (WINTER 99 All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.
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The Hot Rodded American guitars are American Standards that have been "hot-rodded" at the factory
with popular after market modifications. All models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility
in Corona, California, U.S.A.

.5. Fat Tele®
e U.S. Fat TeLe comes hot-rodded from the

rtory with an American Standard TeLe® bridge
ckup and a Fender DH-1™ neck humbucker.

nque 5-way switching delivers all the tradi-

)naL tones that have kept the Tele® on top for

'er forty-five years plus ati the "trick" hum-

icker tones previously unavai'Labte from a

Dck instrument.

Strat®

rranty. 1

U.S. Fat Tele Model Numbers:

010-8000 (rosewood)
010-8002 (maple) shown

ALder body
One-piece maple neck

Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length
Bi'-FLex™ truss rod

Micro-Tilt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads

22 medium-jumbo frets

American Standard TeLe bridge pickup
Fender DH-1 neck humbucker

5-way switching

Six-saddle string-through-body bridge

Schaller® Straplock ready
Fender Super 250L strings
Black ToLex® Fender case

Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809

finish
iptions

00 3-color sunburst"

05 Olympic white

09 candy apple red

22 sunset orange trans.

44 shoreline gold metallic

45 teal grean metallic

Nashville B-Bender® Tele®
Modeled after the personally customized

instruments of some of Nashville's top

players, the Nashville B-Bender Tete

delivers classic TeLe and Strat tones

combined with striking pedal steel

effects.

Nashville B-Bender Tele Model Number:
010-8342 (maple only)

• Poplar body
• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Bi-Flex™ truss rod

• Mi'cro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment

• Deluxe Fender cHe-cast machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• 2 American Standard Tele pickups

• 1 Texas Special Strat pickup (middle)
• 5-way "Strat-o-Tele" switching

• Six-saddle string-through-body bridge

• SchaLLer® StrapLock ready

• Fender Super 250L strings

• Black ToLex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 805, 806, 809

47 sienna sunburst

strings

used on Strats

on this page

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE (WINTER 99
used on Teles

on this page



shared
r m AMERICAN DELUXE series
Unless otherwise

noted, the American

Deluxe series models

are made in USA

and share the

following features:

solid ash or alder
bodies

aged plastic parts

deluxe hardware

American Deluxe Stratocaster®
The American Deluxe Stratocaster is the ultimate in high-performance.
Classi'caUy contoured solid "tone-woocT bodies and new distinctive neck shapej
fit Like a glove. Other features include three Fender Vintage-Noiseless™ pick-
ups with hot bridge for extra punch and sustain, polished chrome Locking

machine heads, American Deluxe tremolo with polished steel saddles, highly
detailed fret and nut work, abatone dot inlays, and aged plastic parts.

Additional configurations include the American Deluxe Fat Strat®, which fea-
tures a new Fender DH-1™ Humbucker in the bridge position and an LSR Rotterj
Nut. The two Noisetess pickups in the neck and bridge position are wound
extra hot for proper balance with the humbucker. The American Deluxe Fat
Strat is also available with an optional Fender Deluxe locking tremolo.

American Deluxe Stratocaster Model Numbers:

010-1000 (rosewood)
010-1002 (maple) shown

American Deluxe Fat Strat Model Numbers:
010-1100 Fat Strat/LSR (rosewood)
010-1102 Fat Strat/LSR (maple) shown
010-1190 Fat Strat/LSR/Locking Trem (rosewood)
010-1192 Fat Strat/LSR/Locki'ng Trem (maple) shown

Premium aLder or ash body (depending on finish)
One-pi'ece maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length
Bi-Flex™ truss rod
Micro-Ti'tt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender locking machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
Fender Vintage-NoiseLess™ pickups
Fender DH-1™ Humbucker (Fat Strat)
5-way switching
Deluxe 2-point synchronized
tremolo
SchalLer® straptock ready
Fender Super Bullet® 3250L
strings
Black Tolex® Fender case
Colors:
800, 806, 838 w/atder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Applique Logo.

American Deluxe

Fat Strat® HSS
& Fat Strat HSS Locking

straplock buttons

black Tolex®
Fender case

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price Ust for

availability.

The Vintage-Noiseless pick-

ups used on the American
Deluxe Strat® and Tele®

employ a stacked-coil design

to recreate the sound of

Fender pickups from the Late
'50s and early '60s

without the hum normally
associated with singte-coiLs. Locking tuners.

FRONTLINE All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.
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The new Fender American Deluxe series represents the pinnacle of U.5. manufactured electn'c guitars. With fea-
tures like select "tone-wood" bodies, highly detailed fret and nut work and newly designed Fender Vintage-
l\!oise[ess™ pickups, the Fender American Deluxe guitars are sure to become classics worthy of their namesake.---

American Deluxe Telecaster®

The top of the Tele chain! The American Deluxe Telecaster offers two Fender Vintage-NoiseLess™ Tele®
pickups and one Vintage-Noiseless Strat® pickup in the middle position. Other features include 7-way
pickup switching, bound-top alder or ash body with contoured back, highly detailed fret and nut work,
abaLone dot intays and aged plastic parts.

American Deluxe Tetecaster Model Numbers:
010-5500 (rosewood)
010-5502 (maple) shown

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
One-piece maple neck

Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length

Bi-Flex™ truss rod

Micro-TiLt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender die-cast machine

heads
22 medium-jumbo frets

3 Fender Vmtage-Noiseless™

pickups
7-way switching

Six-saddLe string-through-body
bridge with polished saddles
Schaller® straptock ready
Fender Super 250L strings
Black ToLex® Fender case
Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/aLder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

American Deluxe Precision Bass®

The American Deluxe P-Bass® offers tons of tonal variations. The three-band active EQ combined with

a vintage P-Bass pickup and special design humbucker make this an axe that can cut any gig. Other
features include a graphite reinforced neck, premium alder or ash body (depending on finish), and
combination string-through-body or top-Load bridge.

American Deluxe Precision Bass Model Numbers:
019-5200 (rosewood) shown
019-5202 (maple)

American Deluxe Jazz Bass®

Classic features combined with the best that modern technology has to
offer, the latest version of the Fender Jazz Bass once again captures the

spirit of innovation. A three-band active EQ and special design J-Bass®

pickups are featured along with a graphite reinforced neck, premium alder

or ash body (depending on finish), and combination string-through-body
or top-Load bridge. Also available in frettess and 5-string versions.

American Deluxe Jazz Bass Model Numbers:
019-5400 (rosewood) 019-5408 FretLess (rosewood only)
019-5402 (maple) shown 019-5500 Five String (rosewood)

019-5502 Five String (maple)

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
Graphite reinforced maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard
(9.5" radius)

• 34" scale length

• Lightweight Deluxe Fender
machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets
Vintage P-Bass pickup (middle)
Special design humbuckmg
pickup (bridge)
3-band active EQ
Combination string-through-body
or top-load bridge
Schaller® strapLock ready
Fender Super Bass 8250M strings
Deluxe Molded Fender case
Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/alder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

Premium alder or ash body
(depending on finish)
Graphite reinforced maple neck
Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
• 34" scale Length

• Lightweight deluxe Fender
machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

2 Special design Jazz Bass
pickups
3-band active EQ
Combination string-through-body
or top-toad bridge
Schaller® strap-lock ready
Fender Super Bass 8250M strings
Deluxe Molded Fender case
Colors:

800, 806, 838 w/alder body
801, 848, 894 w/ash body

oko available fretiess

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE0WINTER 99

finish
options

00 3-color sunburst

m^^

01 white blonde

38 crimson transparent

48 teal green trans.

94 purple transparent

strings

used on Strats

on this page

used on Teles

on this page

used on Basses

on this page



shared
features

Unless otherwise

•

noted, American

•

Vintage series
•

models are made

•

in USA and share
•

the following

AMERICAN VINTAGE ^

one-piece maple neck

vintage hardware

origirral detailing

vintage pickups

Fender tweed case

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

'57 Stratocaster®

The American Vintage '57
Stratocaster® and '62

Stratocaster re-create two

of Fender's most famous

designs. All original specs
are detailed including neck

and headstock shapes, body
radii and contours, 12th fret

dot positioning, and hand
beveled pickup magnets.

Both models are also

available left handed.
Beveted magnets.

'62 Stratocaster®

'52 Telecaster®

This faithful reissue pays homage to Fender's original classic that revolutionized
the electric guitar. Its efficiency of form and function have made the Tetecaster

one of the most played and heard instruments in musical history. All original

specs are detailed including neck shape, fingerboard radius/ hardware, pickups
and electronics. Also available left handed.

J57 Stratocaster® Model Numbers!
010-0102 (maple) shown
010-0122 Left Hand (maple)

'62 Stratocaster® Model Numbers;

010-0100 (rosewood) shown
010-0120 Left Hand (rosewood)

• Comfort contoured alder body

(ash on 801)
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)
• 25.5" scale length

• 21 mckel silver frets

• 3 new American Vintage

Strat® pickups

• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 3-way switching (5-way indudec

• Original synchronized tremolo
("ashtray" included)

• Fender Super 250L strings
• Fender tweed case

• '57 Stratocaster colors:

801, 803, 806, 809, 840, 878

• '62 Stratocaster colors:

800, 805, 806, 809, 840, 846

'52 Telecaster® Model Numbers:

010-0202 (maple) shown
010-0222 Left Hand (maple)

• Premium ash body

, • One piece tinted maple neck
(7.25" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• 21 nickel silver frets

• SingLe-pLy black pickguard
(white on 806)

• 2 new American Vintage

TeLe® pickups
• Master volume and tone controls

• 3-way switching

• Original vintage Tete® bridge
("ashtray" included)

• Fender Super 250L strings
• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 806, 850, 884

(WINTER 99 All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty. I
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The '52 Telecaster®, '57 Stratocaster® and '62 Stratocaster® are the cornerstones of Fender's electric guitar range.
The introduction of the new American Vintage Series marks the return to original specs with smooth, rounded
body radii, distinctive neck shapes, aged plastic parts and pickups that replicate all the physical and tonal
aspects of the originals.

'57 Precision Bass®

lumbers:!

5)

lumbers:
'n

/ood)

• body Fender invented the Electric Bass in 1951 in response to requests from musicians

for a louder, easier-to-handle bass. This new instrument was named the Precision

Bass. Unh'ke its predecessor— the acoustic stand-up bass, the P-Bass® had frets,

which allowed bassists to play with precision. Needless to say, a "new playing

sensation" was born and the sound of popular music changed forever. The

American Vintage '57 and '62 Precision Basses pay tribute to the originals with

accurate detailing from their respective vintages.

Ls
includec

emolo

gs

40, 878

40, 846

'62 Precision Bass®

mbers:

2)

neck

rd

controls

ridge

gs

'62 Jazz Bass "ashtray".

'62 Jazz Bass®

First introduced in 1960 as the "Deluxe Model," the Fender Jazz Bass has stood

the test of time to become one of the most played instruments in modern musical

history. All original Fender Firsts such as the off-set waist body, ultra sh'm

fast-action neck and fulL-range bi-poLe pickups are detailed in this faithful reissue.

'57 Precision Bass Model

Number:

019-0115 (maple)

'62 Precision Bass Model

Number:

019-0116 (rosewood)

• Comfort contoured alder

body (ash on 801)
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)

• 34" scale length

• Original "backwards"

machine heads

• 20 nickel silver frets
• Gold anodized pickguard on

'57 P-Bass®

• Brown shell pi'ckguard on

'62 P-Bass (aged white on

840)
• American Vintage sptit-coit

pickup
• Volume and tone controls

• Chrome bridge and pickup
covers included

• Fender Super Bass 7250ML
strings

• Fender tweed case

• '57 Precision Bass colors:

801, 803, 806, 809

• '62 Precision Bass colors:

800, 805, 806, 840

'62 Jazz Bass Model
Numbers: 019-0209

• Comfort contoured

alder body 1
• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)
• 34" scale length

• Original "backwards"

machine heads

• 20 nickel silver frets
• Brown shell pickguard on

(aged white on 802)
• 2 American Vintage bi-pote

pickups
• Dual concentric volume and

tone controls

• Chrome bridge and pickup
covers included

• Fender Super Bass 7250ML

strings

• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 800, 802, 805, 806

finish
options

00 3-color sunburst

!-gM^I
t^-.£®&

01 white blonde

02 lake ptadd blue

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

09 candy apple red

40 fiesta red

46 sherwood metallic.

78 aztec gold

strings

-used on Guitars

on this page

irranty. Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE' I WINTER 99'
used on Basses

on this page



unique

Special Models

have many

Floyd Rose® locking
tremolo on the Floyd

Rose Classic Strat®

<£-!

reverse angle bridge
pickup in the
Voodoo Strat

semi-hollow body

on the '90s Tele""

Thin line

DeArmond"" 2K

pickups on the
Tele-Sonic™

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Jimi Hendrix Voodoo Stratocaster®
The Voodoo Stratocaster is a tribute to

the voodoo master himself— Jirni

Hendrix. For years players have been

putting Left handed necks on their Strats

in search of that elusive sound. This only

got them halfway there. The Voodoo

Stratocaster completes the equation with

its completely left-handed string path.

The unique string tension created by the
Voodoo's reverse headstock, combined

with the searching tone of reverse stag-

gered pickups and the reverse angled

bridge pickup— take it over the top.

Combine all that with a right-handed con-

toured body, tremoto and controls, and

your there. Woven strap and white-coiL

cable included.

Voodoo Stratocaster Model Numbers:

010-6600 (rosewood)
010-6602 (maple) shown
• Right-handed atder body

• Left-handed maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender/Schaller® vintage "F"

machine heads

• 21 medium-jumbo frets

• 3 Vintage Strat® pickups with reverse

staggered magnets

• Reverse angled bridge pickup
• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching
• Original synchronized tremoto

• Fender Super 250L strings

• Black Tolex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 805, 806

Voodoo Strat engraved
neckplate.

Floyd Rose Classic HH
details.

Floyd Rose® Classic Strat® HSS/HH
For players who want to access a wide

variety of extreme tones. Fender intro-

duces the new FLoyd Rose Classic HSS and
FLoyd Rose Classic HH. Both guitars fea-

ture the FLoyd Rose Original locking
tremoto plus newly designed Fender hum-

bucking pickups.

The HSS model has two Fender American
Standard single coils in the neck and rm'd-

die positions and one Fender DH-1™

Humbucker in the bridge. The DH-l's mag-

neti'c pole pieces are Fender-spaced for

proper string balance. The HH model

beefs it up with a double dose of Fender
DH-1 Humbuckers in the bridge and neck
positions, combined with special 5-way

switching that offers a wide array of fat

humbucker and cutting singLe-coiL tones.

FRONTLINE 1^1 WINTER 99

Floyd Rose Classic HSS Model Numbers;
110-6500 (rosewood)
110-6502 (maple) shown
Floyd Rose Classic HH Model Numbers:]
110-6700 (rosewood)
110-6702 (maple)
• Premium aLder body

• One-piece maple neck

• Rosewood or maple fingerboard (9.5" radiu^

• 25.5" scale Length

• Vintage machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• White/btack/white pickguard
• 1 volume, 2 tone controls

• 5-way switching

• Original Floyd Rose® double locking tremolij
• Fender Super 250L Strings
• Black Totex® Fender case

• Colors: 800, 806, 809, 841

All Fender Guitars carry a limited lifetime warranty.



A select group of high-end models each with a vibe all its own. The Fender Special Models group is where the
unexpected is the norm. AU models are manufactured at our state-of-the-art facility in Corona, California, U.S.A.

finish
options

'90s Tele® Thinline

A beautiful, double bound, semi-hoLlow ash body with a single f-hole sets the
stage for the '90s TeLe Thinh'ne. This eye catching guitar comes equipped with
American Standard pickups and hardware, and a white shell pi'ckguard. Natural

and Olympic White finishes have brown shell pickguard and binding.

,52 Tele Special

The ultimate in elegance and simplicity. This special edition of Fender's original.

classic features a Luxurious 2-color sunburst lacquer finish and is adorned with

gold plated vintage hardware. ALL other features are true to original specs

including neck shape, fingerboard radius, pickups, and etectronics.

'90s Tele Thinline Model Numbers:
010-8200 (rosewood)
010-8202 (maple) shown

• Semi-holLow ash body with f-hole
• One-piece maple neck
• Rosewood or maple fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
• 25.5" scale Length

Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 mecti'um-jumbo frets
American Standard TeLe pickups
3-way switching
Six-saddLe string-through-body bridge
Schaller® Straptock ready
Fender Super 250L strings
Black Totex® Fender case
Colors: 800, 805, 806, 821, 838

'52 Tele Special Model Number:
010-0212 (maple)

• Premium ash body

• One piece maple neck

(7.25" radius)
• 25.5" scale length

• 21 picket silver frets

• 2 new American Vintage Tete® pickups

• Master volume and tone controls

• 3-way switch

• Gold plated vintage hardware

• Original vintage TeLe bridge
("ashtray" induded)

• Fender Super 250 strings

• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 803

00 3-color sunbursf

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

06 black

09 candy apple red

21 natural

32 brown sunburst

38 crimson transparent

mbers:

ibers:

'' radius)!

Tele-Somc TM

tremolo

The Fender Tete-Somc™ takes the Tetecaster concept to a new Level with its

chambered mahogany body, twin DeArmond® singLe-coiL pickups and WiLki'nson®

stop tai'L-piece.

Tele-Somc Model Number:
010-1800

• Chambered mahogany body
• One-pi'ece maple neck

• 24 3/4" scale Length
• Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Micro-Ti'Lt™ neck adjustment
Deluxe Fender die-cast machine heads
22 medium-jumbo frets
2 U.S. DeArmond® 2K single-coiL pickups
3-way toggte switch
WiLki'nson® stop tai'L-piece

Schatter® straplock ready
Fender Super 250 strings
Black ToLex® Fender case
Colors: 832, 838

41 vintage white

strings

used on Strats

on this page

rty.
Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE ®WINTER 99

used on Teles

on this page



finish

02 Lake placid blue

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

09 candy apple red

30 cherry sunburst

41 vintage white

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

ARTIST SIGNATURE series
Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex™ Strat®

(Mexico) The Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat features simph'dty of design, directly

reflecting his deep roots and traditional playing style. Unique features include a special

/V shape neck, three Fender Tex-Mex pickups with hot bridge, and special tone control

wiring.

Jimmie Vaughan Tex-Mex Strat

Model Number:
013-9202 (maple)

Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster(

(Mexico) The Richi'e Sambora Standard Strat is modeled after his U.S. version—

hum/singte/single pickup configuration and Locking tremoto. No problem rockin' on this

one! Unique features include a DiMarzi'o® PAF humbucker in the bridge position and

FLoyd Rose® II Locking tremolo.

Richie Sambora Standard Stratocaster Model Number:
113-2700 (rosewood)

Richie Sambora Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The RicMe Sambora Stratocaster combines classic design with "flash." Unique

features include "star" fingerboard inLays, two Fender Texas Special™ single-coits, a

Di'Marzio® PAF bridge humbucker, an active mi'd-boost circuit, and a Floyd Rose® Original

Locking tremoto.

Richie Sambora Stratocaster Model Number:
110-2702 (maple)

Contoured poplar body
Special "\1" shape maple necl|

(9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Fender vintage machine head|
21 medium-jumbo frets

3 Fender Tex-Mex single-coil

pickups
5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone

(bridge) controls
Original synchronized tremolcj
Singte-ply white pickguard
SchaLler® strap-Lock ready

Fender Super 250L strings

Fender deluxe gig bag
Colors: 303, 305, 306, 309

FRONTLINE (WINTER 99

Contoured poplar body
One-pi'ece maple neck

Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

25.5" scale length

Fender die-cast machine head

21 medium-jumbo frets

2 standard si'ngte-coil pickups

(neck & middle)
1 DiMarzi'o® PAF humbucker

(bridge)
5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone

(middle) controls
Floyd Rose® II Locking tremol
White/black/white pi'ckguard
Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 502, 506, 509, 580

• Contoured atder body
• One-piece maple neck (9.5" radiij

• 25.5" scale length

• Mi'cro-Titt™ neck adjustment

• Fender deluxe di'e-cast

machine heads

• 22 medium-jumbo frets

• 2 Fender Texas Special singte-j

pickups (neck & middle)
• 1 Di'Marzio® PAF humbucker

(bridge)
• 5-way switching

• Volume, tone (neck), TBX (mil
& bridge) controls

• Floyd Rose® Original. Locking
tremolo

• Whi'te/black/white pickguard
• Fender Super 250L strings
• Fender tweed case

• Colors: 830, 880

All Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



T
Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have been
painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artists unique specifications and playing style. ^--»-^^^-^^^

Eric Clapton Stratocaster®

(U.S.A.) The Eric Clapton model was designed to recreate the Look and feet of Eric's

Favorite Strat®, but with modern eLectronics that could provide a fatter sound when

needed. Unique features include a special "\1" shape neck, three Gold Fender-Lace®

Sensors, 25db active mid-boost circuit, and blocked tremolo bridge.

Eric Clapton Stratocaster Model Number:
010-7602 (maple)

Jeff Beck Stratocaster(

(U.SXyTFie Jeff Beck Stratocaster is the culmination of Jeff's ultimate guitar needs.

A wide array of sounds can be coaxed from this beauty— breathtaking harmonies,

ferocious tremoto effects and much more. Unique features include a deep '50s neck

shape, two Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors in the neck and middle positions, and dual Gold

Fender-Lace® Sensors in the bridge.

Jeff Beck Stratocaster Model Numbers:
010-9600 (rosewood)

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster ®

(U.§T?t)~Sweclish guitarist Yngwie MaLmsteen first hifthe U.S. music scene through
a Guitar Player Magazine Spotlight column and from there, hit the ground running.

From his days in the 80's rock scene to sotd-out performances showcasing his classical

influences and prodigious technique, Yngwie has remained truly one of a kind.

Fender is proud to introduce the alt-new Yngwi'e Matmsteen Stratocaster. In addition

to Yngwie's trademark scalloped fretboard and brass nut, new features include a Late

60s large headstock, original synchronized tremolo and aged plastic parts.

Yngwie Malmsteen Stratocaster Model Number:
010-7100 (rosewood) shown
010-7102 (maple)

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE CMI WINTER 99

finish
-options

Contoured alder body
Special "V" shape maple neck
(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length
Bi-FLex™ truss rod
Mi'cro-Tilt™ neck adjustment
Fender vintage machine heads

21 frets
3 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors
25db active mid-boost circuit
5-way switching

Volume, TBX (master),
mid-boost controls

Original synchronized tremolo
(blocked)
Si'ngle-pLy white pickguard

Fender 3250 strings
Fender tweed case
Colors: 805, 806, 843, 858, 871

Contoured atder body
Deep '50s shape maple neck

Rosewood fingerboard (9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Bi-FLex™ truss rod

Micro-TiLt™ neck adjustment

Deluxe Fender locking machine heads

22 medium-jumbo frets

2 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors

(neck & middle)
Dual Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors (bridge)
5-way switching with push/push for bridge
Volume, tone (neck),

TBX (bridge &middle) controls
2-point synchronized tremolo

White/btack/white pickguard
StrapLock ready
Fender 3250 strings
Colors: 841, 857, 876

Contoured alder body
Special shape maple neck
Late '60s "big" headstdck

ScaLLoped rosewood or maple

fingerboard (9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length

SchaLLer vintage "F"

machine heads

Brass nut

21 medium-jumbo frets

Aged plastic parts
2 DiMarzio YJM pickups
(middle & neck)
1 DiMarzio HS-3 pickup (bridge)
3-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone

(bridge) controls
Original synchronized tremolo

Fender 250L strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 809, 841, 872

43 pewter

57 surf green

58 torino red

71 candy green

72 sonic blue

76 midnight purple

80 arctic white

strings

used on the Clapton
and Beck Strats

used on all other
Strats on this page



finish
ARTIST SIGNATURE series

Buddy Guy Stratocaster®

00 3-color sunburst

03 2-coLor sunburst

05 Olympic white

(U.S.A.) The Buddy Guy model is a red hot blues machine. Buddy's Legendary sound

comes through. So can yours! Unique features include a special "V" shape neck, three

Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors with 25db active mid-boost circuit.

Buddy Guy Stratocaster Model Number:
010-7802 (maple)

Bonme Raitt Stratocaster®
06 black

09 candy apple red

10 black w/gold paisley

(U.S.A.) The Bonm'e Raitt Stratocaster emulates her favorite vintage Strat® with some

attractive additions. A narrow neck shape and 9.5" fingerboard radius make for excel-

Lent ptayabih'ty. Other unique features include three Fender Texas Special™ singte-coit

pickups and a white shell pickguard.

Bonnie Raitt Stratocaster Model Number:
010-9300 (rosewood)

Stevie Ray Vaughan Stratocaster®

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in alt

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

(U.S.A.) The Stevi'e Ray Vaughan Signature model respectfully replicates Stevie's favorite

guitar. Pure Texas blues— Stevi'e style! Unique features include a special "oval" neck

shape, Pao Ferro fingerboard, three Fender Texas Special™ single-coit pickups, gold plat-

ed vintage hardware with Left-handed tremolo, and special engraved pickguard.

Stevle Ray Vaughan Stratocaster Model Number:
010-9200 (pao ferro)

~T

Contoured ash body
Special "V" shape maple ned

{9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length

Bi-Flex™ truss rod

Micro-Titt™ neck adjustment

Fender vintage machine head

22 frets
3 Gold Fender-Lace® Sensors

25db active mid-boost circut

5-way switching

Volume, TBX (master),
mid-boost controls

Original synchronized
tremoto

Shell pickguard
Fender 3250 strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 803, 867

]

Contoured atder body
Narrow "C' shape maple neck)

Rosewood fingerboard

(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale length

Fender vintage machine head|

22 frets
3 Fender Texas Special™

singLe-coil pickups

5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone

(bridge) controls
Original synchronized tremoloj
White shell pi'ckguard
Fender Super 250L strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 800, 888

Contoured atder body
Special "oval" shape maple neck

Pao Ferro fingerboard (12" radi]
25.5" scale Length

Fender vintage machine head^
21 jumbo frets
3 Fender Texas Special™

single-coil pickups

5-way switching

Volume, tone (neck), tone

(mid) controls
Engraved black/whi'te/black
pickguard
Original synchronized tremolo
(left-handed)
Gold plated hardware
Fender Super 250R strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 800

FRONTLINE I WINTER 99 All Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.
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Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have been
painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style. - -—-^- --..•--.- --^^.^

Jimi Hendrix Tribute Stratocaster® • Left -handed guitar strung
right-handed

• Contoured alder body

• Special shape maple neck

• MapLe fingerboard (7.25" radius)
• 25.5" scale Length

• Fender/SchalLer vintage "F"

machine heads

• 21 frets

• 3 reverse staggered vintage

single-coit pickups

• 3-way switching (5-way included)

(D.S.A.) The Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster is a mirror image of the guitar that gave a "Star • Volume, tone, tone controls

SpangLed" performance at the /69 Woodstock festival. Unique features include a Large

late '60s headstock, maple-cap fingerboard and reverse staggered vintage pickups.

Jimi Hendrix Stratocaster Model Number:
010-6822 (maple)

Original synchronized tremolo

WMte/bLack/wh'te pi'ckguard
Fender 3250 strings
Black ToLex® Fender case

Colors: 805

11 black
w/red paisley

23 pearl white

41 vintage white

pie neck
d

ne heads

it™

tone

tremolo

-mgs

James Burton Standard Telecaster®

^%
fB,^^

(Mexico) The James Burton Standard TeLecaster reflects this great player's roots with its
;50s styling and classic Tele® tone. Unique features include a vintage six-saddle string-

through-body bridge and two Fender Texas-Tele® single-coi'L pickups.

James Burton Standard Telecaster Model Number:
013-8602 (maple)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck

(9.5" radius)

25.5" scale Length

Fender vintage machine

heads
21 frets
2 Fender Texas-Tele

si'ngle-coit pickups

3-way switching

Master volume and tone

controls

Single-pty white pickguard
Vintage six-saddle-string-

through- body bridge
Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 503, 506, 509, 541

67 honey blonde

77 frost red

88 desert sunset

Ie neck

(12" radwi|

ie heads

?ne

/black

Tiolo

ings

James Burton Telecaster(

(U.S.A.) The James Burton Telecaster is Loaded with modern features yet retains the

classic Tele sound and feel that James Likes. Unique features include paisley and solid

color finishes, three Fender-Lace®, and special 5-way "Strat-o-TeLe" switching.

James Burton Telecaster

Model Number:
010-8602 (maple)

Poplar body
One-piece maple neck

(9.5" radius)
25.5" scale Length
PearL-buttoned "Elite"

machine heads

21 frets
3 Fender-Lace® Sensors

(btue/neck, siLver/rm'd,

red/bridge)
Special 5-way "Strat-o-TeLe"

switching
Master volume and TBX

tone controls
Six-saddte/string-through-body

Strat® bridge
Fender Super 250L strings
Fender tweed case

Colors: 810, 811, 823, 877

strings

used on the Guy

and Hendrix Strats

ranty. I Features & specifications subject to change without notice. ^ used on all other
guitars on this page



finish
options ARTIST SIGNATURE series

3 .D. Telecaster(

00 3-color sunburst

02 lake placid blue

05 Olympic white

(3apan) A variation of Jerry's Custom Shop Signature model, the JD Tele® features a
custom Strat® single-coil pickup in the neck position and special 5-way switching.

Jerry Donahue "3D" Telecaster Model Number:

027-9702 (maple)

Basswood body
Special "V" shape maple nec]

(7.25" radius)
25.5" scale Length

Fender vintage machine hea^

21 frets
1 custom Strat® single-coil

pickup (neck)
1 custom Tete® singte-coil

pickup (bridge)
Special 5-way switching

Master volume and tone conl

Black/white/black pickguard
Vintage six-saddle string-

through- body bridge
Fender Super 250L strings
Colors: 500, 506, 527, 538

06 black
Marcus Miller Jazz Bass®

09 candy apple red

21 natural

25 crimson red metallic

(3apan) As a bassist, Marcus Miller has performed with Miles Davis, David Sanborn, Luther
Vandross, Joe Sample, McCoy Tyner & Jackie .McLean, Grover Washington Jr., Aretha Franklin, and

Roberts Flack. Without a doubt, Marcus Miller's defining groove is being felt around the world by
bass players who consider his work to be the pinnacle of the craft.

Marcus Miller Jazz Bass Model Number:
025-7802 (maple)

Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard Ba$s

Ash body
'75 3azz Bass mapLe neck
34" scale length
Maple fretboard w/white bindinj

and pearloid block ir
Vintage style
machine heads
20 frets
Vintage Jazz Bass
pickups

Black/white/black pickguarc
Volume, volume, treble, and
bass controls
2-band active EQ
w/bypass switch
BadAss™ H bridge
Colors: 500, 505, 521

27 sapphire blue

38 crimson transparent

44 shoreline gold metallic

Note: Not all
variations may be

available in all
colors, consult your

price list for
availability.

(Mexico) Modeled after his U.S. Signature bass, the Stu Hamm Standard features a 32"

scale Length and active electronics.

Stu Hamm "Urge" Standard Bass Model Number:

013-1400 (rosewood)

• Poplar body
• Special shape maple neck
• Rosewood fingerboard (9.5" rac

• 32" scale length

• Fender standard

machine heads

• 24 medium-jumboj
• 2 standard Jazz Be

pickups
2-band active EQ with

pickup pan control
BLack/whi'te/black pi'ckguarc
Vintage bridge
Fender 6250M strings
Colors: 502, 506, 525, 580

WINTER 99 ALL Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.



Designed under the direct supervision of some of the world's most influential players, these models have been
painstakingly crafted to accommodate each artist's unique specifications and playing style. —=--=^=T-^-^^

Stu Hamm "Urge^Bass •

(U.S.ATfTFie Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass features the tonat magic of classic Jazz and

Precision basses with active etectrom'cs and contemporary styling. Unique features

include a sleek alder body, 34" scale Length, pao ferro fingerboard, and white shell

pickguard.

Stu Hamm "Urge" Bass Model Number:

019-1400 (pao ferro)

Alder body
Special shape maple neck
Pao ferro fingerboard (9.5" radius)

• 32" scale length

• G-B-7 machine heads

24 medium-jumbo frets

2 custom Jazz Bass®

pickups (neck & bridge)
• 1 custom P-Bass® pickup (middle)
• 2-band active EQ with pickup

pan control

• 4 position rotary pickup seLector

• White shell pickguard
• String-through-body bridge

• Fender 7250ML strings
• Black ToLex® Fender case

• Colors: 802, 846, 864, 866

finish
Otpti(m&..

45 teal green metallic

46 sherwood metallic

64 montego black

Roscoe Beck V Bass
66 burgundy mist metallic

(U.S.A.) The Roscoe Beck V String is truly a one-of-a-kind design. Players wilt love

the traditional Jazz feel combined with the graphite reinforced neck. Other features

include a pao ferro fingerboard, special Jazz Bass® V pickups, and special switching.

Roscoe Beck V Bass Model Number:
019-6500 (pao ferro)

Rocco Prestia Precision Bass®

(U.S.A.)The Tower of Power! That's what the new Rocco Presti'a Precision Bass is. Classic

P-Bass® design with reversed vintage sph't-coit pickup and 2 band active EQ deliver the

punch that Rocco is famous for. Other features include a special shaped graph'te rein-

forced maple neck, and combination string-through-body or top Load bridge.

Rocco Prestia Precision Bass Model Number:

019-6702 (maple)

ALder body with off-set waist
Special shape maple neck
(9.5" radius)
34" scale length

Fender special design

machine heads

22 jumbo frets
2 special design
"side-by-side"

Jazz Bass® pickups

1 volume, 1 tone controls

3-way rotary pickup selector

2 mini tone toggLe switches

Aged white pickguard
String-through-body bridge
Fender 8250-5M strings

BLack Totex® Fender case

Colors: 800, 809, 844, 845

Alder body
Graphite reinforced maple neck

• MapLe fingerboard

(9.5" radius)

• 34" scale Length

• Deluxe Fender

machine heads

• 20 medium-jumbo frets

Reversed vintage sptit-coil pickup]

2-band active EQ (trebLe/bass)
BLack/wMte/bLack pickguard
Combination string-through-body

or top load bridge
SchaLLer® strapLock ready
Fender special tension 7250

strings
Fender tweed case; strap; cable

Colors: 806, 821, 838

80 arctic white

strings

used on the J.D. Tele

MCDIUM S( Al I BASS

used on the
Standard Urge Bass

used on the

Urge Bass

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE

used on the Roscoe

Beck V Bass



special
features.

MC-l's lieadstock

rosetteoftheNC-'].

DG-11 headstock

DG-11 roselte

MA-1 & MC-1
The right features, size and price

for younger guitarists, school music

programs or beginners who prefer a

smaller sized acoustic. These 3/4

sized instruments feature a satin

finish, agathis top, back and sides,

and a rosewood fingerboard.

Model Numbers:
095-0100-021 MA-1

094-0100-021 MC-1

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

Fender Nylon Classical 100s

D6-11 in sunburst

DG-6
An ideal first acoustic, the DG-6

features a satin finish, agathis top,

back and sides, rosewood finger-

board and bridge, and chrome ptat-

ed tuning machines. An excellent

value which is as easy to play as it
is to own.

Model Number:
095-0600-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor
60L's

DG-7
A perfect combination of greal

tone and value the DG-7 is oni

of our best sellers. Featuring

meranti'-wood back and sides

and a spruce top highlighted
by a high gloss finish and
chrome tuning machines, the

DG-7 is an ideal choice for

beginners or as a second

instrument for pros. '

Model Number:
095-0700-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

FRONTLINE VS9 WINTER 99



DG-8 Value Pak
Everything you need to get playing!
Gig bag, strings, picks, string

winder, strap, polish & cloth, elec-

tromc tuner and a chord book.

Model Number:
095-0800-021

Strings:
Fender

Phosphor
60 Ls

iiilsti

006 black

IIII^SBiit^spruce)

;iSi??W»t

DG-9
f great
is one|

unng

sides
hted
id
, the
-or

The DG-9 features a genuine

satin-fim'shed mahogany body

and a select spruce top for a

sound and Look that make it
unique in its price range.

Model Number:
095-0900-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-11
Available in three gloss finishes
The DG-11 is great Looking, great

sounding and affordable! A genuine

spruce top with nato back and sides

round out this outstanding instru-

ment. Also avai'Labte as an

Acoustic / Electric.

Model Numbers:
095-1100-006 (Black)
095-1100-021 (Natural)
095-1100-032 (Sunburst)
Strings:
F&nder Phosphor 60L's

Hnngs

antheMC-l

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE • !WINTER99
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)G-16's snowflake intay
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DG-16
A working musician's dream

come true. The DG-16 sports a

real spruce top, mahogany back

and sides, grade-A rosewood

fingerboard, snowftake position

markers and die-cast tuners.

Model Numbers:
095-1600-006 (Black)
095-1600-021 (Natural)
095-1600-032 (Sunburst)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

•?Mbi-Ng®

DG-10LH

wood nrtag - %^%
hole purftmg

For South-Paws only! The rich
tone from the DG-10's uniquely

braced, satin-finished mahogany

body and spruce top wilt have
righties playin'-em upside down.

Model Number:
095-1020-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

gunyyrstfimsh
w'QG'm:

DG-16LH

DG-24
Bucking tradition, the DG-24's

safa'n-fim'shed, mahogany top,

back and sides produce a sound

that begs to be played. The
pearl di'e-cast machine heads,

wood binding and wood inLay
sound hole purfling add to the
DG-24's distinctive beauty.

Model Number:
095-2400-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

All the great luxury appointments
of the DG-16 for the often
neglected, but value conscious

southpaw.

Model Number:
095-1620-006 Black
095-1620-021 Natural

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

I WINTER 99:
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DG-14S

's

),

ind

the WOOD-TONE FINISH™ of the DG-14S aLLows the body and neck of the guitar to vibrate more freely for maximum reso-

nance. Because of this minimum finish, the clear Low-end, robust mid-range and sparkh'ng high end of the solid spruce top

are allowed to fully resonate, and tone is more alive and distinctive than any other guitar in this price range. Also, this

instrument is noticeable lighter than comparable guitars with a full gloss finish. Strum one and see why Less is realty more.

finish
options

Model Number: 095-1400-021

Strings: Fender Phosphor 60L's

006 black

DG-20S
The DG-20S has all the warmth
and clarity that comes from a

soh'd top guitar. Other musical

features Like genuine mahogany

neck, back and sides help to

create a pro tone and feet.

Model Number:
095-2000-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

Hlgljgltm-a^^spruce)

|||||||fi||||:l(»rfWagany)

This beautiful Indian rosewood
guitar also has a soh'd spruce

top. These two tone-woods

work together to produce a

powerful combination of

strong bass and brilliant treble,

Top quality die-cast machine

heads add the finishing
touch to this artful
instrument.

Model Number:
095-2100-021

Strings: Fender
Phosphor 60l:s

iQMtiatixtrst'

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE •
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DG-22S

lintayecl."F"'CtR]|<a"iN|siJ

FLame-mapte back and sides are

matched to a solid spruce top for a

brilliant "unplugged" tone that cuts

through with strong mids and smooth

bass. AvaitabLe in five finishes, all

feature gold die-cast tuners.

Model Numbers:
095-2200-021 Natural

095-2200-028 Crimson Red Burst

095-2200-030 Cherry Stain

095-2200-032 Sunburst

095-2200-036 Blue Burst

Strings:
Phosphor 60L's

||<|(||i8fi8NIIHSSSI

iS?iffiSINIS®li
BiliiSilSSS

^JSfuk^

iiH^Sii^lW!
WMiffits?'

GC-23S
Features a solid spruce top with

mahogany back and sides. This

smaller-body grandconcert sized

instrument produces an amazing

sound. Chrome die-cast machine

heads add to precise tuning.

Model Number:
095-2300-021

Strings:
Fender

Phosphor
60L's

DG-25S
This six-string dreadnought
also features a satin-fim'shed,

solid cedar top with mahogany

sides and att-new pearl-fim'shed

die-cast tuning machines.

The appearance is further

enhanced with wood binding

and attractive wood inlay

sound hole purflmg.

Model Number:
095-2500-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-41S
Our Finest six-string acoustic

features a gorgeous rosewood

body with solid spruce top,

gold tuners and special

snowfLake position markers.

The DG-41S exemplifies per-

fectLy balanced tone with
strong bass, clear treble and

plenty of volume.

Model Number:
095-4100-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's



DG-10CE
Our most affordable acoustic-electric, this

model features a beautiful satin finish,

mahogany body and spruce top. The

Fender transducer pickup system has

onboard volume and tone controls for

convenience and ftexi'bility. Also

Available in a Left-handed version.

Model Numbers:
095-1005-021 Right-handed

095-1025-021 Left-handed

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

jstic

wood

>p.

•rs.

ler-

1

and

DG-20CE
Equipped with the Fender piezo pickup and an onboard
preamp with active EQ, this guitar is ready for stage or

studio. There's beautiful, high-gloss finished mahogany

on the back and sides and a select spruce top. Die-cast

tuners, too!

Model Numbers:
095-2005-021 Natural Gloss

095-2005-006 Gloss Black

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-11E
Same great instrument

as the DG- 11. But,

with the addition of
the exclusive Fender

pi'ezo electric pickup

with separate volume

and tone control.

Model Numbers:
095-1101-006 (Black)
Strings:
Fender Phosphor SOL

iiiiiimw-

;S||l^t&«'sfc:

i}3SW;&8rst

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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36-12 headstock
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Fishman Acoustic
Matrix Pro
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DG-22CE
The beautiful flame maple top,
back and sides are available in

five colors. All have a Fishman

Acoustic Matrix pickup teamed
with an onboard preamp and

powerful EQ for excellent tone and
control. Midas-touch gold tuners, too!

Model Numbers:
095-2205-021 Natural

095-2205-028 Crimson Red Burst

095-2205-030 Cherry Stain
095-2205-032 Sunburst

095-2205-036 Blue Burst

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-27SCE
Professional features, versatih'ty

and an affordable price all in one
package. The solid spruce top and

mahogany back and sides provide a

fuLL-bodied acoustic tone, white the

piezo pickup with four band active
EQ insures a top notch plugged in
sound. A Florentine cutaway allows

easy upper-fret access and a bound

neck and body gives the
DG-27 SCE its classic look.

Model Number:
095-2705-006 Black

095-2705-021 Natural
Strings: '*'

Fender Phosphor 60L's

FRONTLINE I WINTER 99

3G-26SCE
This Mi'ni-Jumbo cutaway

electric has Fishman Acousl
Matrix electronics. Featurii
satin-finished, soh'd cedar

top with mahogany back ar|
sides and all-new pearl

die-cast machine heads.

Model Number:
095-2605-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

DG-41SCE
It's the top-of-the-Line and

the DG-41SCE proudly looks,
feels and sounds the part!

This rosewood and solid

spruce cutaway comes com-

plete with the Fishman
Acoustic Matrix Professional

pickup and preamp system,

gold tuners, end-pin jack

special inlays.

Model Number:
095-4105-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's



DG-10-12
Our lowest price 12-string
sounds and plays Like a much

more expensive guitar. The

satin finished spruce top and

mahogany body deliver a well
balanced tone with plenty of
warmth and brightness.

Comfortable action compares

to instruments costing much

more and makes the

DG-10-12 easy to play.

Model Number:
095-1012-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor
60-12L's

finish
flptians

DG-16-12 &
DG-16E-12
The DG-16-12 joins the sweeping timbre

of a twelve string, with all the upscale

features of the DG-16. A select spruce

top, mahogany back and sides, grade A

rosewood fingerboard, snowftake posi-

tion markers and die-cast tuners finish

off this distinctive instrument. The DG-

16E-12 adds an exclusive Fender pi'ezo

pickup and on-board 3-band EQ system,

Model Numbers:
095-1612-006 DG-16-12

095-1612-021 DG-16-12

095-1613-006 DG-16E-12

095-1613-021 DG-16E-12

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

JG-12CE-12
This beautiful 12-string Mim-Jumbo
features the Fender Pi'ezo Pickup

system, an all satin finish spruce

top, mahogany back and sides, and

a nato neck with die-cast tuners.

Professionally appointed, this
exquisite guitar is priced right for
the working musician who needs a

main instrument or a 12 string to

double on.

Model Number:
095-1217-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

»t»tack

DG-41S-12—
Our best 12-string is equipped
with gold di'e-cast tuner's and

special intays. But it's the

beautiful Indian rosewood

body and solid spruce top that
make it sing. With powerful

bass and crystaLline highs,
you'll never want to put it

down.

Model Number:
095-4112-021

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60-12L's

li%iiiig®i;
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special
features

Jumbo Details

CG-11 headstock

CG-ll bridge

BG-29

S3-64S & S3-65S
Looking for a big. Loud, full; bodied

acoustic? If so the Fender SJ

series jumbo acoustics are for you.

Both of these professional.-qual.ity

guitars feature solid spruce tops,

rosewood fretboards with block

inlays, bound necks and bodies

and die-cast tuners. The 64S has

a rosewood back and sides while

the 65S sports flame maple back
and sides. These solid-topped gui-

tars are beautifully detailed and
finished and are the best value in

there class.

Model Number:
095-6400-021 S3-64S

095-6500-021 SJ-65S

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

Fender one-way

mono electronics

Fender Piezo
Electronics

This sleek shallow-body cut-

away acousti'c-electric bass,

fitted with a Fishman Acoustic
Matrix, delivers great tone and

plays Like a dream.

Model Numbers:
095-2900-306 Black

095-2900-321 Natural Satin

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 7060

Fishman Acoustic
Matrix system

FRONTLINE



finish
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CG-7
For those guitarists who

favor classical or folk styles,

the CG models are nylon

string guitars with that great

Fender feet and sound. The

neck is fashioned from

Nato-wood with a rosewood

fretboard. The body has a

spruce top with meranti

back and sides.

Model Number:
094-0700-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

CG-11
Quality features and value in a classical

guitar. Great as a main instrument or

as a second guitar for those who play

electric or steel string. Spruce top,

rosewood fingerboard, nato back and

sides complete this fine guitar.

Model Number:
CG-11 094-1100-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

006 black

021 natural (spruce)

©21 ngterat ^ce>dar)

CG-11E
Quality features and value in a classical guitar.

Great as a main instrument or as a second

guitar for those who play electric or steel string
Spruce top, rosewood fingerboard, nato back

and sides complete this fine guitar. The CG-11E

adds the addition of the exclusive Fender piezo

electric pickup with separate volume and tone

control.

Model Number:
CG-11E 094-1101-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

i

CG-25SCE
The CG-25SCE is an acoustic-electric

nylon string guitar with a great feel

and sound, both acoustically and

electrically. Cutaway, body with S
solid cedar top, ovangkol back and

sides, nato neck, rosewood finger-

board and one-way mono electronics.

Gold tuners top it off.

Model Number:
094-2505-021

Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

strings

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

watfejufflbo
acoustics

ACOUSTIC BASS

ontheB6-29

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. ® WINTER 99
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special BANJO

FB-55 bridge detail

FB-55 headstock

T-^
"-s-^'"^

FB-58 headstock

Classic Fender beadstock
shape in the FV-1

FM-53 headstock

FM-52 body

FB-54
After an absence of many years. Fender

re-enters the BLuegrass instrument scene

with instruments that follow in the

Fender tradition of top quality tone,

ptayabi'lity and value. The FB-54 banjo

has a 27.4" scale Length and features a

mahogany rim and neck, aluminum rim,
a 30-piece bracket and a USA Remo

Weather-King head.

Model Number:
095-5400-021

Strings:
Fender Nickelplated Banjo 1255Ls

FB-58
The newest addition to the
Fender Line of Bluegrass instru-

ments, this banjo continues the

Fender tradition of professional

features at an affordable price.

This instrument features a flame

maple resonator, die-cast metal

tone ring and a maple neck with

deluxe in Lays on a rosewood

fingerboarct.

Model Number:
095-5800-021

Strings:
Fender NickeLptated
Banjo 1255Ls

FB-55
A super value whether you're a working

musician, week-end warrior or play just
for the fun of it. This banjo features a

26.4" scale, a rosewood resonator, 24-

piece bracket, plywood rim, mahogany

neck and a USA Remo Weather-King heaij

Model Number:
095-5500-021

Strings:
Fender Ni'ckelpLated

Banjo 1255Ls

VIOLIN
FV-1
First introduced in the late

'50s, the Fender Violin is a

unique instrument that has all

the tone, playabi'li'ty and fea-

tures that musicians have come

to expect from Fender. This

beautiful, full-size instrument

features a chambered body,

solid spruce top, maple back &

sides, ebony fingerboard and

special design piezo electric

bridge. The Fender Violin
comes as a complete outfit

that includes a hard shell
case, bow and rosi'n.

Model Number:
095-0010-281

FRONTLINE •WINTER 99



MANDOLIN

irki'ng

^ just
ires a

24-

3any
'9 head,!

FM-52E
Never Let those big dreadnought
acoustics walk over you again!
This "A Style" mandoh'n features

a fuLL-range pickup with volume

and tone controls. A spruce

top, nato neck, back and sides

and rosewood fingerboard and

bridge complete the appoint-
ments on this versatile instru-

ment.

Model Number:
095-5205-032

Strings:
Fender Phosphor Bronze 1060Ls

FM-53S
This little beauty fea-

tures a solid spruce

top, nato back and

sides, 4-pty ivory

binding and gold
hardware. The best

things do come in

small packages!

Model Number:
095-5300-032

Strings:
Fender Phosphor
Bronze 1060Ls

finish
options

006 black

021 natural (spruce)

QStsunisyrst

FOR D(PORT MARKETS ONLY

DG-4
An exceptional value with a

spruce or agathis top, agathis

back and sides and rosewood

fingerboard and bridge.
Available in three beautiful
finishes.

Model Numbers:
095-0400-932 Sunburst

095-0400-921 Natural

095-0400-906 Black

Strings:
Fender Phosphor 60L's

CG-4
Our most affordable nylon string

classical guitar features a spruce

top, agathis back and sides, rose'

wood fingerboard and bridge and
three in-Line tuning machines.

Model Numbers:
094-0400-921 - Acoustic

094-0401-921 - Acoustic/Electric

094-0405-921 - Cutaway

Acoustic/Electric
Strings:
Fender 100 Nylon

.IIIi'lielatr'wMle

itrings

\
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Fender Amplifiers -— Ton
Too often, we take the guitar amplifier for granted. It's been
with us for so long—predating even solidbody electric gui-
tars—and it has been such an omnipresent fixture of the music
industry that it often slips our minds.

We may not easily recall the amps behind the great

moments in music history, but as any guitar player knows, an
amplifier is a huge component of any guitarist's tone. And
above and beyond the flamboyant stage antics and fretboard

wizardry, it's the tone, the breathtaking, inimitable tone, that
has made the great players so great. In the lore of the great Jimi
Hendrix, for instance, it's an often overlooked fact that he fre-

quently took the stage with a

mountain of Fender amps.

The Fender Legacy

Fender has been involved in the
business of building guitar ampli-

fiers for over 50 years. In that
time, Fender's engineers have

designed countless products that
have helped artists of all styles

define the sound of contemporary
music. Certain models, like the '65

Twin Reverb, have achieved repu-

tations of mythic proportion,
becoming sought after by collec-
tors and prized by performers who
refuse to compromise their sound.

"At Fender," says Amplifier

Marketing Manager Richard
McDonald, "we've been making
amplifiers since 1946. So that's

over 50 years of applied technolo-
gy. That's over 50 years of inter-

facing with musicians. An amp is
more than a volume knob; it's a

musical instrument in its own
right. We have always given it that
kind of respect."

The long tradition of Fender
amplifiers began in humble fash-
ion at Leo Fender's Radio Shop in

Fullerton, California. As a skilled

radio repairman, Leo crossed over into the design of instmment
amplifiers in response to the complaints of some of his musi-
cian friends that there just wasn't an amplifier on the market
that suited their needs. From the beginning, the design of
Fender amps was musician-driven.

The success of Fender's early efforts was directly attribut-
able to his refining of the tone circuits to eliminate some of the

unreliability of an amp's performance across the audio spec-
trum. Developing tone circuits with strong highs, strong bass
and a sensitivity to the player's picking dynamics not only

compensated for the iffy performance of early pickups, but it

also yielded the prototype for the signature "Fender Tone."
"To this day, the biggest thing about our amps is

Fender Tone," comments McDonald. "It's a proper noun.

an amplifier that responds to your playing style, and also dc
not mask the individuality of your instrument. A good gui|
amplifier has to let the profile of the instrument come throujj
so you can hear the wood, that is, the special elements of

guitar you're playing. You don't want the amp to change tl:
You want to enhance that. Good amps project the nuances)

your playing. When you whisper, they whisper. When y|
want to scream, they scream. When you cry, they cry. That'|

Fender amplifier."
As Fender grew and div^

sified, moving from lap steel
tars to innovative standard guit
like the Telecaster

Stratocaster, Fender amps ke
pace. Fender amp engineers me

tained the same spirit of iniw

tion and refinement, coming
with such classic guitar amps
the Vibrolux, the Twin Reverb,

Bassman and so on, all legends
names in the annals of guitar ge|

The Fender Tone has
embraced throughout the circles j

professional musicians, from j<
to rock to country to surf. In fa
it's impossible to imagine si|
music at all without a Fender
and a thundering wall of Fenc

re verb. Fender stands as the or\

company to reach the pinnacle I
sophistication in both guitar

amp manufacturing.

A Tradition of Innovation

Jinn Hendrix performs live at the Fillmore West in
1968. Note Fender Dual Showmans in background

Five decades have passed, al
times have changed—fashions a|
styles of music have all come a|

gone and come back aga|
Fender has faced as many chan^j
as any other company in its indi|

try, but it has stayed tme not only to its traditional models
to the spirit that produced them. It remains a fact that whet

you play blues, rock, funk, country or ska, with or withou|
pick, with .013s or .009s, loud or soft, with single coils or hi
buckers, with effects or without, acoustic or electric, or with]

of the above, there is a Fender amp designed for you.
"We try to respect our legacy," says McDonald, "but at

same time part of that legacy is innovation. You can't res
pigeonhole us and say, 'Well, Fender only makes clean-soui

ing amps.' That's a misconception. Fender amplifiers are on)
many records, in so many different colors of tone, that

—FReNT-bWE^^^-WiN-FER-99--
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A cart of pre-tested amp chasses is ready for loading into
their cabinets in Corona, California factory.

have become a common staple of how we perceive music. It's

a Tenderness.' People often don't realize what they're hearing,
but it's there."

One of the integral parts of Fender innovation is the

Fender Electronics Research and Development department.
With a unique staff of engineers, who are all musicians them-
selves (there are four bands in Fender R&D), Fender is able to

put experience and ingenuity to the task of addressing the
interests and needs of today's guitarists.

A perfect example of R&D innovation is Fender's new line
of SFX amps, the complicated digital logic of which was
developed in Fender's own digital labs. The SFX series ampli-

fiers use a pioneering digital signature and specially designed
speaker array to create an authentic stereo audio experience.

"We did the math on the SFX amps," says McDonald,
'and we think that's important, because we think we know

what a guitar amp should sound like. These things are specifi-
cally voiced by us."

Newer, high-tech approaches to guitar amplification are
not the only area of development that Fender engineers have
been busy working on. With the Sunn line of guitar and bass

amplifiers, Fender engineers have revived the classic tube-and-
wire technology that made these monoliths of classic rock so
great in the heyday of Woodstock.

Touched by Human Hands

Just as crucial to the quality and success of Fender amplifiers
are Fender's state-of-the-art manufacturing facitilities in

Corona, California and Ensenada, Mexico. The California and
Mexico factories work closely together and both are run entire-

Hand-soldering a Twin Reverb at the Fender factory in

Corona, California.

ly by Fender people, manufacturing only Fender products.
While these factories boast some of the latest equipment—

and thus one of the industries safest work environments—nei-
ther is a steel fortress filled with robots, cranking out generic

consumer goods.

"Fender's a big company," admits McDonald. "Fender's

been around a long time. So there's a misconception in peo-

pie's minds that we have a giant machine that stamps out
amplifiers, that these things are never touched by human
hands. It's simply not tme. It's talented craftsmen, talented
hands, eyes and ears that make these amplifiers."

McDonald points out the fact that many employees stay
with the company for many years as one of the best ways
Fender has been able to continue its tradition of tone to the pre-

sent day. "Horst Absmann, our head of engineering in
Mexico," he cites as an example, "has been with for about 45
years. This guy did the patent on the '65 Twin Re verb, easily
one of the most sought-after, all-purpose amps in the world."

For the last 40 years, working industriously with both the
guitar and the amp in mind, Fender has been building the com-
plete electric instrument.

"In the early days, the electric guitar and the amp were
synonous," says McDonald. "We've always kept that mental-

ity. The Fender amp guys work on a daily basis with the Fender

guitar guys. We have the utmost respect for the instrument in
mind when we're designing amplifiers. Most amplifiers in the

high-gain mode will render every guitar faceless. Fender amps
don't do that."

It's all about tone, in the end, and though the amp is often
hidden in backline, it's a big part of a guitarist's sound.



I AMP CUSTOM SHOP
-iy1 Vibro-King(

The Vi'bro-King is 60 watts of pure tube

heaven. Sporting the classic 3-10" combo

format first seen in the tweed Bandmasters

of the /50s, it's a feast for the ears and the

eyes. Point to point hand wiring, ti'Lt-back

Legs and birch ptywood cabinet.

Specs: 60W RMS, three 10" "Vintage Blue"

speakers; Features: tube Reverb. Controls:

Dwelt, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch, Tremolo

controts: Speed, Intensity, Effects Loop,

Volume, Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for
tremoto and "Fat". Weight: 73 Lbs. Size: 23"

high, 25" wide and 10.5" deep.

Vibro-King 212
Enclosure (not shown)
Features two 12" CeLestion "Vintage 30"

speakers, birch plywood, closed back cabinet,

blonde ToLex covering, OxbLood griLL cloth.
Vibro-King 212 enclosure: 4^1 140W power

handling. Weight: 55 tbs. Size: 22"high x
25"wide x 11.25"deep.
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Dual Professional®
Big brother to the Vi'bro-King, the Dual-Pro

features classic Fender tone-shaping, vibrato

and reverb. Point to point hand wiring,

tilt-back Legs and ivory radio knobs.

Specs: 100W RMS, two 12" Celestion

"Vintage 30" speakers; Features: tube reverb

controls: Dwell, Mix, Tone, "Fat" switch,

TremoLo controls: Speed, Intensity, Effects

Loop, dual seLectabLe Volume & Fat control,

Treble, Bass, Mid, footswitch for tremoto

and channel. Weight: 76 Lbs. Size: 19.87"

high, 26.15" wide and 10.37" deep.
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These all-tube amplifiers are the result of over 50 years of tube-tone knowledge. Hand-made in the USA with features like
point-to-point wiring, birch plywood construction. custom designed speakers and - Fender tone! - Custom Shop amplifiers
are dripping with sound and feel that every guitarist's dreams are made of.

Tone-Master®
The Tone-Master is everything its

name implies: great up-front sound,

with power to spare.

Specs: 100W RMS, Point-to-point

wiring , two channels, "Vintage,"

"Drive", each with Volume, Treble,

Bass, Mid, "Fat" switch; 2 Effects

Loops (1 per channel), chrome-ptated

brackets for mounting to enclosures,

footswitch. Weight: 45 Ibs. Size: 9"

high, 24" wide and 9.5" deep.

Tone-Master Enclosures
Tone-Master enclosures are loaded with Cetestion "Vintage 30" speakers, birch pLywood closed-

back cabinets, blonde Tolex covering with Oxbtood grill doth.

Tone-Master 412 160, enclosure: Weight 88 Lbs. Size: 27.75"high x 27.25"wide x 13"deep.
^*"

Tone-Master 212V-30 160 Enclosure: Weight 74 Ibs. Size: 21"high x 32"wide x 12"deep.

Note: Tone-Master 212 also avai'LabLe with Cetestion G1280 speakers Fender electronics are covered by a limited 5-year
transferable warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).

See back of warranty tag for details.
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VINTAGE REISSUE series
'59 Bassman®
Considered by many players to be the most significant, influential,

guitar amplifier of ati time. If you're Looking for pure, limitless

Fender Tone, this reissue of the King of Amps is guaranteed to

please. Our original tweed covered Narrow Panel design with

vintage grille, and "Chicken Head" knobs.

Specs: 45W, four 10" speakers with alm'co magnets; Features:

Chrome controL panel, controls that go to "12," Vintage grill

doth. Weight: 53 Lbs. Size: 19.87"high x 23.5"wide x 10.5"deep.

Loading those "alnico blues" in a '59 Bassman.

'63 Fender Reverb®
The aLL-tube driven, outboard reverb unit that

brought the sound of rocking auditoriums to

guitarists ready to ride the wild the surf.

Features: Dwell, Mix and tone control, brown

with tan grill doth. Weight: 13 Lbs. Size:
10.5"high x 18.8"wide x 7.5"deep.

MMR awarded Fender
"Amp Line of the Year"

for 1997 %^fet
^e^>
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gad to the source! Original schematics and circuits from the archives - when possible, original vendors and materials - were used to
re-c'eate the instruments that helped define the sound of modern music. A nostalgic feast for the eyes and ears, our line of Vintage
Reissues will take you back to a time when simple circuits and a "less is more" approach gave birth to the timeless sounds'of rock,
country and blues. Fender Reissue amplifiers include such features as solid steei welded chassis, piywood construction, aU-tube
circuitry and carefully reproduced cosmetics like: tiit-back legs; genuine Fender tweed covering; "dog bone" handles; alnico speakers.

'65 Deluxe Reverb®
The Club Master... For Rock, Country or Blues players

that want a Lower Wattage amp (22 Watts) they can
turn all the way up, and dig down deep into the power

amp. The fat, soutfut tones heard on many of our

favorite guitar tracks come churning out of the tube

power amp section of a tube amph'fier. As a matter of

fact, many of those recordings are Deluxe Reverb amps!

Crank-up this faithful reissue for more than twice your

daily requirement of Fat... Fender Tone.

Specs: 22W, one 12" Special Design speaker; Features:

two channels. Normal and Vibrato, att-tube Reverb,

"Black face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch for

reverb and vi'brato. Weight: 42 Lbs. Size: 17.5"high x

24.5"wide x 9.5"deep.

NORMAL
Pff^

'65 Twin Reverb®
An authentic reproduction of the hardest work-

ing amp in show business! If you need a

husky, confident, clean sound with enough

head-room to compete on stage with a heavy

handed drummer, the '65 Twin Reverb is the

amp for you. This amp has seen action in

every imaginable musical venue, and continues

its musical legacy today.

Specs: 85W, two 12" speakers. Features: two

channels, alt-tube circuitry, tube-generated

Vibrato, spring Reverb, titt-back Legs. "Black

face" cosmetics, two-button footswitch.

Weight: 64 Ibs. Size: 20"Mgh x 26.5"wide x

10.5"deep.
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PROFESSIONAL TUBE series
Twin Amp TM

A Jack of all trades... A.K.A. "The Evil Twin." One of the most

versatile professional amps we make (also one of the Loudest!).

It has the responsive, throaty, clean power associated with Twir

Reverb amplifiers for the Last thirty years, and a whoLe Lot
more. Two power modes allow players to select either 100 Watt;

(for the big stages), or 25 Watts (for the studio). Dual setec-
table gain controls offer-up a healthy portion of saturated dis-

tortion with beefy overtones unlike Twins of old!

The rear panel provides players with all the options needed to

get the job done... Reverb can be assigned to channel 1, chan-

net 2, or both, and the same is true for the effects Loop.

Preamp out. Power in. Balanced Line out, Impedance select, EF)

Level select, even bias pots so you can tweak your new tubes

without putting the chassis out. This amp is the touring pros

choice.

Specs: Swi'tchable power levels (100W/25W), two 12" speakers,

seLectable 4/8/16^2 imp; Features: Dual selectable channels
with independent tone controls, dual selectabte Gain in Normal

channel, spring Reverb, and Effects Loop assign switch. Line

Out, External Speaker out, three-button footswitch. Weight: 77

Lbs. Size 20.75"high x 26.25"wide x 11.5"deep.
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Vibrolux® Reverb
Not a reissue, but a modern interpretation of a great

coLLectabte Fender amp. Turn this amp on 10... turn

your guitar down to play clean, and crank it up when

you want to soar. No channeL-switchi'ng required with

this super-responsi've 40 Watt all-tube amp. The more

dynamic your style, the more you will Like the Custom-

Vibrotux Reverb. This breathy amp wi'LL whisper, or

scream, in reply to intensity changes in your pick-

attack alone! If you're Looking for a professional

amplifier that will showcase the nuances of your

playing style, check out the Custom-Vi'brolux Reverb.

Specs: 40W RMS at 4Q, two 10" blue atm'co speakers.

Features: Dual channels. Normal and Bright, both with

tube Reverb and Vibrato, att-tube circuitry, tilt back

legs, ivory radio knobs, two-button footswi'tch for

reverb and vibrato. Weight: 46 Lbs. Size 19J5"high x

25"wide x 8.75"deep.
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"The clean tones are absolutely gorgeous, with nuance of response to finger pressure and pick attack that transistor and highly damped amps can't duplicate,

exuding a smooth, wonderfully controtlable transition to distorted tones. There's a whole world of emotion between 4 and 8 on the volume knob."

Guitar Shop December 1995
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^ awesome combination of Fender tube-tone "Black-Face" styling and real "player's" features, Pro-Tube series amplifiers offer alt the
performance "extras" - like a^-tube circuitry, tube spring reverb, welded steel chassis, multiple gain and effects loop optionsJ (on ^so'me
fnodels). These amps have all the useful features that modem players demand.

prosomc TM

The Prosom'c puts more absolute gain and sustain at your fingertips

than you would think is Legal! Independent Cascading Gain controls

provide an incredible range of pure hard driving tube energy. Pre-

Distortion Tone Controls sweep through a barrage of cool, workable

tones. Great vioh'n-Like woody, sustaining distortion at any volume;

creamy, fLuid and bristh'ng with harmonies. A Trio of Rectifier set-

tings to choose from, and a Normal channel that starts with

swirling-Jangte and moves on to a swampy-snart as you crank up

the volume.

Specs: ALL-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way rectifier switch (Class

A/cathode bias, tube rectifier. Class AB/grid bias/tube rectifier,
Class AB/grid bias/SS rectifier); Dual seLectable channels. Normal.
and Drive, independent cascading Gain controls in Drive channel,

effects Loop, external speaker out, two-button footswitch,
birch/mapLe ply cabinet. The Prosom'c combo has two custom-

designed 10" Cetestion speakers and all-tube spring reverb.

Weight: 54 Lbs. Size 18.5"high x 24"wide x 10.5"deep.

"Ttje front-panel controls are sparse, simple and powerful. The Prosonic produces a staggering range of distortions. You can dial up mild drive by setting gain 1

low, gain 2 off and the master high. Riding gain 1 (with gain 2 off) yields a creamy but punchy drive, very much like the sound of a vintage, mid-powered combo,
but with a touch more bottom end and attack. Dial in gain 2 for raucous post-modern sizzle, ripping harmonies, and hair-tngger-but-controUabie feedback."

Guitar World December 1995
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Prosonic™ Head
Specs: ALL-tube circuitry 60W RMS, three-way rectifier switch

(Class A/cathode bias, tube recti'fier, Class AB/grid bias/tube
rectifier. Class AB/grid bias/SS rectift'er); Dual selectable chan-
nets. Normal and Drive, independent cascading Gain controls for

Drive channel, effects Loop, two speaker outputs, one-button

footswitch, speaker impedance switch, birch/mapLe ply cabinet.
Weight: 35 Lbs. Size 9"high x 24"wide x 9.5"deep.

Prosonic/Tone Master Enclosure
The Prosonic/Tone Master enclosures are designed for use with
Prosom'c heads.

Specs: 280W power handling, four 12" Cetesti'on Vintage 30

speakers. 160 imp; Features: Birch pty construction, removable
casters. Closed back, hidden slant speaker baffle. Weight: 88 Lbs.
Size 27.75"H x 27.25"W x 13"D.

f>A040
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FENDER AMERICAN TUBE series
Pro Junior™

Designed in the tradition of the model "600" and early Champ circuits; the Pro Junior is a smaLL

amp capable of delivering ;Big Tone'. A pair of EL-84's, "Clean to Drive" volume, and a tone control]

keep the Pro Junior pure and uncomplicated. A favorite in recording studios!

Specs: 15W, 10" speaker. Features: ALL-tube circuitry, unique "clean" to "drive" Volume control,

Tone. Weight: 20 Lbs. Size: 14.5"high x 15.25"wide x 8.75"deep.

"The Junior is simplicity itself: 15 incredibly
loud, ail-tube watts into one beautifully voiced

10", 8-ohm speaker. But whether you are

practicing, gigging, or (especiaily) recording,
you can't afford to be without it.

Guitar Shop August 1996

Blues Junior™
This big brother to the Pro Junior takes our 15 Watt-AU Tube Preamp and Power

Amp platform and pushes it through a 12" Fender Special Design speaker; add com-

prehensive tone controls, and footswitchabte "Fat" circuit for even more sonic fun.

Specs: 15W, 12" speaker. Features: AlL-tube circuitry, "Fat" switch, spring Reverb,
Footswitch jack for "Fat" on/off. Weight: 31 Ibs. Size: 16"hi'gh x 18"wide x 9.18"deep.

Hot Rod Amps
These award winning amplifiers have set new standards for performance, versatility, and reliability from a professional tube combo.
Ati tube preamp and power amp design serves up three channels of absolute Fender Tube Tone. Normal spans the clean, smooth tone of
a '59 Bassman; Drive dirties it up and offers that evasive "crunch"; More Drive puts fire to the factory installed Groove Tubes™ matched
6L6s. Backed by Fender's Five Year Transferable limited warranty, covered in genuine Toiex® or optional tweed, silver grille doth, and
chicken head knobs. Factory equipped with a three function footswitch (Channel, Drive/More Drive), and durable nylon cover.

' Hot Rod Deluxe
Three channel Hot Rod tube preamp coupled to a matched pair

of Groove Tube ™ 6l6s delivering a blistering 40 Watts. Single
12" Fender Special Design speaker, chicken head knobs, EFX

loop and external speaker jack. Don't be footed by this amps

portability; this is a loud, penetrating amptifier with enough
guts to carry the room. Genuine Fender reverb, footswitch and

nylon cover included.

Specs: 40W 1-12" speaker. Weight: 45 Lbs. Size: 18.75"high x

23.5"wide x 10.5"deep.

"Considering ail the good things I've been hearing lately from other

players, as well as what my own ears have told me, it just might be
the best time in 30 years to try out a new Fender amp. Now go give
this Hot Rod your own mad-test.
Guitar Shop July 1998

"Finally, More Drive is just what any lead channel should be - insanity.
It's the kind of saturated distortion that simply melts in your mouth.

(Be sure to watch the volume, too, since this extremely ioud 40-watter

could probably melt your eardrums, too.)
Guitar Shop Magazine August 1996
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Five rock solid performers that feature the versatility only a masterfully engineered tube amp can deliver. All F.A.T Amps
feature a unique blend of vintage and modem tones, combined with Fender's classic narrow panel styling, black Toiex®,
silver grille and chicken head knobs.

ol,

Hot Rod DeVUle
Touch sensitive dynamics and unmatched versatility

have made the DeVilLe the amp of choice for gui-

tarists of every imaginable style. Three channel Hot

Rod tube preamp, 60 Watt tube power amp fueled by
matched Groove Tube™ 6L6s. Available in 2 x 12" or

4 x 10" speaker configurations. EFX Loop, extension

speaker jack, and genuine Fender reverb, 2-button,

3-function footswitch, and nylon cover included.

Hot Rod DeVille 410
Specs: 60W 4-10" speakers. Weight: 50 Lbs. Size:

23.5"high x 23.5"wide x 10.75"deep.

"Even the drummer noticed how good that amp sounded!

With these amplifiers. Fender has taken the great qualities of
their vintage classics and incorporated useful modem features.

Guitar Shop December 1996

"Lead and rhythm transitions are easily navigated with slight
changes in guitar volume and picking intensity. The More Gain

mode unleashes a huge amount of gain into the drive channel.

And since there's no bogus "heavy metal" scooped EQ preset to

contend with, you actually get to sound like you. Wow, what a

concept!"

Guitar Player August 1996

Hot Rod DeVille 212
Specs: BOW 2-12" speakers. Weight: 53.5 Ibs.

Size: 21"high x 24.25"wide x 10.75"deep.

Hand soldering circuit boards at the amp factory.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE W WINTER 99



STANDARD series
Bullet™ Reverb
A lot of big features in a Little amp. Classic Fender styling, channel switching,

3 bands of EQ, and Fender spring Reverb. Plug an 8 0, 4 x 12" cabinet (Like
our GE-412) into the external speaker jack and be prepared to be amazed!

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tube emulation power amp, dual setectabte

channels (Normal, Drive), Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb,

Headphone jack. External Speaker jack. Weight: 15 Ibs. Size: 12.5"hi"gh x

13.25"wide x 7.25"deep.
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Bronco®
The Bronco is ideal for practice and recording. Classic Fender clean as well as

screaming distortion sounds are easily coaxed from this little beauty.

Specs: 15W, 8" speaker. Features: Tweed covering, dual setectable channels

(Normal, Drive) w/separate Volume controls, Treble, Mid, Bass, External Speaker

jack. Headphone jack. Weight: 14 Ibs. Size: 12"high x 13.5"wide x 7.5"deep.

"I never pushed the volume past two, and this little beast was slamming my eardrums."

Guitar School Magazine April 1996
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Champion 110 TM

The Champion 110 is perfect for practice, home or studio. Great sound

in a surprisingly small package. One of our most popular amplifiers.

Specs: 25W RMS, 10" speaker. Features: Dual setectabte channels, tone

controls Reverb, External Speaker jack, foots\yitch jack. Headphone

jack. Weight: 25 Lbs. Size: 15.5"high?-x 17"wide x 8.25"deep.
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STANDARD series

Stage 112 SE TM

The Stage 112 SE's "Tube Emulation" power amp

offers alt the warmth of tone you would expect from

a Fender. Packed full of features that let you dial in

a full spectrum of sounds.

Specs: 160W RMS @ 4 ohms, 12" speaker; Features:

channel switching. Channel one; Treble, Mid, Bass

with Mid Shift, Volume, Channel two; Gain, Treble,

Bass & Contour, Reverb, Effects Loop, Line Out,

two-button footswitch. Weight: 45 Lbs. Size:

18.5"high x 22.5"wide x 10.25"deep.

^
Princeton® Stereo Chorus
Compact and highly efficient, the Princeton Chorus

couples rich sound and smooth distortion with Fender's

spacious stereo analog chorus.

Specs: 2 x 25W RMS, two 10" speakers. Features:

Channel 1; Volume, Channel 2; Gain, Mid boost,

Limi'ter, Presence, Treble, Mid, Bass, Stereo Chorus,

Reverb, Mono/Stereo Effects Loops, two-button

footswitch. Weight: 48 Lbs. Size: 17.5"high x 22.5"

wide x 10.5"deep.

Music & Sound Retailer awarded the
"Princeton Stereo Chorus"
"Best of the Top Ten"

for 1996 and 1997
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^or? their signature clean sound to fluid overdnve the Standard Series amplifiers provide a range of Fender tones that cover
base. Innovative "loose damped" power amp circuitry in every model controls the speaker in much the same way as a'tube
[oducing the warm musical sound you'd expect from Fender. " —---••^,
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Ultimate Chorus™
Our most sophisticated chorus amp. Analog

chorus and extensive tone-shaping features
make the Ultimate Chorus an amp that truly

Lives up to its name.

Specs: 2 x 65W RMS, two 12" speaker.

Features: Channel switching. Channel one;

Volume, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb, Channel

two; Volume, Gain, Treble, Mid, Bass, with

Mid boost. Presence, Reverb, Chorus; Rate

and Depth, Mono and Stereo Effects Loops,

two-button footswitch for Chorus and

Channel Select. Weight: 48 Lbs. Size: 18.5"H
x26.25"Wx 10.25"D
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The Amp Can TM

The ultimate in battery powered portable amplifiers,

this is the amp for musicians on the go. The Amp

Can (patent pending) was created for the player
Looking for a small, rugged, high quality amp for
acoustic guitar, voice, electric guitar, keyboard, etc..

Specs: 15W RMS, Battery or AC powered, one Fender

Special Design 6" speaker; Features: Two fully inde-

pendent channels (Guitar & Line-with

Di'stortion/Mic), Line/Mic channel has 1/4" input
that will accept an assortment of microphones,

synths, drum machines, etc... Battery charger indud-
ed. Weight: 13 Ibs. Size: 8.75"H x 7.75"W x 6.75"D

'I love eveiything about the Amp Can; the sound, the con

and the features are unfussy and unobtrusive. Add the fact
that you get a hefty battery thrown in too, and I'm convinced
that it won't be just buskers who'U want a closer took."

Guitars March 1998

At full volume with overdiive, you get the works: loud, tone-

ful distortion with heaps of feedback, plus enough sustain for
smooth leqato passaqes or chainsaw low Es from humbuckers.

Guitar The Magazine, UK April 1998

"After four hours of p\
the volume cranked, I 'n out of gas before the Can did. Not

bad...for an amp in a can.

Guitar Shop January 1998

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. ®WINTER 99



FRONTMAN'series
Real Fender tone and craftsmanship have never been

more affordable. All Frontman amplifiers feature solid
joined cabinets, expanded metal grilles, headphone and'

extension speaker jacks, and black Tolex covering.

Frontman 15G
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual selectabLe channels

Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive.
Weight: 15 Lbs. Size: 12.5"h"gh x 13.25"wide x 7.25"deep.

"Push the gain to 3 o'clock and you'll be greeted by a surprisingly meaty wail of crunch,
replete with tons of harmonies for you edge-of-the-pick diggers.
Guitar Shop March 1997
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Frontman 15R
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: dual setectabte

channels. Normal and Drive, Treble, Mid, Bass,

VoLume, Gain, Drive, Reverb. Weight: 15 Lbs.
Size: 12.5"high x 13.25"wide x 7.125"deep.

Frontman 2 5 R
Specs: 25W, 10" speaker; Features: dual selectable channels

Normal and Drive, remote channel switching capability,

Treble, Mid, Bass, Volume, Gain, Drive, Reverb, optional
footswitch. Weight: 25 Lbs. Size: 15.5"H x 17"W x 8.5"D

Frontman 15B
Specs: 15W, 8" speaker; Features: Volume,

Treble, Mid, Bass. Weight: 21 Lbs. Size:
15"high x 13.25"wi'de x 9.75"deep.

"The Frontman is a blast to play through . . ."

When all you want to do is play, the Frontman is a great
way to satisfy your jammin' Jones - without a lot of hassle.

Bass Player August 1997
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KXR series
A full range amplifier must be able to reproduce the most natural sound possible.

In that sense the KXR series amplifiers can be categorized as self-contained PA
systems. Besides performing great for electronic keyboards and drums, they are

perfect for amplijying voice, acoustic guitar or any other acoustic/electn'c instrument

KXR™ 60
Medium powered and small enough to fit in the back seat. The KXR 60 is an ideal

amp for dub or single gigs.

Specs: SOW RMS, 12" speaker and piezo-eLectric horn. Features: Two channels with

independent Volume, four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ h'miter. Master Reverb,

Master Volume, Effects Loop, Tape-In jacks (RCA), Headphone jack, Tolex covering.

Weight: 46 Lbs. Size: 22"high x 18"wide x 12"deep.

KXR™ 100
Great sound and Lasting value make the KXR 100 one of our best sellers.

Specs: SOW RMS @ 4^2, 15" speaker plus dual piezo horn, three channels with

independent Volume, XLR input (channel one), four-band master EQ, Delta Comp™ h'm-

iter. Master Reverb, Master Volume, Effects Loop, Record-Out jacks (RCA), Headphone

jack, Totex covering. Weight: 55 Lbs. Size: 27.5"high x 20.5"wi'de x 12"deep.
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KXR™ 200
Our most powerful Keyboard amp gives you 200 Watts of

power and the flexibility of 4 independent channels. The

KXR 200 will help make your musical point very clear!

Specs: 200W RMS @ 40, 15" speaker plus dual piezo horn,

four channels with independent [EQ, Volume, Insert, Reverb

Send, Effects Send], XLR input in channel four, switchabte

Delta Comp™ h'miter. Master Reverb, Master Volume, pop-in

casters, recessed handles, ToLex covering. Weight: 88 Lbs.

Size: 29.75"hi'gh x 21"wide x 12"deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE (WINTER 99



BXR™series
BXR25
Great for practice and recording, the BXR 25 has Features: Three-band EQ, DeLtacomp™, headphone

been turning up in some of LA'S top studios where jack, ToLex covering. 25W RMS, 10" speaker, Hi/Lo

it's being used to "...give the tone some air." inputs, Tape Input, Effects Loop. Weight: 32 Lbs.
Size: 18"h'gh x 14.75"wide x 10"deep.
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BXR60
Our exclusive DeLta-Comp™ power amp

limiting keeps the BXR 60 clean. Letting
you use ati 60 watts. Specs: 60w RMS, 12"

speaker.

Features: Four-band EQ, Mid Notch Button,

Delta Comp™ Limiter, Headphone jack,

Effects Loop, Tape-In jacks. Line Out jack.

Weight: 45 Lbs. Size: 22.5"high x 18"wide x

12"deep.

BXR 100
(USA) With enough power for home,
rehearsal and club dates, the mid-sized BXR

100 bass amp is one of our best sellers.

Specs: 100W RMS, 15" speaker.

OQ

Features: Delta Comp™ Limiter, Seven-band

EQ, High/Low shelving, Hi'gh/Mid/Low
Enhance switches. Headphone jack. Effects

Loop, Line Out jack. Weight: 64 tbs.
Size: 25.5"high x 21.5"wide x 13.5"deep.
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BXR 200 combo
AvaiLabLe in either combo or head

formats, the BXR 200 is a bass amp

to be reckoned with.

Specs: 200W RMS@4^1. Features:
Nine-band EQ, selectable Delta

Comp™ Limiter, High and Low shetv-

ing, High/Mid/Low enhance selector

switch. Chorus with Rate and Depth

controls. Line Out, Effects Loop,
footswitch (Chorus select), 15"

Eminence speaker. BXR 200 combo
Weight: 72 Lbs. Size: 25.5"high x

21.5"wide x 13.5"deep.



Bass amplifiers present some of the bjggest design challenges in terms of volume, quality of tone and reliability.
At Fender we've been working on perfecting bass amplification since day one — after all, we invented the electric bass
guitar. Fender bass ampiifiers are serious business — we couldn't have it any other way.

BXR 300
The BXR 300 is a deep-throated powerhouse

which proudly stands at the top of the BXR
line.

Specs: 300W RMS@4Q, 15" Eminence

sweepabte Mid, High frequency Boost/Cut,

Low Frequency Boost/Cut, High frequency

Low frequency Enhance, Volume, selectabLe
Delta Comp™ limiter. Effects Loop, External

Speaker jack, fan cooling. Weight: 107 Lbs.
speaker. Features: Three-band EQ with Size: 25.5"high x 22"wide x 16"deep.
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BXR 200 head
Available in either combo or head formats, the

BXR 200 is a bass amp to be reckoned with.

Specs: 200W RMS@40. Features: Nine-band

EQ, setectabte Delta Comp™ li'miter, High and

Low shelving, Hi'gh/Mid/Low enhance setector

switch. Chorus with Rate and Depth controls,

Line Out, Effects Loop, two speaker outputs,
footswi'tch (Chorus select), BXR 200 Head

Weight: 27 Lbs. Size: 7"h'gh x 21.5"wide x

13.5"deep.

BXR 200 Enclosures
The BXR 200 enclosures are designed to be used

with the BXR amplifiers. Specs: SO, impedance.

Features: Heavy perforated metal speaker grill,

black carpet covering, handles.

BXR 115B, 15" speaker, 300W Peak Power

Handling. Weight: 62 Lbs. Size: 25.5"high x

25"wide x 18.75"deep.

410H, four 10" spkrs. Bullet Horn Tweeter, 600W

Peak Power Handling. Weight: 75 Lbs. Size:

25.5"high x 25"wide x 18.75"deep.

BXR 210H, two 10" spkrs, BuLLet Horn Tweeter,

300W Peak Power Handling. Weight: 58 Ibs.

Size: 16.75"high x 25"wide x 18.75"deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.



AUTOMATIC;series
Automatic Series: Two 25 watt amps, each voiced for a cross
section of musical tastes. Push-button controls call up five
perfect Fender tones.

Automatic SE TM

The Automatic SE is programmed to produce a wide array of classic Fender

tones... from clean to overdrive. Specs: 25W RMS, one 12" speaker; Fender

Reverb, mono Chorus, push-button selectabLe channels, Tape/CD input jacks,

optional footswitch. Weight: 28 Lbs. Size: 17.5"Mgh x 17"wide x 9.5"deep.

Automatic GTTM

The Automatic GT is an over the top demon, with two clean channels and three

crunchier settings ranging from totally volcanic to apocalyptic. Specs: 25W RMS, one

12" speaker; Fender Reverb, mono Chorus, push-button selectabte channels, tape/CD

input jacks, optional footswi'tch. Weight: 28 Lbs. Size: 17.5"high x 17"wide x 9.5"deep.
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ACOUSTASONIC'series
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Acoustasonic Jr.
Designed to meet the challenge of ampLifying an acoustic-dectric

guitar, the Fender Acoustasom'c Jr.'s exclusive String Dynamics™ control

(patent pending) responds to your attack, instincti'vety adjusting the

high frequency output to compensate for the varying textures of your I

acoustic performance. Individual notes ring with authority while the

brittle tone and distortion often experienced with amph'fied acoustics)
are etimi'nated. Built-in, footswitchabte chorus and reverb with 1/4"

unbalanced and Low-Z balanced inputs.

Specs: 2 X 40W, 80WRMS power, 2 X 8" special design speakers and

Piezo horn. Stereo Effects Loop,-Phase Switch, tuneable Notch Filter.
Weight: 43 Lbs. Size: 15.5"high x 22.4"wide x 10.2"deep.
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ROC PRO series
These tough lookinf tube-dnven hybrid amps are designed to rock from the inside
out! Deep within the molten core of the Tube Drive channel a real 12AX7/ECC83
tube glows hot and heavy, creating tones most amps can only dream of.
The Normal channel can be set for pristine dean or coaxed into edgy overdn've
for that tone that has kept Fender amplifiers at the top of the heap for 50 years.

Roc'Pro 700
The Roc'Pro 700 is the 70W combo version of the 1000 models.

Specs: 70W RMS, 12" Fender Special Design speaker. Features: channel switching. Normal channel;

Treble, Mid, Bass, Tube Drive channel; Tube Preamp, Treble, Mid, Bass, Reverb adjustable Effects

Loop, Line Out, two-button footswitch. Weight: 33 tbs. Size 16.5"high x 20.5"wide x 9.75"deep.

7130 .•
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Roc.Pro 1000 head Roc.Pro 1000
"In either gain mode the Pro is capable of bruising distortion
Guitar Player November 1997

The Roc'Pro 1000 head offers the same fea-

tures as the Roc*Pro 1000 combo.

Specs: 100W RMS. Features: channel

switching. Normal Channel; Treble, Mid,

Bass, Tube Drive Channel; 12AX7,

dual selectabte Gain, Treble, Mid, Bass,

Reverb, adjustable Effects Loop with mix
control. Line Out, two speaker outputs,
three-button footswitch. Weight: 24 Lbs.

Size 9.5"high x 22.5"wide x 10.25"deep.
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The Roc'Pro 1000 offers real tube distortion and enough wattage to Let clean tones

sparkle and distorted tones claw through the band.

Specs: 100W RMS, 1 12" Fender

Special Design speaker. Features:

channel switching. Normal

channel; treble, mid, bass,

Tube Drive channel; tube preamp,

dual selectable gain, treble, mid,

bass, reverb, adjustable effects

loop with mix control, line out,

external speaker out, three-button

footswi'tch. Weight: 41 Lbs. Size

17.5"h'gh x 22.5"wide x 10.25"deep.

GE-112 Speaker
Enclosure
The GE-112 speaker enclosure is

designed for use with Roc'Pro

amps.

Specs: 80 SOW power handling,
one 12" Fender Special Design

speaker. Features: ctosed-back,

stacking cups, cast metal Logo,

heavy perforated metal griLL,
black toLex covering.

Weight: 41 Ibs. Size 18"high
x22.5"wide x ll"deep.

GE-412 Speaker Enclosure
^he GE-412 speaker enclosure is designed for use with Roc-Pro amps.

Specs: 80 300W power handling, four 12" Fender Special Design speakers.

Features: dosed-back, stacking cups, cast metal logo, heavy perforated metal
grill, black totex covering. Weight: 60 Lbs. Size 27.5"high x 27.5"wide x 13"deep.
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Working with the SFX Series
Fzps on Setting Up and Miking Fender's SFX Amplifiers

L

In July of '98, Fender introduced the revolutionary SFX series
amps. Providing superb digital effects and 300-degree "psycho-
acoustic" stereo imaging, Stereo Field expansion technology has
quickly become a huge hit with guitarists
and keyboardists. In this article, we'll

address some of the most commonly

asked questions about SFX applications.

Using the Satellite with an Amp
without an Effects Loop

The SFX Satellite works great with most
amps that have an effects loop. Many
players have asked us if the Satellite can
be used with amps (i.e. older, or Reissue)

that have no loop. Here's how to do it:

1. Plug your guitar into a preamp device.
(Pedals like the DOD Bi-fet Preamp or
MXR's Micro Amp will work fine.)

2. Plug the OUTPUT of the preamp into
the INPUT of the SFX Satellite.

3. Plug the OUTPUT of the Satellite into
the INPUT of the amplifier. If the amp
has a "#2/low gain/normal" input, use this
one. (Example: Bassman, Deluxe Reverb,

Twin Reverb, Vibrolux Reverb, etc.)

4. Set your Satellite's DSP SEND,OUT-
PUT LEVEL and other controls as
described in the owner's manual.

With the amp set relatively "clean," it
works fine, and it's lots of fun! You may
experience a little more "hiss" because

the line-level output of the Satellite is
returning to an instrument-level input on

the amp. (This is harmless.) I especially
like this setup for slap-back echo, or vin-

tage Vibratone effects.

Stereo Field expansion with
the Acoustasonic Junior

For players who own the Acoustasonic Jr.

and are now wishing they had the add^d
benefits of the new Acoustasonic SFX
model, the SFX Satellite is a good add-
on. Here's how you do it:

1. Get a stereo insert "Y" cable. Insert the

stereo plug into the INSTRUMENT
INSERT on the back of the Junior.

2. Figure out which of the cable's two mono plugs corresponds to
SEND, and which is the RETURN; hook them up to the INPUT

The versatile SFX Satellite
supports a Hot Rod Deluxe.

Figure A. X-Y Miking Setup.

SOURCE

Figure B. Mid-Side Miking Pattern.

and OUTPUT jacks, respectively, on the Satellite.
With the Satellite in tow, the 32 digital effects and huge ster|

imagery can be applied to your existing Acoustasonic Juniq|
Note: in this application, the NOTC|
FILTER on the Junior does not affect td
Satellite, so feedback situations md
require careful EQ'ing with the guitar
controls.

Miking the SFX Series Amps

When you are enjoying the 300-degr|
dispersion of an SFX series amp, tH
"psychoacoustic event" you experience!

created by the special SFX process!
speaker array, and the room itself. YQ

can achieve a good three-dimensionl

recorded sound if you mike it up prope|
ly. Of course, if you had an SFX PA sy|
tem live... Nah!

Here are some miking ideas to
yourself:

1. Set up an X-Y pattern with two mate

ing cardioid (preferably condenser) mic
phones a few feet (1 meter) away, direct]
facing the bottom speaker. You can nc

easily record with good stereo image
you may not be able to use it live on st
because of bleed from other instruments.1

2. Close-mike the top speaker with a
dioid mike and close-mike the bottd
right side with a second cardioid m|
This method can be used to amplify y(|
stereo effects live.

3. Employ mid-side miking techniq|
Mik6 the top speaker with a cardioid, aj
the front of the bottom speaker witl|
"figure eight" microphone, found in m|
recording studios. With this method, ^
can capture the full 300-degree steij
image perfectly.

Stereo Field expansion for Bass

The new SFX Keyboard 200, it turns
is fun to play bass through. The spes
complement works well for bass, and

SUB LINE OUT jack allows output inti
regular bass amp for even more low end. It is best to use a

guitar with active electronics because they have a higher out
level, like electronic keyboards do.

There are lots of other ideas to try ... have fun with it!
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SFX'amplifiers
Playing an SFX amp will change the way you think about live stereo sound. Our ground break-

ing Stereo Field expansion Technology™ ^patent pending) will send your music on a magic
carpet ride around the room. Stereo Digital Signal Processing created in our own Digital

Lab, combines with SFX Technology to create an amplifier system capable of projecting '300
degrees of rich, stereo layered, Fender Tone. Backed by Fender's Five Year Transferable warranty.

Acoustasonic™ SFX
Independent channels for acoustic instruments and vocals,

300 degrees of balanced dispersion (via SFX matrix). String
Dynamics control (patent pending), feedback eliminating
Notch Filter, Dual Channel power amplifier, and 32 Stereo

Digital presets are but a few of this amps many features.

Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W

RMS), 32 stereo digital presets, SR<

Matrix, Fender Special Design speakers

10", 8" and Piezo horn. Weight: 62 Lbs.
Size: 29.5" high x 17.5" wide x 13" deep.

"To call SFX an important development in guitar amplification is an understatement-It's easily the biggest deal since spring

:reverb or channel switching. The instant gratification factor of this technology is immense-plug your guitar into the

Acoustasonic SFX or a properly set up 5FX Satellite system and you'll be blown away by the expansiveness of your sound.

Guitar Player February 1999

"Suddenly you're swimming in the sound of your guitar: Its dancing behind your head, lapping at you from every comer

of the room, floating tight above the floor, and ail without appearing to be any louder than it was before, ...unlike

Mother stereo amps, the Acoustasonk's stereo imaging can be heard and felt from virtually anywhere in the room.

Guitar World November 1998

SFX Keyboard 200
The definitive amp for modem keyboardists. SFX technology takes your onboard stereo patches and creates

a smooth, sweeping stereo image that skates around the room. Featuring 32 Stereo Digital presets includ-

ing a vintage Fender Vibratone™ effect that will give you the spins. Three Channel (2 stereo, 1 mono/mic)

preamp. Dual Powered amplifier. Delta Comp™, Sub woofer line out, line inserts and more. .

Specs: 80 Watts per channel (160W RMS), 32 stereo digital effects, SFX Matrix, Fender Special
Design speakers 12", 10" and Piezo horn. Weight: 82 Lbs. Size: 33" high x 19.5" wide x 13.5" deep.

SFX Satellite
The SFX Satellite turns any amp with an effects

Loop into 3fl SFX stereo guitar rig. A complete

range of specialty programmed Fender Digital

Signal Processing including Reverb, chorus, delay, flange and more. A full 80

Watts of power, a 12" Fender Special Design speaker and the spatial magic of SFX.

Specs: 80 Watts, 32 stereo digital presets, SFX Matrix, Fender Special Design 12"

speakers. Weight: 55 Ibs. Size: 19.6" high x 24.5" wide x 15.6" deep.

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE



COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS
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Passport 250
Totally self-contained and road tough, Fender's Passport portable audio system

includes everything you need to create great sound anywhere. Perfect for voices,

musical instruments, CD, tape playback and more. It is powerful, easily set up in

minutes, covers Large audiences, is exfefemely simple to operate and works on any

AC voltage as well as 12 VDC with available voltage converter accessory. Specs:

250W of stereo power, (125W per channel) four high-effidency 6.5" (165mm)
speakers per cabinet: Features: built in digital reverb, V.I.P.™ (Vocal Input

Priority) - music is Lowered when someone speaks into mic 1. *Patent Pending

Fender electronics are covered by
a Limited 5-year transferable

warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details.
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Passport 150
The Passport 150 is a smaller version of the Passport system, featuring 3 mi'c/h'ne

inputs, stereo input and an extra stereo to mono mic input to input 3, digital

reverb and V.I.P.™

Power output is 150W total (75W per channel) with two high-effidency 6.5"
(165mm) speakers per cabinet.

Powered Expander/Subwoofer System
Effectively doubles the power and coverage of the
P-250. High powered 2 x 125w dual amplifier (same
amp section in P-250). Features indude^h'ne inputs,
master gain control and system EQ controls. Matched
for use with Passport P-250, but may be used with
any Line Level source, mi'xer, CD, keyboard, guitar, etc.
Model Number: 069-1010-003

Extension Speaker System
Expands audience coverage of the P-250.

Speaker enclosures are the same as P-250
with storage in the center tower.

Model Number: 069-1020-003

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE^ WINTER 99



A. Travel Pack
Specially designed luggage style carrier and extra
padded cover for convenient transport.
Model Number: 069-9004-049

B. Microphone
Fender P-51 cardoid/directional microphone with
on/off switch. Includes mic clip, cable and pouch.
Model Number: 069-9000-000

C. Dual Speaker Mount
Adapter for mounting 2 Passport
speakers on 1 tripod stand.
Model Number: 069-9007-000

D. Wall Mount Kit
Custom fitted universal position wall mounting
brackets for passport speakers.
Model Number: 069-9006-000

E. DC-DC Converter

Specially designed for Passport Systems, providing
operation on 12v battery including Passport Battery
Pack.
Model Number: 069-9002-000

F. Battery Pack
RechargeabLe 12v heavy-duty 17 amp battery.
Includes charger, flashlight and accessory
receptade feature. For use with DC-DC Converter.
Model Number: 069-9003-000

PRO AUDIO ACCESSORIES
G.ST75 Speaker Stand
The Ultimate Support Systems™ tripod stand has a
built in adapter to fit both 1-3/8" and 1-1/2" stan-
dard adapter cups. Handles speakers up to 110 Lbs.
Model Number: 071-0271-100 USS ST-75, black

H. ST-275 Speaker Stands and Gig Bag
Two heavy duty tripod stands constructed of black
anoch'zed atuminum attoy tubing. Features pin Lock,
rubber feet and a 60 Lb. Loudspeaker carrying capac-
ity. Has both 1 3/8" and 1 1/2" standard diameters
to fit any loudspeaker. Gig bag included.
Model Number: 069-9001-000

I. Making the Connection
A complete seLf-teaching course on pro audio.
Cover mixing consoles, block diagrams, Loudspeakers,
sound basics, microphones, amplifiers, noise and
distortion, specs on specs, gain structure, monitor
mixing, grounding, equalizers, reverb and delay, mic
placement, cables and cable making, balanced inputs
and outputs and determining the house system.
Model Numbers: 991-7000-000 'Making the
Connecti'on'-English (250 pages)
991-7000-002 'Conectando'-Espanot (250 pages)

3. Mounting Pole
Ultimate Support Systems™ black anodized aLu-
minum aLLoy tubing, inserts into top of subwoofer
and holds all mountable Fender speakers.
Model Numbers: 071-1327-000 Mounting pole
for 115SA and 118SA subs

c.

I
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COMPLETE AUDIO SYSTEMS

COMPLETE
SOUND
SYSTEM
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LTB-4 system
The new LTB-4 Mixer System includes

everything that you need to get started:

LTB 4 channel Mixer/AmpLifier, one
dynamic cardioid microphone and mic

clip, one microphone

cable, two speaker

cables and two full
range LTBS 10 speaker
enclosures.

Specs: SOW @ 4 0, 4
input channels,
3 band master EQ, full

bodied spring reverb,

15vDC Phantom Power,

two 120W speaker encLo-

sures, and of course
Fender etectrom'c's 5-

year limited Warranty.

Fender electronics are covered by
a Limited 5-year transferable

warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details

LTB 6 system
The new LTB-6 Mixer System

includes everything that you

need to get started: LTB 6
channel Mixer/AmpLifier, two

speaker cables and two full

range LTBS 12 speaker enclosures.

Specs: SOW @ 4 0, 6 input
channels, 3 band master EQ, full

bodied spring reverb, 15vDC

Phantom Power, two 120W speaker

enclosures, and of course Fender

electrom'c's 5-year limited Warranty.

LTBS 12 speakers are also available

separately.

Model Number:
071-1712-100

@OW 6.CHANNEI. POWBRea

pnOFESSIONAl. 18" iB"VW|
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BOX TOP MIXERS

LX series

LX-1504

LX-1506

Simple and flexible, these units offer a user-

friendly panel with a bui'Lt-in spring reverb and
extensive patching capabilities. Each channel

has Level controls for EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN,
and MONITOR, as well as a two-band EQ, and

1/4" phone and XLR input jacks. The master
section includes multiple master level controls,

MAIN, MONITOR and EFFECTS output jacks, and
POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE input jacks.

LX1504, 4 channel 150W@4^
LX1506, 6 channel 150W@4Q

Fender electronics are covered by
a Limited 5-year transferable

warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details.

SR series
Sophisticated powered mixers with our own

DeltaComp™ protection circuitry, spring

reverb, phantom power and a 9-band master

EQ. Each channel has level controls for

EFFECTS/REVERB, MAIN and MONITOR, as
well as a 3-band EQ, and 1/4" phone and

XLR input jacks. The master section

includes multiple master Level controls,

MAIN, MONITOR, EFFECTS and EQ output
jacks; and EQ, POWER AMP, AUX and TAPE
input jacks.

SR-4150P, 4 channel, 150W@2Q
SR-6520P, 6 channel, 520W@2Q
SR-8520P, 8 channel, 520W@2Q

SR-4150P

SR-8520P

SR-6520P
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SR-6520PD

SR series w/digital
signal processing
Identical to the other "SR series" in all

ways except the 'D' models have a full

range of digital signal processing.

SR-6520PD, 6 channel, 520W@20
SR-8520PD, 8 channel, 520W@2^

SR-8520PD

SRM-6302

SRM series
Clean, quiet, dual 150 Watt@4Q power amps with our own

DettaComp™ protection circuitry can be run in tandem or

configured mains/mom'tor with the push of a button.

Assi'gnabLe 9-band master graphic EQ, channel features:

MIC/LINE inputs, MAIN LEVEL, MONITOR LEVEL, 3-band EQ and
EFX send. FootswitchabLe 3-spring reverb, convecti'on cooling,

RCA input jacks for audio playback, record out control adjusts

tape level for capturing live performances, and 48V phantom

power. These powerhouses deliver high quality sound, and are

incredibly reliable.

And now the SRM series is avai'Labte with digital effects,
the new SRM-6302D and SRM-8302D.

SRM-6302, 6 channel, 2 x 150W@40 (Equivalent output
power 200WRMS 40 @ < 5% TH D with DeLtaComp™ bypassed)

SRM-6302D, 6 channel, 2 x 150W@40 (Equivalent output
power 200WRMS 40, @ < 5% TH D with DeLtaComp™ bypassed)

SRM-8302, 8 channel, 2 x 150W@4Q (Equivalent output
power 200WRMS 40 @ < 5% TH D with DeltaCorftp™ bypassed)

SRM-8302D, 8 channel, 2 x 150W@4Q (Equivalent output
power 200WRMS 40 @ < 5% TH D with DeLtaComp™ bypassed)

SRM-6302D

SRM-8302

SRM-8302D
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SPEAKER ENCLOSURES
Artist series
Features include Kapton voice coil bobbins

on woofers, wide angle horns with dual. piezo

drivers, metal feet and corners, pole mount

adapters, daisy chain inputs, rugged totex
covering and a grilL protecting the entire

front of the cabinet. 60-20kHz ±6dB. 1110X

and 110-XP have 94dB@lW/lm sensitivity
and 113dB maximum output. 1201X and

112-XP have 95dB@lW/lm sensitivity and
115dB maximum output. 1205X and 115-XP

have 95dB @lW/lm sensitivity and 117dB
maximum output.

Model Numbers:
071-1110-200 1110X, ToLex, 16Q 200W Program

071-1201-200 1201X, Tolex, 8^ 200W Program

071-1205-200 1205X, Tolex, 80, 300W Program 1110X 1205X 1201X

Model Numbers:
071-1100-100 110-XP, 1x10",

Carpet, 80. 200W Program

071-1200-100 112-XP, 1x12",

Carpet, 8Q 200W Program

071-1500-100 115-XP, 1x15",

Carpet, 8Q 300W Program

110-XP 115-XP 112-XP

Fender electronics are covered by
a limited 5-year transferable

warranty (U.S.A. and Canada only).
See back of warranty tag for details.

115SA and 118SA subwoofers
These subs feature one 15" (115sA) or

18"(118sA) 8 0 woofer with a 2.5" voice

coil, bandpass design naturally rolls off high
frequencies, so there's no need for crossover

networks. Parallel. 1/4" inch jacks for "daisy

chaining" additional speakers, mounted side

handles, rubber feet, covered in durable

black carpet to withstand "on the road" use.^"

Model Numbers:
071-1150-000 115SA, 1x15" subwoofer, 80,

700W Program
071-1180-000 118SA, 1x18" subwoofer, 8^2,

900W Program

115SA 118SA
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SPL series SPL-1225 Mk.III

Features include an internal 4th order (3rd order Butterworth for the 1211 Mk. Ill) Linkwitz-RiLey
crossover, bi'amp or full range operation, vented baffle, cast frame woofer (except 1211 Mk.III) with
Kapton voice coil bobbins, 40° x 90° horn with 1" exit titanium compression driver, pole mount
adapter, metal feet and corners.

1211 Mk. Ill features a 2.5" woofer voice coiL, 50-20kHz ±6dB,
95dB sensitivity @ IW/lm, 117dB maximum output SPL.

1225 Mk.HI features a 3" woofer voice coil, 50-20kHz ±6db,
95db sensitivity @ IW/lm, 123db maximum output SPL.

1225 HP High performance configuration of the SPL 1225
Mk.III with a PoLymer Diaphragm compression driver.

1226 Mk. HI features 2.5"
woofer voice coils, 38-20kHz
±6db, lOOdB sensitivity @
IW/lm, 126 dB maximum
output SPL.

Model Numbers:
071-1211-200 SPL-1211 Mk.IH,
1x15", 8^, 300W Program,
rectanguLar, carpet covered
071-1225-200 SPL-1225 Mk.HI,
1x15", 8^, 400W Program,
trapezoid, carpet covered
071-1225-300 SPL-1225 HP,
1x15", 80, 400W Program,
trapezoid, carpet covered
071-1226-200 SPL-1226 Mk.IH,
2x15", 4Q, 400W Program,
trapezoid, carpet covered SPL-1211 Mk.IH SPL-1226 Mk.IH SPL-1225 HP

MONITORS

PowerStage™ 100
Xpander™ 100

PowerStage™ series
PowerStage 100 features a detachable 3-channeL
mixer with inputs, one mic, one mic with parallel.
out to mi'xer XLR or instrument and one Line in for
Line feed from mixer, CD/tape, keyboard, or drum
machine and an effects insert.
A Line out for use with the Expander 100 which
consists of a power amp and speakers only. Built-in
100W power amp, with sweepable high-pass fitter,
two sweepabte feedback control notch filters and
selectabte "Enhance" EQ. A 200W program power
coaxial 12" Eminence speaker, poLe-mount adapter
and handles.
Expander 100 consists of a 100W amplifier and
speaker only. With Line input for use with
PowerStage 100 or monitor mix from Boxtop or
other mixer.

Artist series
*^r'

Features include a seated baffle, Kapton voice coi'L bobbins on
woofers, wide angle horns with dual piezo drivers, daisy chain
in/out jacks, front panel volume controls, 30°/60°/90° tilt,
metal feet for the 30° and 60° angles, 60-20kHz ±6dB,
95dB@lW/lm sensitivity and 115dB (117dB for1275X)
maximum output.

Model Numbers:
071-1272-100 1272X, Carpet, 1x12", 16^, 200W Program
071-1275-100 1275X, Carpet, 1x15", 16Q, 200W Program

1275X

1272X

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE'



Designing the Guitar of Your Dreams
Tips on Planning Your Custom Shop Guitar

If you're interested in ordering a Custom Shop guitar, there are many

things to consider before discussing your order with your local Fender

Custom Shop dealer.

The exact details of your custom guitar depend, of course, upon

your preferences as a player. Specifications like fret size, neck radius,

switching and pickup set-up are crucial to the sound and feel of any gui-

tar, and you must be sure to consider what you really want in all of these

aspects of your dream guitar.

According to John Gmnder, the Fender Custom Shop's sales man-

ager, "The best thing to do is to go to bunch of guitar stores, play a

bunch of guitars, to dial in

the features that will make

you the most comfortable.

For example, do you prefer a

9 1/2 or a 7 1/4-inch radius?

Do you prefer Fat '50s pick-

ups or Texas Specials? Do

you like the warm tone of

alder or the brightness of

ash?"

There are also aesthetic

elements to consider—color,

body shape, rosewood or

maple neck, hardware and

detailing. Again, your per-

sonal preference will come

into play, but it's important

to remember that aesthetic

elements can impact tone

and playability in different
ways.

One such element is the

type of wood you choose for

your body and neck. Wood types have definite, and often very different,

impacts on the tone of your guitar.

"Sometimes," says Gmnder, "people will say something like 'I

want a really warm-sounding one-piece maple body.' Well, there's no

such thing. Maple is simply a bright wood. You might like the look of

maple, but it doesn't make for a warm sound."

In a case like this, it's a matter of choosing which you prefer—a

beautiful maple body or a warm tone.

Taking into account as many of the variables as possible will only

get you closer to the guitar you really want. It's best to get as specific as

possible.

"A straight-forward order," says Grunder, "would be something

like a custom '50s Strat—ash body, Mary Kay blond finish, an October

'56 neck shape of flame maple, 9 1/2-inch radius, 6105 frets, staggered

vintage tuning machines, Fat '50s pickups, with maybe a push-pull, a

second tone control so you can get the neck-bridge combination like a

Tele, as well as all three pickups at the same time."

All orders need not be so straight-forward in the vintage sense.

Builders in the Custom Shop possess the talent to make all kinds of

dreams reality, from set

necks to hollow-bodies to

unorthodox colors and

inlays.

Wlien specifying an

unusual color, it's helpful to

provide the builders with a

sample or color reference.

"Robert Gray," re-

counts Grander, "cut off a

piece of his shirt once and

said, 'Here, match that.' So,

when you want a special

color, tell us you want it to

look like a certain page of

Andre Duchossoir's Strato-

caster book, or send me a

picture of a woman's

dress—anything we can

work with. We can usually

make you happy."

Consider the Dream

Sheet on the next page before

ordering your Custom Shop guitar. Refer also to the product section for

ideas. Once you have your guitar mapped out, go to your authorized

Fender Custom Shop dealer, explain what you want, and he'U be happy to

provide you with a price quote.

Once a master builder takes up .your project, he'll personally give

you a call, go over the details and generally make sure the guitar he's

going to build you is the one you want. When it's built and in your

hands, be sure to drop your builder a line and let him know what you

think.

1

How to Use the Custom Guitar Dream Sheet
On the opposing page, you'll find the Custom Guitar Dream Sheet.

If you're seriously thinking about purchasing a Fender Custom

Shop guitar or bass, this worksheet will help you through all the

nitty gritty details you'll need to work out as you design your dream

guitar. The Dream Sheet is only a worksheet for your use; it is not

an order form! Do not fax or mail this to the Fender Custom Shop.

Although there are many options listed on the Dream Sheet,

there are many that are not listed, and some combinations of ele-

ments will not work out. Use your imagination, follow your com-

mon sense as a player and check with your local dealer.

If you don't know if you prefer one feature over another, fol-

low John Gmnder's advice and go to your local dealer and try them

out. Conversely, if you know you like an offbeat feature that you

don't find on the Dream Sheet, just write it in. More often than not,

the builders can make it happen. For more information, or to locate

a Fender Custom Shop dealer in your area, call 602-596-7195.

f«effl-»?~«a



Custom Guitar Dream Sheet
Body Style:

a Telecaster®

a Stratocaster®

a Precision Bass®

a Jazz Bass®

a Other

Q Oumbo
a Other

a Black
a Other

Body Wood:

a Ash
a Atder
a Mahogany
a Other

Neck Style:

a Telecaster

Q Stratocaster

a Precision Bass

a Jazz Bass

a Other

Neck/Fingerboard:

d One-Pi'ece Maple

a Maple with Maple Cap
a Maple with Rosewood
a Maple with Pao Ferro
a Other.

Neck Figuring (Maple):

t-] Strai'ght-grained

a Flamed
a Bird's Eye

Neck Shape (Guitar):

a Early'50s "U"

a Mid'50s Soft "V"
a Oct. '56 Medium "V"
a Mid y50's Hard "V"

a '60s Oval
a Other.

Neck Shape (Bass):

a '50s P-Bass

U '60s P-bass

a '60sJ-Bass

a /70s3-Bass

a Other

Nut:

a Standard
a LSR Roller (Guitar)
a Other

Number of Frets:

Q 20 (Bass Only)
a 21
a 22

Fret Size

Q Vintage
Q Medium-Jumbo

Fingerboard Radius:

a 7.25 Inches

a 9.5 Inches

a Other

Fingerboard Inlay:

a Standard Dot
a Abatone Dot
a Pearl Block
a Other

Headstock (Guitar):

a Strat (Standard)
a Strat (Large)
a TeLe
a Other

Headstock (Bass):

a Early '50s P-Bass (Tele)
a Standard '60s P and J
1-1 Modern 5-String

a Other.

Machine Heads (Guitar):

Q Vintage
a Vintage Staggered
a Fender/SchalLer®
a Fender Locking
a Other

Machine Heads (Bass):

a Vintage (Backwards)
Q Fender/SchaLler
U Schaller Lightweight
a Other.

Headstock Logo:

a Spaghett"
a Transition
a '70s

a Other.

Pickguard:

a Single-PLy White
a White/BLack/White
a Aged White/Black/White
a Black/White^&lack '
Q Gold Anodized
a Brown SheLL
a White Shell
a Other

Other Plastic Parts:

a White
a Aged White

Pickup Config. (Guitar):

a Standard Strat (3SC)
a Standard TeLe (2SC)
a Hum/Single/Singte (Strat)
a Hum/SingLe/Hum (Strat)
a Hum/Hum (Strat)
a Hum/Single (Tele)
a Other

SC Pickups (Guitar):

a Texas Special
a Vintage'50s

a Fat'50s
a Vintage '60s
Q Vintage Noiseless
a Other.

Humbuckers (Guitar):

Specify Pickups-
a Bridge_
a Neck

Pickup Config. (Bass):

a Precision

a Jazz
a Predsion/Jazz
Q Jazz/Precision/Jazz
a Other

Pickups (Bass):

Q American Vintage
a American Standard
a American Deluxe
a Other

Switching:

a 3-Way(Tele)
a 4-Way (TeLe)
a 3-Way (Strat)
a S-Way(Strat)
a Other

Electronics:

Q Standard (Passive)
a 25db Mid-Boost (Guitar)
a Active EQ (Bass)

Controls:

a Standard (Strat/Tele/P/3)
a Other

Bridge (Strat):

a Vintage Tremolo
a Vintage Hard-Tai'l

Q 2-Point Vintage Tremoto

a Am. Std. TremoLo

a Am. Db<. TremoLo

a Am. Std. Hard-Tail

a Fender Locking TremoLo

a Original Floyd Rose®
a Other

Bridge (Tele):

a Vintage 3-Barrel

a Vintage 3- Barrel

(Gatton)
a Vintage 6-SaddLe
a American Standard
a American Deluxe
a Other.

Bridge (Bass):

a Vintage
1-1 Am. Std. (String-Through)
a Am. Db<. (String-Through)
a Other

Strap Buttons:

a Standard
1-1 Schalter Straplock Ready

Hardware Plating:

a NickeL/Chrome
a Nickel/Chrome Relic
a Gold
a Gold Relic
a Black
a Other

Finish:

a Standard
a N.O.S. (TMn-Skin)
a Reh'c

Q Closet Classic
a Other

Color

Other Options:

a Matching Headstock
a Bound Fingerboard
Q Semi-hollow

Thinline Body
Q Bound Body
a Left-Handed
a Other.

a Other
a Other
a Other
a Other

Case:

a Black Totex®
Q Brown ToLex

a White Tolex
a Tweed
a Other
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finish
options Master Buifder series

00 3-color sunburst

06 black

D'Aquisto Deluxe
The Late master guitar builder
James D'Aquisto coLLaborated with

our Custom Shop to create this

beautiful Line of Jazz guitars.

The D'Aquisto Deluxe features a

Laminated figured maple hoLLow
body, maple set-in neck, ebony

fingerboard, ebony taiLpiece and

bridge, special design humbuckmg
pickup and deluxe hardshetl case.

Model Number: 010-2030
Colors: 821, 837, 838

Strings: 250's

21 natural

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price List for

availability.

D'Aquisto Ultra
The D'Aquisto Ultra features a solid
maple body with hand carved spruce

top, highly figured maple neck, ebony
fingerboard, muttipLe binding,

gold hardware and deluxe hardsheLl
case. Also available with optional

Kent Armstrong floating pickup.

Model Numbers: 010-2070 shown

010-2080 with Kent Armstrong pickup

Colors: 821, 837 ^

Strings:
250's with pickup
60's without pickup



Robben Ford Elite FM

finish

The Robben Ford models are

cutting-tone guitars featuring

Seymour Duncan® humbuckers,

versatile electronics, mahogany bodies and set-in

necks. The Elite features a hand-carved figured maple top and pao

ferro fingerboard with abalone dot intays. Deluxe hardshell case included

Model Number: 010-3040
Colors: 800, 838
Strings: 250's

Robben Ford Ultra SP
The Ultra models have multi-bound ebony

fingerboards and special tone chambers.

The SP model features a carved soh'd

spruce top and gold hardware. Deluxe
hardshell case included.

Model Number: 010-3050
Colors: 800, 806, 838
Strings: 250's

Robben Ford Ultra FM
The Ultra FM features a mutt'-bound ebony finger-

board, special tone chambers, carved flame maple top

and chrome hardware. Deluxe hardshell case incLuded.

Model Number: 010-3060
Colors: 800, 838
Strings: 250's

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

37 antique burst

38 crimson transparent

strings

used on D'Aquisto

Ultra w/o pickup

used on all others
on this page



finish
options CUSTOM SHOP

00 3-color sunburst

Robert Gray Stratocaster®
Model Number: 010-9100

Colors: 800, 824, 826

Strings: 250's

05 Olympic white

The Robert Gray Stratocaster, with its non-tremolo "hard-taiL" bridge and custom

vintage pickups, gives him the sound, sustain and expression he's known for.

Other features include an alder body, lightly figured maple neck with rosewood
fingerboard, 21 frets and gold vintage hardware. Brown ToLex® Fender case included.

Dick Dale Stratocaster®

14 chartreuse sparkle

,4

16 champagne sparkle

Model Number: 010-6100.

Color: 81^
^ Strings: 250'^
m

17 silver sparkle

21 natural

The Dick Dale Stratocaster honors the pioneer of Surf Guitar and his unique sound

and playing style. Features include an alder body, special shape maple neck with

reverse headstock, rosewood fingerboard, 21 frets, three Custom 50's pickups with

special switching, master volume control and original, synchronized tremoto.

Brown Tolex® Fender case included..

Richie Blackmore Stratocaster®
Model Numbers: 010-2400

w/RoLand® GK-2 P.U.: 010-2460

Colors: 805
Strings: 250's

Recognizing one of Rock's ground breaking guitarists— the Custom Shop is

proud to introduce the all new Ritchie BLpckmore Stratocaster. This modern|

version of Ritchie's classic Strat® features an ash body, set-in maple neck,|

scaUoped rosewood fingerboard, 22 medium-jumbo frets, 70's Large headstock, deluxe locking machine heads, two'

Gold Fender-Lace® Sensor pickups, one volume and two tone controls, 2-point synchronized tremoto, and DunLop®

ftush-mount straplock system. Black Totex® Fender case included. Also available with Roland® GK-2 pickup system.

Jerry Donahue Telecaster®
24 inca silver

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price List for

availability.

Model Number: 010-8902
Colors: 800, 827, 838

Strings: 250's

A tribute to one of the great TeLe-Masters— Jerry Donahue. This gorgeous

guitar features an ash body with bi'rd's-eye maple top and back, bird's-eye

maple neck, 21 frets, Seymour Duncan® singte-coi'L pickups, special 5-way

switching and gold vintage hardware. Fender tweed case included.

FRONTLINE > WINTER 99 ALL Fender Guitars carry a limited Lifetime warranty.



finish
options

Will Ray Telecaster®,
Model Numbers: 010-4500

010-4540 w/optionat hi'pshot shown

Colors: 868, 869, 870
Strings: 250's'y^fp<^

The Will Ray "Mojo" Tele® is a true reflection of Will's individuality and

uncompromising pursuit of tone. This amazing axe features an ash body

with 23 K gold Leaf pattern, maple neck with Strat® headstock, Sperzet

Trim-Lok® machine heads, rosewood fingerboard with voodoo skull inlays,

22 frets, custom white shell pi'ckguard, custom Jazzmaster® pickups and

tone circuit. BLack ToLex® Fender case incLuded.

26 violet

27 sapphire blue trans.

John Jorgenson Telecaster®

Model Number: 010-4400
Colors: 806, 816, 817

^( Strings: 250's

The John Jorgenson Tetecaster combines combines respect for tradition with

flamboyant showmansh'p. Features include a korina body, maple neck with

African rosewood fingerboard (ebony on 806) with peartoid dot inlays (gold
106), Sperzel Trim-lock® machine heads, 22 frets, matching sparkle pickguard, two

custom "vintage look" humbucking pickups and vintage style bridge. Black Tolex® Fender case included.

38 crimson transparent

67 honey blonde

68 ultra marine blue

Danny Gatton Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-8700

Colors: 867, 879
Strings: 250's

The Danny Gatton TeLecaster is based on his heavily customized ;50s TeLe®.

The cubic zi'rcom'um side markers will reflect Light on any darkened stage.

Other features include a swamp ash body, special shape maple neck, 22 frets,

two Joe Barden® pickups and special Tele bridge and saddles.

Fender tweed case included. 70 lime green

Albert Collins Telecaster®
Model Number: 010-8800

Color: 821
Strings: 250's

The "Ice Man's" '66 Custom TeLe is faithfully replicated in the Albert Collins

Telecaster. This screamer features a double bound swamp ash body, special

shape maple neck with 21 frets, a custom Seymour Duncan® humbucker in

the neck position and a custom vintage Fender Tele pickup in the bridge.

Fender tweed case included.

79 frost gold

strings

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE

used on Guitars on

this page



shots
from
the Shop

CUSTOM SHOP I
Clarence White Telecaster®

Model Number: 010-5602
Colors: 803

J y Strings: 250's

@^

PedaL steel, rock and country tones wiLL emanate once you get your hands

on the Clarence White TeLecaster. Features include a Lightweight ash body,

figured maple neck, 21 frets, Parsons/White B-Bender®, Scruggs tuners on

Low and high "E" strings, custom 50's Strat neck pickup, Texas Tele® bridge

pickup and vintage hardware. Fender tweed case included.

Waylon Jenmngs Tribute Tele(

;-^!|

"^ -^

Model Number: 010-0302
Colors: 806

Strings: 250's

^
The Waylon Jenm'ngs Tribute TeLecaster is based on WayLon's ftorat patterned

'63 TeLe. Features include a bound ash body with "white rose" intay, special
""slim profile" maple neck with "flying "VT 12th fret in Lay, "Elite" machine heads

with pearloid buttons, Scruggs tuner on the low "E" string, 21 frets, 2 Texas

Tele pickups and American Standard Tele bridge. Fender tweed case included.

Merle Haggard Tribute Tele®

Model Number: 010-0402
Colors: 803

Strings: 250/s

Merle's Tribute Tele—a modified Tele Thinli'ne—features a taminated figured

maple top, maple set-in neck with deep carved heel, ivoroid pickguard and

binding, gold hardware, abalone "Tuff-Dog TeLe" headstock intay, Texas TeLe

pickups and custom 4-way switching. Fender tweed case included.

Jaco Pastorius Tribute Jazz Bass(

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Model Number: 019-6108
Colors: 800

Strings: 7150's

,A Tribute to the great Jazz Bass master—Jaco Pastorius. This faithful re-creation

of Jaco's famous "distressed" bass features a select aLder body, special shaped

I maple neck, epoxy coated frettess rosewood fingerboard, and replacement P-Bass®

control knobs. Fender tweed case included.

FRONTLINE WINTER 99 ALL Fender Guitars carry a Limited lifetime warranty.
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American Classic Strat®
Model Numbers: 010-4700 (rosewood)

010-4702 (maple) shown
Colors: rosewood in 800, 801

^S. maple in 801, 803

Strings: 250's

American Classic Stratocaster guitars are Custom Shop versions of Fender's

American Standard models. They offer custom detailing, classic Fender

contours, Lightly-figured hard rock maple neck, three Texas Special™ singte-coiL

pickups, 2-poi'nt synchronized tremoto, and black Tolex® Fender case. Truly a custom classic!

finish
options

00 3-coLor sunburst

01 white blonde

03 2-color sunburst

American Classic Telecaster®

Model Numbers: 010-4800 (rosewood) shown
010-4802 (maple)

Colors: rosewood 800, 801

? y maple 801, 803
i®€^L^ f Strings: 250's

American Classic Telecaster guitars are Custom Shop versions of Fender's

American Standard models. They offer custom detailing. Lightly figured
hard rock maple neck, two Texas Special™ Strat pickups, one Texas Tele® Bridge

pickup and an American Standard Tete bridge. Black Tolex® Fender case included.

06 black

67 honey blonde

Vintage Precision Custom Bass
Model Number: 019-5602

Color: 803, 867
Strings: 7150's

The VintSge Precision Custom Bass has the Look of the classic '51 P Bass® with
its Tete-styLe head-stock and vintage hardware. It comes with a semi-figured

hard rock maple neck, 2-piece swamp ash body and a pickup combination of

one vintage P-Bass and one Vintage J-Bass® pickup. Fender tweed case included.

used on Guitars

on this page

ORICIMAL BASS

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE WINTER 99
used on Basses

on this page



From the Shop

The Fender Custom Shop's Master

Artisan/ Woodcarver George Amicay
(left) and Master Builder Jason Davis

(center) worked closely with Disney
am'mator Chris Schnabel (right) on the
one-of-a-kmd Disney 75th Anniversary

Hand-Carved Stratocaster. The Strat

celebrates 75 years of Disney music,

magic and is the grand prize in
Disney's "75 Years of Music and

Memories Scratch-and-Win Contest.'

r,

The carved relief on the

body, by George Amicay.

The dazzling original
painting by Chris.

SchnabeL

4^
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Some Things Just Get Better with Time
Factory Veterans Reflect on 40 Years of Fender by Erie Kingsbury

Since its founding in the 1940s, Fender's reputation has always

been as a family-oriented company, a place where the prime
motivation has been a love of music and a place that breeds the
life-long commitment of its workers. From a small crew of 50

workers in the '50s to over 2,000 today, the company's spirit
has remained the same.

While many faces have

changed over the years, several
Fender employees work today at
essentially the same jobs they
have done for several decades.

Through the years, these Fender
veterans have practiced the atten-
tion to detail and tried-and-true

manufacturing techniques they
learned from Leo Fender, Freddie

Tavares, George Fullerton and
the rest of the founding fathers

of such classic gear as the
Telecaster, Stratocaster, Twin
Reverb and Vibrolux.

Two such factory veterans
are Abigail Ybarra and Herbie

Gastelum, both of whom work
now at the Fender Custom

Shop in Corona, California.
Abigail Ybarra entered the

musical instrument industry in

the summer of 1956, when she
went to work in the woodshop
at the Fender factory in
Fullerton. She began working
on frets, then moved into sand-

ing before finally transferring

into pickup winding in 1959.
She has been winding pickups
ever since.

Herbie Gastelum joined Fender in 1961. Like Abigail, he
moved around a bit within the factory before finding his area

of expertise. Gastelum began buffing guitar bodies, spent a
little time in the spray booth, and then settled in as a neck
shaper, the job he holds now at the Custom Shop.

"In those days," says Gastelum, "if things got a little slow

in your department, you worked wherever they needed, you."
The experience and skill veteran workers l^e Herbie and

Abigail bring to Fender are part and parcel of the continuing
tradition of Fender guitars. They are indeed the link between
the Telecaster that Jeff Beck played in the Yardbirds and the

Custom Shop '52 Telecaster you can buy today. The same tech-
niques that made the original Fender guitars so great are pre-
served and enhanced by people like Abby, Herbie and several

other long-time Fender employees.
"All I do," says Ybarra, "is wind and solder the way Leo

Wanted us to do it. Things that we used to do over there, at

Above, top: Abigail Ybarra.
Center: Fender factory, Fullerton.

Below: Herbie Gastelum

Leo's in Fullerton, we do here now. We still work as hard,
probably harder, to keep up the quality."

"Some people," adds Gastelum, "say the necks in the '50s

and '60s were better than they are now. But in my opinion, I
think the necks—even the whole instmment—is a lot better
now than in the 'good old days.' Believe me, I've seen the
work, and it's a lot more detailed and a lot more critical than
in years past."

Having given so much of their lives to the Grafting of
Fender guitars, Abby and Herbie take justifiable pride in the
work they've done over the years.

"I'm very proud," says Abby. "Whenever I'm out in music

stores, I always look for our guitars. On TV, I always look for
our guitars."

Herbie feels the same kind of pride whenever he sees a
Fender on television.

"I know I might have

worked on part of that instru-
ment," he explains. "I respect the

people who play guitar. When I
listen to them, it makes me feel

good inside. Some guys play the
guitar almost like talking."

Both Herbie and Abby are
keys to the quality of the Custom
Shop production-line team, con-

tributing their experience and
skill to such models as the NOS

Strat and the new Closet Classic

series. The NOS Strat features
exact replicas of '65 pickups that

are wound and hand-signed by
Abigail, and the necks are slotted

by Herbie using the same neck
slotter used in the Fullerton factory

when he started working there.
When asked how long they

plan to keep doing what they're
doing, neither Abigail nor Herbie

can see an end in sight.
"People sometimes say,

'How can you keep doing the same
job for so many years?" says Gastelum. "Well, it might be the

same job, but there's always something to learn. Every neck,
every piece is a little different. Working with wood is chal-
lenging to me. When you don't enjoy your job, the time just
drags. I've been here 35 years, but it seems just like yesterday.
Maybe that's because I enjoy my job."

"As long as I'm healthy," adds Ybarra, "and I can get up
in the morning and come to work, I'll be here. There's no stress

here, and I like it when somebody like [Custom Shop master
builder] Jay Black comes to me and needs something special,

something different, and we work together to come up with the
right pickup."

fRWffttW -WINTER 99



finish
rlll1 rl11 CUSTOM SHOP series

06 black

21 natural

31 aged cherry sunburst

37 antique burst

38 crimson transparent

41 vintage white

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

Showmaster™ series
The new Fender Showmaster guitars feature sleek body designs

with options to suit players' differing styles. The carved tops

are available in solid colors or stunning transparent finishes.

Other features include alder body, Lightly figured maple neck,
abatone dot inlays, SperzeL Trim-Lok® machine heads, LSR roller

nut, 22 medium-jumbo frets, two Fender "Fat 50's" singLe-coiLs

and one Seymour Duncan® '59 Trembucker™, special. 5-way

switching, and master volume and tone controls. Black ToLex®

Fender case included.

Showmaster Standard
ALder body with carved top; rosewood or maple

fingerboard; deluxe 2-point synchronized tremoLo

with pop-in arm.

Model Numbers:
010-4200 (rosewood)
010-4202 (maple)
Colors: 806, 838, 879, 886

Showmaster FMT
Same as above with the addition of a figured
maple top with hand scraped edges.

Model Numbers:
010-4270 (rosewood) shown

010-4272 (maple)
Colors: 831, 837, 848, 861, 862

Showmaster FMT
Set Neck
Same as above with the addition of a set-i'n

maple neck, and choice of a Fender deluxe

Locking tremolo or Wilkinson® stop tai'Lpiece.

AvaitabLe with rosewood fingerboard only.

Model Numbers:
010-4390 w/deluxe Locking tremoto

010-4300 w/Wilki'nson® stop taitpiece

Colors: 831, 837, 848, 861, 862

WINTER 99 AIL Fender Guitars carry a Limited Lifetime warranty.



Classic Player Strat®
Often players take their main guitar, you know... the one that

just feels right, and add subtle upgrades to it to accentuate
the positive. The Fender Custom Shop Classic Player Strat does

just that— taking a good thing and making it better. Features

include atder or ash body, maple neck with choice of "V" or "C"

shape, SperzeL Trim-Lok® machine heads, Custom Shop

"Vintage-Noi'setess™" pickups and 2-point vintage tremoto.

Black Totex® Fender case included. The Classic Player is also

availabie in custom colors, see the price list for details.

Model Numbers: 010-0600 (rosewood) V-Neck
010-0602 (maple) V-Neck shown
010-0700 (rosewood) C-Neck
010-0702 (maple) C-Neck
Colors: 806, 831, 848

Strings: 250's

finish
options

48 teal green trans.

61 bing cherry trans.

Set Neck Tele® 3r.
Cut Loose and cut through with the Custom Set

Neck Tele 3r. This unique guitar is equipped
with a mahogany body with eleven tone cham-

bers, set-in mahogany necUwith pao ferro fin-

gerboard, 22 frets, one Seymour Duncan® "Hot

Soapbar" pickup (neck), one Seymour Duncan®
"Custom Soapbar" (bridge) and a Fender

American Standard non-tremoLo "hard-taiF

bridge. Black Totex® Fender case included

Model Number: 010-3400
Colors: 821, 837, 838, 841

Strings: 250's

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE

62 colbalt btue traps.

79 frost gold

86 bright sapphire metallic

strings

WINTER 99
used on Guitars

on this page



finish
jQLptlons

00 3-color sunburst

04 daphne blue

05 Olympic white

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price list for

availability.

CUSTOM SHOP N.O.S:: Cfosef Classic

This new Custom Shop family of guitars consists of six hallmark
Fender models — '51 Nocaster, '63 Teiecaster®, '56 Stratocaster®,

'60 Stratocaster, '69 Stratocaster, and '64 Jazz Bass®. Ail are buiit

to exacting specifications of their respective vintages including:

body contours and radii, neck shape, fingerboard radius, pickups,

electronics and hardware. Original materials, tooting and

production techniques are employed whenever possible.
'51 Nocaster N,

Each model is available in three distinct finish packages—

1. N. 0.5. f/Veiv 0/c/ Stock) as if the guitar was bought new in its

respective year and brought forward in time to the present day.

2. Closet Classic as if the guitar was bought new in its respective

year, piayed perhaps a dozen times a year and then put carefully

away. Has a few small "clings", lightly checked finish, oxidized

hardware and aged plastic parts.

3. Relic shows natural wear and tear of years of heavy use — nicks,

scratches, worn finish, rusty hardware and aged plastic parts.

'51 Nocaster

The genesis of the Telecaster® began in 1950 with Fender's
introduction of the single pickup "Esquire" electric Spanish

guitar. By early 1951, a second pickup was added and to
avoid confusion. Fender named the new "improved" model

"Broadcaster", leaving the single pickup model to be known

as the Esquire. Unfortunately, the Fred Gretsch Company

already had a registered trademark on the name "Broadkaster"

and Fender had to stop using the name after only a few
months. Unwilling to stop shipping guitars while trying to
come up with a new name. Broadcaster decals were cut

leaving only the Fender Logo. Guitars from this period were
Later deemed "No-Casters" by collectors. This faithful

recreation features an ash body, "D" shape maple neck,

singte-pLy black pickguard and originat spec pickups.
Fender tweed case incLuded/

'51 Nocaster Model Numbers:

015-0102 N.O.S.
015-0202 Closet Classic

015-0302 Relic
Colors: 807 (N.O.S.), 867 (Reti'c/Closet CLassi'c)

Strings: 250's

FRONTLINE WINTER 99



finish
options

'60s Stratocaster®
A detailed recreation of a 1960 Strat® built uti-

Li'zing original tooting and production techniques

of the era. Features include an alder body, "€'

shape maple neck with rosewood fingerboard,

white/black/white pickguard and original spec
I pickups. Includes brown Tolex® Fender case.

Also available with gold hardware.

07 vintage blonde"

40 fiesta red

'60 Stratocaster®

Closet Classic

160 Stratocaster®
v.o.s.

['60 Stratocaster® Relic
67 honey blonde

1.

^H""

<> <l»* «» 0 ft

••

^

reni

s

i0 Stratocaster Model Numbers:
015-0700 N.O.S.

r015-0710 N.O.S. with gold hardware

015-0800 Closet Classic
015-0810 Closet Classic with gold hardware

015-0900 Relic
015-0910 Relic with gold hardware

Colors: 800, 804, 805, 840

Strings: 250's

strings

FRONTLINE -WIWER99
used on Guitars

on this page



finish
options CUSTOM SHOP N.O.S.™ Closet Classic and Relic series

00 3-coLor sunburst

01 white blonde

'56 Stratocaster®
An awesome reproduction of the classic '56 Strat®.

Features include an alder body (ash on White BLonde and
Vintage Blonde), 10/56 shape maple neck, singLe-pty white
pickguard and original spec pickups. Fender tweed case
included. Also avai'Labte with gold hardware.

'56 Stratocaster Model Numbers:

015-0402 N.O.S.

015-0412 N.O.S. with gold hardware

015-0502 Closet Classic
015-0512 Closet Classic with gold hardware
015-0602 Reh'c

015-0612 Relic with gold hardware
Colors: 801 (N.O.S.), 803, 806, 807 (Closet CLassi'c/Reh'c)

Strings: 250's

'56 Stratocaster®

Relic

03 2-color sunburst

05 Olympic white

'63 Telecaster®
The evolution of the Telecaster continues with the '63

Tele®. This recreation features an alder body (ash on

White Blonde and Vintage Blonde), "C" shape maple
neck with round-Lam rosewood fingerboard,

whi'te/btack/white pickguard and original spec pickups.
Includes brown ToLex® Fender case.

Note: Not all

variations may be

available in all

colors, consult your

price List for

availability.

'63 Telecaster Model Numbers:
015-1000 N.O.S

015-1100 Closet Classic
015-1200 Relic

Colors: 801 (N.O.S.), 802, 807 (Closet Ctassic/Retic), 809
Strings: 250's

FRONTLINE WINTER 99 All Fender Guitars carry a Limited Lifetime warranty.



finish

06 black

—^.^^ %^*1
'?*?^1

'69 Stratocaster®
The '69 Strat® represents a pivotal time for both

music and Fender guitars. Its Large headstock and

round-Lam fingerboard took us from Woodstock into

a new era. Other features include an atder body, //U

shape maple neck, rosewood or maple fingerboard,

white/btack/whrte pickguard and originat spec
pickups. Black Totex® Fender case included.

'69 Stratocaster Model Numbers:

015-1700 N.O.S. (rosewood)

015-1702 N.O.S. (maple)

015-1800 Closet Classic (rosewood)
015-1802 Closet Classic (maple)
015-1900 Relic (rosewood)
015-1902 Relic (maple)
Colors: 800, 805, 806

Strings: 250's

07 vintage blonde

Relic '64 Jazz Bass®
The /64 Jazz Bass conjures up images of

every classic electric group one can think of.

Meticulously built to replicate the original.—

this model features and atder body, maple

neck with round-lam rosewood fingerboard,

brown shell pickguard and original spec

pickups. Brown ToLex® Fender case included.

'64 Jazz Bass Model Numbers: "

015-1300 N.O.S.

015-1400 Closet Classic

015-1500 Relic
Colors: 800, 805

Strings: 7250's

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

40 fiesta red

67 honey blonde

strings

used on Guitars

on this page
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Original 150's, 1550's If you're trying to capture
the original, vintage tone of

pure nickel wound strings, string up a set of Original 150's! They're pure Fender Tone
through and through! Available in a wide variety of gauges, Fender Original 150's deliver

tone by the truckload.

.008-.038

.009-.040

.009-.042

.009-.046

.010-.038

.010-.046

.010-.052

.011-.049

.012-.052

.011-.048

^<t^ n «^ I Diill^+r- We started with our pure nickel wound strings
(same as the Original 150's) and added our

newly improved patent pending Bullet end. Designed especially for your tremolo-equipped
electric guitar, the Bullet end gives additional tuning stability to the vintage sound of pure

nickel wound strings.

Ball End Sets
073-0150-001
073-0150-002
073-0150-003
073-0150-004
073-0150-005
073-0150-006
073-0150-007
073-0150-008
073-0150-009
073-1550-000

150 SL
150 XL
150 L
150 LR
150
150 R
150 RH
150M
150H
1550

Bullet End Sets
073-3150-001
073-3150-002
073-3150-003
073-3150-004
073-3150-005
073-3150-006
073-3150-007
073-3150-008
073-3150-009

3150 SL
3150 XL
3150 L
3150 LR
3150
3150 R
3150 RH
3150 M
3150 H

.008-.038

.009-.040

.009-.042

.009-.046

.010-.038

.010-.046

.010-.052

.011-.049

.012-.052

Ind.Strings

072-0150-018
072-0150-020
072-0150-022
072-0150-024
072-0150-026
072-0150-028
072-0150-030
072-0150-032
072-0150-034
072-0150-036
072-0150-038
072-0150-040
072-0150-042
072-0150-044
072-0150-046
072-0150-048
072-0150-050
072-0150-052
072-0150-054
072-0150-056

072-3150-018
072-3150-020
072-3150-022
072-3150-024
072-3150-026
072-3150-028
072-3150-030
072-3150-032
072-3150-034
072-3150-036
072-3150-038
072-3150-040
072-3150-042
072-3150-044
072-3150-046
072-3150-048
072-3150-050
072-3150-052
072-3150-054
072-3150-056

Gauge

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

Material

Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound

Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
NickeL Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound
Nickel Wound

\ff. The "high-octane", nickelplated steel stnng for your

electric guitar. With a pure steel wrap, the magnets in
your pickups use the whole string (not just the core) and transform the energy into high
output bursts of sound. The nickel plating enhances feel and reduces "string squeak" and

fret wear without compromising tone. Original equipment on all U.S. and Mexican made
non-tremolo Fender electric guitars. Keep your sound factory fresh.

Ball End Sets
073-0250-001
073-0250-002
073-0250-003
073-0250-004
073-0250-005
073-0250-006
073-0250-007
073-0250-008
073-0250-009

250 SL
250 XL
250 L
250 LR
250
250 R
250 RH
250 M
250 H

.008-.038

.009-.040

.009-.042

.009-.046

.010-.038

.010-.046

.010-.052

.011-.049

.012-.052

072-0250-018
072-0250-020
072-0250-022
072-0250-024
072-0250-026
072-0250-028
072-0250-030
072-0250-032
072-0250-034
072-0250-036
072-0250-038
072-0250-040
072-0250-042
072-0250-044
072-0250-046
072-0250-048
072-0250-050
072-0250-052
072-0250-054
072-0250-056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

Ni'ckelplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nickelptated Steel
Ni'ckelplated Steel
NickelpLated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
NickeLptated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
NickelpLated SteeL
Nickelplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nicketplated Steel
Nickelptated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel

, ® We matched our patent pending Bullet end to
the high output Super 250 nickelplated steel

strings to create the ultimate strings for modem trem players. The German-machined Bullet
end fits in the trem block precisely to ensure the string returns to the same spot after even
the most torturous dive-bomb. Original equipment on Americau and Mexican Tremolo
Guitars, u.-

Bullet End Sets
073-3250-001
073-3250-002
073-3250-003
073-3250-004
073-3250-005
073-3250-006
073-3250-007
073-3250-008
073-3250-009

3250 SL
3250 XL
3250 L
3250 LR
3250
3250 R
3250 RH
3250 M
3250 H

.008-.038

.009-.040

.009-.042

.009-.046

.010-.038

.010-.046

.010-.052

.011-.049

.012-.052

072-3250-018
072-3250-020
072-3250-022
072-3250-024
072-3250-026
072-3250-028
072-3250-030
072-3250-032
072-3250-034
072-3250-036
072-3250-038
072-3250-040
072-3250-042
072-3250-044
072-3250-046
072-3250-048
072-3250-050
072-3250-052
072-3250-054
072-3250-056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

NickeLplated Steel
Nicketplated Steel
Nicketplated SteeL
NickelpLated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nicketplated Steel
NickelpLated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Ni'ckelplated Steel
Nicketplated Steel
NickeLpLated Steel
Nickelptated SteeL
Nickelplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
NickelpLated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
Nickelplated Steel
NickeLplated Steel
Nickelptated SteeL
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NICKELPLATED STEEL

SUPER BULLETS

STAINLESS STEEL

AINLESS BULLETS

.'&

Cutaway view
of tremolo block.

Guitar players have so many
variables to pay attention

to—pickups, amp settings,
effects and so on—that
string ends seem like a non-
issue.

String gauges, okay. But
string ends? Ball ends, bullet
ends, what's the difference?

The difference is simple: if
you play a guitar with non-
locking tremolo, you need
bullets. If you play a non-
tremolo guitar or one with a
locking tremolo, then balls
are fine.

If you use ball-end strings in
your tremolo, the ball can
move about in the shaft.
After riding the bar, the
string may come to rest in a
different position, and guess
what? The guitar's out of

tune.

Fender bullet-end strings are

designed to fit snugly into
the string shaft of your
tremolo unit. No slipping,
which means the guitar stays
in tune.

Tremolos need bullets
that simple.

-it's

Fender Bullet End Guitar Strings are available in the
following styles:

• Pure Nickel Wound Original Bullets
• Nickelplated Steel Super Bullets
• Stainless Steel Roundwound Bullets
• Phosphor Bronze Acoustic Bullets
• 80/20 Bronze Acoustic Bullets

Sets are available in most popular gauges.

Many Fender Stratocaster models are shipped with

Nickelplated Steel Super Bullets—pick up a Strat at your
local Fender dealer and try them out.

Look for Fender Bullet End Strings wherever Fender

Strings are sold.

1999 FMIC For more information, write to: Fender Strings, 7975 N. Hayden Rd., Scottsdale, AZ 85258

www.fender.com



Ind._Stnngs Gauge

Stain less 350's Raw, rippin' stainless tone is alive and well.
Pure stainless wrap has the highest resistance

to oil, acids, and sweat when you're bumin' up the fretboard. It's the same tough material

as the bridge sections on Fender American Standard guitars! High output, edgy tone, and

long lasting.

Ball End Sets
073-0350-001 350 SL .008-.038
073-0350-002 350 XL .009-.040
073-0350-003 350 L .009-.042
073-0350-004 350 LR .009-.046
073-0350-005 350 .010-.038
073-0350-006 350 R .010-.046
073-0350-007 350 RH .010-.052
073-0350-008 350 M .011-.049
073-0350-009 350 H .012-.052

Stain less Bullets If high output, long-lasting strings that
will survive tremolo torture tests sound

too good to be true, you need to try these strings. The string pierces the core of the
precision-machined German Bullet end and remains centered, enhancing tuning stability.
Stainless wrap is tough, edgy and full of tone. Try 'em!

Bullet End Sets
073-3350-001
073-3350-002
073-3350-003
073-3350-004
073-3350-005
073-3350-006
073-3350-007
073-3350-008
073-3350-009

3350 SL
3350 XL
3350 L
3350 LR
3350
3350 R
3350 RH
3350 M
3350 H

.008-.038

.009-.040

.009-.042

.009-.046

.010-.038

.010-.046

.010-.052

.011-.049

.012-.052

Stainless Flatwounds Traditional jazz guitansts rarely

play anythmg but flat wound
strings. And many of the early Surf bands got their sound with Fender Flatwound strings!
Fender Stainless Flatwounds combine the long-life qualities of fine stainless steel with the
precision manufacturing techniques of today to produce the best flatwound strings on the
market. Whether you Take Five or Hang Ten, Fender Stainless Ratwounds will get you there.

Ball End Sets
073-0050-002
073-0050-003
073-0050-008

50 XL
50 L
50 M

.011-.050

.012-.052

.013-.054

Plain Individual String Gauges

072-0350-018
072-0350-020
072-0350-022
072-0350-024
072-0350-026
072-0350-028
072-0350-030
072-0350-032
072-0350-034
072-0350-036
072-0350-038
072-0350-040
072-0350-042
072-0350-044
072-0350-046
072-0350-048
072-0350-050
072-0350-052
072-0350-054
072-0350-056

072-3350-018
072-3350-020
072-3350-022
072-3350-024
072-3350-026
072-3350-028
072-3350-030
072-3350-032
072-3350-034
072-3350-036
072-3350-038
072-3350-040
072-3350-042
072-3350-044
072-3350-046
072-3350-048
072-3350-050
072-3350-052
072-3350-054
072-3350-056

072-0050-018
072-0050-020
072-0050-022
072-0050-024
072-0050-026
072-0050-028
072-0050-030
072-0050-032
072-0050-034
072-0050-036
072-0050-038
072-0050-040
072-0050-042
072-0050-044
072-0050-046
072-0050-048
072-0050-050
072-0050-052
072-0050-054
072-0050-056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

.018

.020

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048
' .050

.052

.054

.056

Material

Stain Less
Stain Less
Stain Less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain Less

Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain less
Stain Less
Stain Less
Stain Less
Stain less

Stain less FW
Stamless FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stainless FW
Stain less FW
Stain less FW
Stain less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less RA/
Stain less FW
Stain less FW

072-0000
072-3000

Ball End
Bullet End

-008, -009,-010,-011,-012, -013,-014,-015,-016,-017, -018,-020

-008,-009,-010,-011,-012, -013,-014,-015,-016,-017, -018, -020
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80/20 Bronze These strings have really bright tone and great feel.
They're perfect for an acoustic with a naturally

dark tone. If your acoustic guitar sounds dull and lifeless, try a set of Fender 80/20 bronze.
It's acoustic guitar C.P.R.! Also available for 12-string guitars.

.010-.048

.011-.050

.012-.052

.013-.056

.010-.048

Ball End Sets
073-0070-002
073-0070-005
073-0070-003
073-0070-008
073-0070-123

70 XL
70 CL
70 L
70 M
70-12

After getting a lot of requests
from players that will only use

our Bullet electric strings, we built a Bullet-end Bronze-wound string. The precision
machined bullet on the end of the string makes better contact with the underside of the
bridge, transferring all the energy of the string into the guitar. There's something special

about the Bullet string...acoustic or electhc.

Bullet End Sets
073-3070-002
073-3070-005
073-3070-003
073-3070-008

3070 XL
3070 CL
3070 L
3070 M

.010-.048

.011-.050

.012-.052

.013-.056

Phosphor Bronze After exhaustive comparisons and dozens
of prototypes, we finally nailed the formula

for the ultimate Phosphor Bronze string. Only now are we ready to give 'em the Fender
name. Get ready for rich, warm tone with brilliant highs and a long life. What more

could you want from an acoustic string?

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

.010-.048

.011-.050

.012-.052

.013-.056

.010-.048

Ball End Sets
073-0060-002
073-0060-005
073-0060-003
073-0060-008
073-0060-123

60 XL
60 CL
60 L
60 M
60-12 L

We discovered that the same Bullet end

that works so well on our electrics also
makes more contact with the underside of an acoustic bridge than a ball end, resulting in a

greater transfer of energy. This is the premium phosphor bronze string for the discriminating
acoustic player who wants the best.

Bullet End Sets
073-3060-002
073-3060-005
073-3060-003
073-3060-008

3060 XL
3060 CL
3060 L
3060 M

.010-.048

.011-.050

.012-.052

.013-.056

PHOSPHOR BRONZE

072-0070-022
072-0070-024
072-0070-026
072-0070-028
072-0070-030
072-0070-032
072-0070-034
072-0070-036
072-0070-038
072-0070-040
072-0070-042
072-0070-044
072-0070-046
072-0070-048
072-0070-050
072-0070-052
072-0070-054
072-0070-056

072-3070-022
072-3070-024
072-3070-026
072-3070-028
072-3070-030
072-3070-032
072-3070-034
072-3070-036
072-3070-038
072-3070-040
072-3070-042
072-3070-044
072-3070-046
072-3070-048
072-3070-050
072-3070-052
072-3070-054
072-3070-056

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20

80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20
80/20

Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze

Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze
Bronze

''S^^Si^^&SSSi

072-0060-022
072-0060-024
072-0060-026
072-0060-028
072-0060-030
072-0060-032
072-0060-034
072-0060-036
072-0060-038
072-0060-040
072-0060-042
072-0060-044
072-0060-046
072-0060-048
072-0060-050
072-0060-052
072-0060-054
072-0060-056

072-3060-022
072-3060-024
072-3060-026
072-3060-028
072-3060-030
072-3060-032
072-3060-034
072-3060-036
072-3060-038
072-3060-040
072-3060-042
072-3060-044
072-3060-046
072-3060-048
072-3060-050
072-3060-052
072-3060-054
072-3060-056

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

.022

.024

.026

.028

.030

.032

.034

.036

.038

.040

.042

.044

.046

.048

.050

.052

.054

.056

Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze

Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. <0 WINTER 99



; ^ „ I Fender traditional tie-end nylon strings will

bring out the best in your classical guitar. The

wound strings feature pure silver plating for superior corrosion resistance. Even, balanced
tension produces superior tone on any nylon-string guitar. Also available in black nylon and

with ball ends.

Tie End Sets
073-0100-000
073-0120-000

Ball End Sets
073-0130-000

100 CLr
120 BLk

130 CLr

.028-.043

.028-.043

.028-.043

Ind.Strings

072-0100-028
072-0100-032
072-0100-040
072-0120-028
072-0120-032
072-0120-040
072-0100-029
072-0100-035
072-0100-043
072-0130-028
072-0130-032
072-0130-040
072-0130-029
072-0130-035
072-0130-043

Gauj

.028

.032

.040

.028

.032

.040

.029

.035

.043

.028

.032

.040

.029

.035

.043

Material

Clear
Clear
Clear
Black
Black
Black
Silver
Silver
Silver
Clear
Clear
Clear

Silver
Silver
Silver

Banjo and Mandolin Strings SSS
strings are traditional loop end strings, wound on a hex core for extra strength and great tone.
Banjo strings are available in Nickelplated Steel, and Mandolin strings are available in
Phosphor Bronze or Nickelplated Steel.

Banjo Nickelplated Steel
073-2255-003 2255L .0095-.020

Mandolin Nickelplated Steel
073-2250-003 2250L .011-.040

Mandolin Phosphor Bronze
073-2060-003 2060L .011-.040
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••SrfSnil D -i <- <~ 7icn'^If youlre trying to recapture the
original, vintage tone of pure

nickel-wound bass strings, string up a set of Original 7150's. After all, Fender invented
the electric bass. Available in five different gauged sets, there's one that sounds and feels

just right on your bass.

Long Scale - 34"
073-7150-002
073-7150-003
073-7150-005
073-7150-006
073-7150-008

7150XL
7150L
7150ML
7150M
7150HM

.040-.095

.040-.100

.045-.100

.045-.105

.050-.105

072-7150-030
072-7150-035
072-7150-040
072-7150-045
072-7150-050
072-7150-055
072-7150-060
072-7150-065
072-7150-070
072-7150-075
072-7150-080
072-7150-085
072-7150-090
072-7150-095
072-7150-100
072-7150-105
072-7150-120
072-7150-125
072-7150-130

.030

.035

.040

.045

.050

.055

.060

.065

.070

.075

.080

.085

.090

.095

.100

.105

.120

.125

.130

Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW
Pure Nickel RW

Short Scale Bass 5250's Made for 30" scale basses

like the Fender Music
Master®, Bronco® or Mustang® these nickel-plated steel strings will give your bass high
output and great tone. The nickel plating on the strings is slightly softer than your frets, elimi-

nating premature fret wear. These strings sound great on all short scale basses.

Short Scale - 30"
073-5250-002 5250XL .040-.095

072-5250-040
072-5250-060
072-5250-075
072-5250-095

.040

.060

.075

.095

NPS Short Scale
NPS Short Scale
NPS Short Scale
NFS Short Scale

Medium Scale Bass 6250's Owners of
Fender's Stu

Hamm Signature Model bass and other 32" scale basses want the same high performance

as their long-scale counterparts, so we've created these highly responsive sets in two
guage choices. Smooth to the touch thanks to careful nickel plating, the tone is bright
with plenty of bottom end.

Medium Scale - 32"
073-6250-003 6250L
073-6250-006 6250M

.040-.100

.045-.105

11 ^ The "high-octane" nickel-plated steel

string for your bass. With a pure steel
wrap, the magnets in your pickups use the whole string (not just the core) and
transform the energy into high output bursts of sound. The nickel plating enhances
feel and reduces "string squeak" and fret wear without compromisirig tone. We
use them exclusively on our U.S. Vintage Series basses butlt in Corona, CA.
Offered in 4-, 5- or 6- string versions, these are our most popular bass strings.

Long Scale - 34"
073-7250-003
073-7250-005
073-7250-006
073-7250-008
073-7250-009
073-7250-515
073-7250-503
073-7250-506
073-7250-556
073-7250-606

72501
7250ML
7250M
7250HM
7250H

.040-.100

.045-.100

.045-.105

.050-.105

.050-.110

7250-5030ML.030-.100
7250-5L .040-.115
7250-5M .045-.125
7250-5M 130 .045-.130
7250-6 .030-.130

072-6250-040
072-6250-045
072-6250-060
072-6250-065
072-6250-080
072-6250-085
072-6250-100
072-6250-105

.040

.045

.060

.065

.080

.085

.100

.105

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE <s>

072-7250-030
072-7250-035
072-7250-040
072-7250-045
072-7250-050
072-7250-055
072-7250-060
072-7250-065
072-7250-070
072-7250-075
072-7250-080
072-7250-085
072-7250-090
072-7250-095
072-7250-100
072-7250-105
072-7250-110
072-7250-115
072-7250-120
072-7250-125
072-7250-130

.030

.035

.040

.045

.050

.055

.060

.065

.070

.075

.080

.085

.090

.095

.100

.105

.110

.115

.120

.125

.130

NPS Medium Scale
N PS Medium Scale
NFS Medium Scale
N PS Medium Scale
NPS Medium Scale
NPS Medium Scale
NPS Medium Scale
NPS Medium Scale

NFS Long Scale
NFS Long Scale
NFS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NFS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NFS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
NPS Long Scale
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i^.t ^ ^.^. -7 <t C f\'f» For Ac most punch and highest corrosion

resistance, nothing works as well as Fender

Stainless strings. High output with plenty of bottom and an edge that cuts through.

Compare them to any other stainless bass string and you'll see why many players are
switching to Fender Stainless. Available for 4-, 5-, or 6-string basses.

Long Scale - 34"
073-7350-003
073-7350-005
073-7350-006
073-7350-008
073-7350-009
073-7350-506
073-7350-606

7350L
7350ML
7350M
7350HM
7350H
7350 5M
7350 6M

.040-.100

.045-.100

.045-.105

.050-.105

.050-.110

.045-.125

.030-.130

OEM 8250's & 8255's Wound on a round core, these
strings have a tapered winding

on the E and B strings that allow more vibration to translate directly to the bridge, enhancing
sustain and tone. The 8250 series are designed to work with Fender's strings through the body

basses, while the 8255 series are designed to work with any long scale bass that is strung
through the bridge. Try a set, and hear the difference! Available in 4 or 5 string versions.

Long Scale - 34"
073-8250-003
073-8250-005
073-8250-006
073-8250-503
073-8250-506
073-8250-556
073-8255-003
073-8255-005
073-8255-006
073-8255-503
073-8255-506
073-8255-556

8250 L
8250 ML
8250 M
8250-5 L
8250-5 M
8250-SM 135
8255 L
8255 ML
8255 M
8255-5 L
8255-5 M
8255-SM 135

40-.105
45-.105
45-.110
40-.125
45-.130
45-.135
40-.105
45-.105
45-.110
40-.125
45-.130
45-.135

Stain less Flatwound 9050's The first
electric basses

were made by Fender and were equipped with flatwound strings to more closely resemble
the sound of an upright "doghouse" bass. Today's Fender Flatwounds last longer but still

give that fat, warm sound you need for jazz, counbry or... use your imagination. There's no
rules here. Try a set.

Long Scale - 34"
073-9050-003
073-9050-005
073-9050-006

9050L
9050ML
9050M

.045-.095

.050-.100

.055-.105

Ind.Strings

072-7350-025
072-7350-030
072-7350-035
072-7350-040
072-7350-045
072-7350-050
072-7350-055
072-7350-060
072-7350-065
072-7350-070
072-7350-075
072-7350-080
072-7350-085
072-7350-090
072-7350-095
072-7350-100
072-7350-105
072-7350-110
072-7350-115
072-7350-120
072-7350-125
072-7350-130

072-8250-105
072-8250-110
072-8250-125
072-8250-130
072-8250-135
072-8255-105
072-8255-110
072-8255-125
072-8255-130
072-8255-135

Gaug

.025

.030

.035

.040

.045

.050

.055

.060

.065

.070

.075

.080

.085

.090

.095

.100

.105

.110

.115

.120

.125

.130

.105

.110

.125

.130

.135

.105

.110

.125

.130

.135

072-9050-045
072-9050-050
072-9050-055
072-9050-060
072-9050-065
072-9050-070
072-9050-075
072-9050-080
072-9050-085
072-9050-090
072-9050-095
072-9050-100
072-9050-105

.045

.050

.055

.060

.065

.070

.075

.080

.085

.090

.095

.100

.105

Material

Stain Less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW
Stain less RW
Stain less RW
Stain Less RW

NPS Taperwound
NPS Taperwound
N PS Taperwound
NPS Taperwound
N PS Taperwound
NFS Taperwound
NFS Taperwound
NFS Taperwound
N PS Taperwound
NPS Taperwound

Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain Less FW
Stai'nless R/V
Stain Less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain less FW
Stain Less FW
Stain Less FW

Nylon Tapewound Your fretless bass will love these
black tapewound strings and their

cool, jazzy tone. The nylon wrapping saves your fretless fingerboard from the
wear caused by roundwound steel strings. Soft on the fingers and easy on the

ears, Fender Nylon Tapewound strings are loi^g-lasting and very warm tonally.
Try a set and expand your tonal horizons.

Long Scale - 34"
073-9120-000 9120 .058-.110

072-9120-058 .058 BLk Nylon Tape Wound
072-9120-072 .072 BLk Nylon Tape Wound
072-9120-092 .092 Blk NyLon Tape Wound
072-9120-110 .110 Blk Nylon Tape Wound

®»



Brighter than
the nylonNylon Filament Roundwound

tapewound strings, Fender Nylon Filament bass strings are excellent for any type of bass,

especially fretless. The nylon wrapping is easy on your finger and gives an acoustic quality
to the sound that you'll want to experience. A different application might be for beginning
players who have not yet developed the callouses of experience on their left hand.

Long Scale - 34"
073-7120-000 7120 .070-.100

072-7120-070
072-7120-080
072-7120-090
072-7120-100
072-7120-120

.070

.080

.090

.100

.120

Black Nylon RW
Black Nylon RW
Black Nylon RW
Black Nylon RW
Black Nylon RW

This
is theAcoustic Bass Phosphor 7060's

set for the "unplugged" bassists among us. Whether or not your 30" scale acoustic bass

has a pickup, like the Fender BG-29 shown, you'll appreciate the warmth and rich tonaL
complexity of our long-lasting phosphor bronze bass strings.

072-7060-040
072-7060-060
072-7060-075
072-7060-095

.040

.060

.075

.095

Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze
Phosphor Bronze

ACOUSTIC BASS

Short Scale - 30"
073-7060-000 7060 .045-.095

Bajo Sexto (A & E tuning) ^?m
unique Telecaster six-string baritone guitar known as the Bajo Sexto. Here are the
nickel-plated steel strings specified by the master luthiers at the Fender Custom Shop.

For increased response and performance from all vintage instmments of this type, string
up a set of these.

Ball End Sets
073-1090-000
073-1091-000

1090 A-Tune
1091 E-Tune

.016-.066

.022-.072

Bass VI A six-string bass with a tremolo!? It's Fender's Bass VI. This

Sixties tone machine from the surf and drag race music era is

alive and well today. Replace your strings regularly with this stainless steel set from the
"Surf Sound" Company. Slightly heavier than our Bajo Sexto strings to deb'ver the maxi-

mum twang. •<>

Ball End Sets
073-5350-000 5350 .025:095

• Your Fender guitar or bass was set up
at the factory with Fender strings for
optimal tone and playability.

I • To maintain your instrument according
I to factory specs. Fender strings are the
J recommended replacements for your
8 instrument.

• Fender guitar strings were developed
for the scale length of Fender guitars.

• Fender strings have more tension than
many other brands of strings, so switching
brands may require a neck adjustment.

• Fender is the only string company that
makes patented Bullet® end strings,
designed especially to work in your
Stratocaster tremolo.

• Fender makes specific sets of strings
for its through-the-body basses, Bajo
Sexto Telecasters, Bass VI, and other
specialty instruments.

Prices, Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE ^fjf WINTER 99



Classic Celluloid
Celluloid is the premier pick material. Celluloid picks give
the traditional feel, with a smooth striking surface and a
warm, round, musical tone. Plus, they are also very durable.

^'

330 HP Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0330-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0330-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0330-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0330-600 ..............Shell......................Extra Heavy

098-0330-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0330-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0330-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0330-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy

^346 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0346-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0346-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0346-500 .............. SheLL.............................. Heavy

098-0346-600 ..............Shell......................Extra Heavy

098-0346-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0346-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0346-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0346-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy

098-0346-106 ..............Black ..............................Thin

098-0346-306 ..............Black ..........................Medium

098-0346-506 ..............Black ............................Heavy

098-0346-606 ..............Black ....................Extra Heavy

^.

347 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0347-100 ..............Shell ..............................Thin

098-0347-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0347-500 ..............Shell ............................Heavy

098-0347-600 ..............Shell ....................Extra Heavy

098-0347-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0347-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0347-580 ..............White............................Heavy

098-0347-680 ..............White....................Extra Heavy

351 Shape
1 Gross
098-0351-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0351-300 ..............Shell .......................... MechTfm

098-0361-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0351-600 ..............Shell......................Extra Heavy

098-0351-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0351-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0351-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0351-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy

098-0351-106 ..............Black ..............................Thin

098-0351-306 ..............Black ..........................Medium

098-0351-506 ..............Black ............................Heavy

098-0351-606 ..............Black ....................Extra Heavy

098-0351-150 ..............Confetti ..........................Thin

098-0351-350 ..............Confetti ......................Medium

098-0351-550 ..............Confetti ........................Heavy

098-0351-650 ..............Confetti ................Extra Heavy

k-^a
a&w,

,/--•

354 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0354-100
098-0354-300 ...

098-0354-500
098-0354-600 ...

098-0354-180 ...

098-0354-380 ...

098-0354-580 ...

098-0354-680

.Shell.

...........Shell ..........

.Shell.

...........Shell............

...........White ..........

...........White..........

...........White..........

.White

.Thin
................Medium

.Heavy

..........Extra Heavy

.....................Thin

................Medium

..................Heavy

•Extra Heavy

^7^-ulvA /
woww /

/
/

-.»/

355 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0355-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0355-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0355-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0355-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0355-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0355-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

'-'•
358 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0358-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0358-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0358-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0358-600 ..............SheLL......................Extra Heavy

098-0358-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0358-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0358-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0358-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy

-•rf

451 JR Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0451-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0451-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0451-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0451-600 ..............Shell......................Extra Heavy

098-0451-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0451-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0451-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0451-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy

^551 JZ Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0551-100 ..............Shell................................Thin

098-0551-300 ..............Shell ..........................Medium

098-0551-500 ..............Shell..............................Heavy

098-0551-600 ..............Shell......................Extra Heavy

098-0551-180 ..............White ..............................Thin

098-0551-380 ..............White..........................Medium

098-0551-580 ..............White ............................Heavy

098-0551-680 ..............White ....................Extra Heavy
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Premium Celluloid
Fender Premium Celluloid picks combine the traditional
tone and feel of celluloid with beautiful and unique colors.

Check models for color availability.

330 HP Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0330-157 ..............AbaLone ..........................Thin

098-0330-357 ..............Abalone ......................Medium

098-0330-557 ..............AbaLone ........................Heavy

098-0330-657 ..............AbaLone ................Extra Heavy

346 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0346-105 ..............White Moto ......................Thin

098-0346-305 ..............White Moto..................Medium

098-0346-505 ..............White Moto ....................Heavy

098-0346-108 ..............Ocean Turquoise..................Thin

098-0346-308 ..............Ocean Turquoise ..............Medium

098-0346-508 ..............Ocean Turquoise ................Heavy

098-0346-143 ..............Black Moto ......................Thin

098-0346-343 ..............Black Moto ..................Medium

098-0346-543
098-0346-157
098-0346-357
098-0346-557
098-0346-657

.Black Moto ....................Heavy

.Abalone ..........................Thin

.Abalone ......................Medium

.AbaLone ........................Heavy

.Abalone................ Extra Heavy

347 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0347-157 ..............Abalone ..........................Thin

098-0347-357 ..............Abalone ......................Medium

098-0347-557 ..............AbaLone ........................Heavy

098-0347-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy

351 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0351-105 ..............White Moto ......................Thin

098-0351-305 ..............White Moto..................Medium

098-0351-505 ..............White Moto ....................Heavy

098-0351-108 ..............Ocean Turquoise ................Thin

098-0351-308 ..............Ocean Turquoise............Medium

098-0351-508 ..............Ocean Turquoise..............Heavy

098-0351-143 ..............Black Moto ......................Thin

098-0351-343 ..............Black Moto ..................Medium

098-0351-543 ..............Black Moto ....................Heavy

098-0351-157 ..............Abalone ..........................Thin

098-0351-357 ..............Abalone ......................Medium

098-0351-557 ..............AbaLone ........................Heavy

098-0351-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy

354 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0354-157 ..............AbaLone ..........................Thin

098-0354-357 ..............AbaLone ......................Medium

098-0354-557 ..............Abalone ........................Heavy

098-0354-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy



355 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0355-157 ..............Abalone

098-0355-357 ..............AbaLone

098-0355-557 ..............Abalone

.Thin
.Medium

•Heavy

358 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0358-157 ..............Abalone ..........................Thin

098-0358-357 ..............Abalone ......................Medium

098-0358-557 ..............AbaLone ........................Heavy

098-0358-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy

^"

451 3R Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0451-157 ..............Abalone ..........................Thin

098-0451-357 ..............Abalone ......................Medium

098-0451-557 ..............Abalone ........................Heavy

098-0451-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy

551 JZ Shape
1/2 Gross
098-0551-157 ..............Abalone ..........................Thin

098-0551-357 ..............AbaLone ......................Medium

098-0551-557 ..............Abalone ........................Heavy

098-0551-657 ..............Abalone ................Extra Heavy

California Clears TM

Cool, clear and colorful. California Clears are available in

six transparent vintage style colors.

^S^ll/SA
\^- ' - ^^

/^ ^^ ^^

351 Shape
1 Gross
098-1351-102 ..............Lake Placid Blue................Thin

098-1351-302 ..............Lake Placid Blue ..........Medium

098-1351-502 ..............Lake Placid Blue ................Heavy

098-1351-109 ..............Candy Apple Red ..............Thin

098-1351-309 ..............Candy Apple Red ..........Medium

098-1351-509 ..............Candy Apple Red ................Heavy

098-1351-144 ..............Shoreline Gold ..................Thin

098-1351-344 ..............Shoreline Gold..............Medium

098-1351-544 ..............Shoreline Gold ..................Heavy

098-1351-156 ..............Shell Pink ........................Thin

098-1351-356 ..............SheLL Pink....................Medium

098-1351-556 ..............Shell Pink ......................Heavy

098-1351-157 ..............Surf Green,

098-1351-357 ..............Surf Green.

098-1351-557 ..............Surf Green.

098-1351-166 ..............Burgundy Mist

098-1351-366 ..............Burgundy Mist,

098-1351-566 ..............Burgundy Mist

.Thin
.Medium

•Heavy

.Thin
.Medium

.Heavy

Delrin™-

Molded Knife Edge
Delrin, created by DuPont, is strong, resilient and very

long lasting. Molded with a knife edge for clean attack
and sharp, vibrant tones.

351 Shape - NEONPIC™
1 Gross
098-5351-100 ..............Melon .50mm....................Thin

098-5351-200 ..............Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

098-5351-300 ..............Yellow .73mm ..............Medium

098-5351-400 ..............Lime .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

098-5351-500 ..............Pink 1.00mm ..................Heavy

098-5351-600 ..............Grape 1.2 mm ........Extra Heavy

351 Shape - GLO
1 Gross
098-6351-100 ..............GLO .50mm ......................Thin

098-6351-300 .............. GLO ..73mm ..................Medium

098-6351-500 ..............GLO 1.00mm ..................Heavy

098-6351-600 ..............GLO 1.2 mm ..........Extra Heavy

Detrin™-
Matte Rounded Edge
Deh-in, created by DuPont, is strong and resilient-extremely

durable. Die cut and tumbled for a smooth, rounded edge

resistant to chipping. Matte finish improves grip, even

after hours of playing.

346 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7346-100 ...

098-7346-200 ...

098-7346-300 ..,

098-7346-400 ...

098-7346-500 ...

098-7346-600

.......Red .50mm ......................Thin

.......Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

.......Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

.......Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

.......Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

.Purple 1.14mm........Extra Heavy

347 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7347-100 ..

098-7347-200 ..

098-7347-300 ..

098-7347-400 ..

098-7347-500 ..

098-7347-600

..Red .50mm ...................... Th'n

..Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

..Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

..Green .88mm......Medium/Heavy

..BLue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

.Purple 1.14mm........ Extra Heavy

351 Shape
1 Gross
098-7351-100 ..

098-7351-200 ..

098-7351-300 ..

098-7351-400
098-7351-500 ..

098-7351-600

..Red .50mm ......................Thin

..Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

.Yellow .73mm ..............Medium

.Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

.Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

.Purple 1.14mm........ Extra Heavy

355 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7355-100 ..

098-7355-200 ..

098-7355-300 ..

098-7355-400 ..

098-7355-500 ..

098-7355-600 ..

..Red .50mm ......................Thin

..Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

..Yellow .73mm ......Medium/Heavy

..Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

,.BLue .1.00mm ................Heavy

..Purple 1.14mm ........Extra Heavy

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE WINTER 99
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358 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7358-100 ..

098-7358-200 ...

098-7358-300 ...

098-7358-400 ..

098-7358-500 ..

098-7358-600

..Red .50mm ......................Thin

..Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

..Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

..Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

..Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

.Purple 1.14mm........Extra Heavy

390 Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7390-100 ..

098-7390-200 ..

098-7390-300 ..

098-7390-400 ..

098-7390.500 ..

098-7390-600

..Red .50mm ......................Thin

..Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

..Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

..Green .88mm...... Medium/Heavy

..Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

•Purple 1.14mm........Extra Heavy

A ^
^^' -?>.<;

451 3R Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7451-100 ..............Red .50mm ......................Thin

098-7451-200 ..............Orange .60mm ......Thin/Medium

098-7451-300 ..............Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

098-7451-400 ..............Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

098-7451-500 ..............Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

098-7451-600 ..............Purple 1.14mm........Extra Heavy

551 3Z Shape
1/2 Gross
098-7551-100
098-7551-200
098-7551-300
098-7551-400
098-7551-500
098-7551-600

..........Red .50mm ......................Thin

..........Orange .60mm ......Th'n/Medium

..........Yellow .73 mm..............Medium

..........Green .88mm ......Medium/Heavy

..........Blue 1.00mm ..................Heavy

.Purple 1.14mm........Extra Heavy

Fender Pickpacks-
A handy re-sealable placon of 12 picks.

Classic Cellulold™ 351 Shape

Pack of 12
098-0351-700 ..............SheLL....................

098-0351-800 ..............Shell

098-0351-900 ..............Shell....................

098-0351-780 ..............White ..................

098-0351-880 ..............White...................

098-0351-980 ..............White..................

098-0351-750 ..............Confetti

098-0351-850 ..............Confetti

098-0351-950 ..............Confetti

......Thin

.Medium

....Heavy

......Thin

..Medium

....Heavy

.Thin

.Medium

.Heavy

California
Pack of 12
098-1351-702
098-1351-802
098-1351-902
098-1351-709
098-1351-809
098-1351-909
098-1351-744
098-1351-844
098-1351-944
098-1351-756
098-1351-856
098-1351-956
098-1351-757
098-1351-857
098-1351-957
098-1351-766
098-1351-866
098-1351-966

Clears™ 351 Shape

.Lake Placid Blue................Thin

•Lake Placid Blue ..........Medium

.Lake Placid Blue..............Heavy

.Candy Apple Red ..............Thin

•Candy Apple Red ..........Medium

.Candy Apple Red ............Heavy

.Shoreline Gold ..................Thin

.Shoreline Gold ..............Medium

.Shoreline Gold ................Heavy

.Shell Pink ........................Thin

.Shell Pink ....................Medium

.Shell Pink ......................Heavy

.Surf Green ........................Thin

•Surf Green....................Medium

.Surf Green ......................Heavy

.Burgundy Mist ..................Thin

.Burgundy Mist ..............Medium

.Burgundy Mist ................Heavy

Thumb Picks

Heavy gauge celluloid thumb picks in two sizes and
three colors.

371 Shape
098-1002-300 ......

098-1002-350
098-1002-380 ......

........Shell ....

.Confetti
........White....

373 Shape
098-1002-500 ..............Shell.....

098-1002-550 ..............Confetti

098-1002-580 ..............White

.....Medium

•Medium

.....Medium

24 per box

........Large

.Large

.Larqe

24 per box

-1^—^^--
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1
Tune-up & Clean-up

Guitar Polish
Polish, safe for use on all instruments.

099-0501-000 ..................................Single Pump Spray

099-0501-049 ................................Pump Spray Box/12

Bridge Pins
099-0402-000 ....................................Cream/Black Dot

099-0402-006 ....................................BLack/White Dot

Polish Cloths
Fender's famous soft cloths.

Treated
099-0400-000 ................................Single Polish Cloths

099-0403-000 ..............................Polish Cloths Card/12

Un-Treated Large
099-0404-000 ...................................."Fender" - Single

099-0404-049 ............................./Tender" - Box of 24

Un-Treated X-Large

099-0405-000 ...................................."Fender Strings"

California Cranks
Stringwinders in the same six clear vintage colors as our

California Clears guitar picks.
099-1028-000................................Fishbowl - 36 pieces

California Cables
Colorful, Cool and Clear! New California Cables feature
heavy duty 1/4 inch plugs, 20 gauge cable in six great
vintage clear colors, and 5 year warranty.

099-0420-000 ..............Cal Cable Master Pack (24 Cables)

099-0406-002..........................6' Cable-Lake Placid Blue

099-0406-009 ........................6' CabLe-Candy Apple Red

099-0406-044 ................................6' CabLe-Shore Gold

099-0406-056 ..................................6' CabLe-ShelL Pink

099-0406-057..................................6' Cable-Surf Green

099-0406-066 ............................6' Cable-Burgundy Mist

099-0410-002........................10' Cable-Lake Placid Blue

099-0410-009 ......................10' CabLe-Candy Apple Red

099-0410-044................................10' Cable-Shore Gold

099-0410-056 ................................10' Cable-Shell Pink

099-0410-057 ................................10' Cable-Surf Green

099-0410-066 ..........................10' CabLe-Burgundy Mist

099-0418-002........................18' CabLe-Lake Placid Blue

099-0418-009 ......................18' Cable-Candy Apple Red

099-0418-044................................18' CabLe-Shore Gold

099-0418-056 ................................18' Cabte-ShelL Pink

099-0418-057 ................................18' CabLe-Surf Green

099-0418-066 ..........................18' CabLe-Burgundy Mist

Fender Cable
099-2053-000....................................Guitar/Bass Cable

Tuners
For all instruments, the AX-12 chromatic tuner features a

highly visible LED "needle," three tuning modes, low bat-

tery warning light, easy re-calibration and input/output

jacks for easy in-line operation.

023-9989-000 ............................AX-12 Auto/Chromatic

For electric and acoustic guitars and basses, the AG-6 fea-

tures a lighted VU meter for fast and accurate tuning on

dark stages. Six LED's let you know exactly which string
you're tuning. Includes mic, battery check, 9 volt adapter

jack, and input/output jacks for easy in-line operation.

023-9988-000 ....................................AG-6 Auto Tuner

Mini Amp
"Mini Twin™"
Fender's "Mini Twin" features two speakers, 9 volt adapter

jack, 1W, headphone jack and four skirted Fender-style
knobs (Gain, Volume, Tone, Power). Battery operated.

Tilt-back stand included.

023-4809-000 ..............................................Mini Twin

Gig Bags
Standard Gig Bags
Durable Heavy Duty Nylon gig bag with 12mm foam
padding, jiont pocket, removable shoulder strap, protective

interior panels for headstock and bridge.

099-1412-000 ..............................................Strat/Tele

099-1412-049..................................Strat/Tele Box of 8

099-1421-000 ....................................Short Scale Bass

099-1421-049..........................Short Scale Bass Box of 8

099-1422-000 ........................................P Bass/J Bass

099-1422-049............................P Bass/J Bass Box of 8

099-1431-000 ....................................3/4 Acoustic Bag

099-1431-049 ........................3/4 Acoustic Bag Box of 6

099-1432-000 ..........................................Dreadnought

099-1432-049..............................Dreadnought Box of 8

099-1462-000 ................................................Classical

099-1462-049....................................Classical Box of 8

Deluxe Gig Bags
600D Heavy Duty Nylon with 20mm foam padding, three-
zipper front pocket, double removable shoulder straps, pro-

tective interior nylon panels for headstock and bridge,

brass plate with vintage Fender logo, luggage ID tag.

099-1512-000 ..............................................Strat/Tele

099-1512-049..................................Strat/TeLe Box of 8

099-1522-000 ........................................P Bass/J Bass

099-1522-049............................P Bass/J Bass Box of 8

099-1523-000......................................Med. Scale Bass

099-1523-049 ........................Med. Scale Bass Box of 8

099-1532-000 ..........................................Dreadnought

099-1532-049..............................Dreadnought Box of 8

099-1562-000 ................................................Classical

099-1562-049....................................Classical Box of 8

Premium Gig Bags
Made of a deluxe suede-like material with a gold embroi-

dered Fender logo, these bags include pockets for your

Fender Strings, Tuners and books. The bags also feature

double backpack style padded straps.

099-1612-000 ..............................................Strat/TeLe

099-1622-000 ................................ Precision/Jazz Bass

Musician's Effects Bag
This durable heavy nylon bag was modeled after Fender's

popular Deluxe Gig Bags to provide musicians with a first
rate way to carry accessories. Two main zippered pouches

are large enough for small mixers, 4 Tracks, or rack

mount gear. Three additional pouches provide ample room

for microphones, effects pedals, cables, tuners, lyric note-

books, extension chords or whatever you haul around.
Bag includes shoulder strap. Dimensions: 21" x ig" x g"

099-1550-000....................................Musician's Effects

099-1550-049 ......................Musician's Effects Box of 8
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Fender Library
For every musician's library.

Fender Guitar Straps
These high-quality straps were designed with the player's
comfort in mind-tailored to rest comfortably on the shoulder

while balancing the instmment to decrease fatigue.

099-5000-000 ................................Fender Stratocaster

099-5001-000................................Guitar Identification

099-5002-000 ................................Fender Chord Finder

099-5003-000 ..................Guitar Method, Fender Edition

099-5004-000......................................The Fender Bass

099-5005-000 ..............................The Fender Telecaster

099-5006-000 ..................The Fender Book, 2nd Edition

099-5007-000......................Guitar Classics, Stratocaster

099-5008-000 ........................Guitar Classics, Telecaster

099-5009-000 ................................Guitar Classics, Bass

099-5010-000 ......................Ultimate Chord User's Guide

099-5011-000 ..........Fender Amplifiersjhe First 50 Years

099-5012-000 ................................Fender Custom Shop

099-5013-000............................Fender Classic Moments

991-7000-000 ..........................Making the Connection

991-7000-002 ............Making the Connection (Spanish)

099-5016-000 ....Bill Carson: My Life & Time with Fender
099-5017-000............................The Story of the Strat:

Curves, Contours & Body Horns

Fender Artist Books
099-5023-000........................................James Jamerson:

Standing in the Shadows of Motown Book w/2 CD'S
099-5024-000 ........................Jaco: The Extraordinary and

Tragic Life of Jaco Pastorius Book w/1 CD
099-5025-000................................Guitar World Presents:

Stevie Ray Vaughan
099-5026-000..............Eric Clapton Sig. Licks Book w/1 CD

099-5027-000.......... Eric Johnson Sig. Licks Book w/1 CD

099-5028-000 ................................Stevie Ray Vaughan

Sig. Licks Vol. 1 - Book w/1 CD
099-5028-100 ................................Stevie Ray Vaughan

Sig. Licks Vol. 2 - Book w/1 CD
099-5029-000..........Jimi Hendrix Sig. Licks Book w/1 CD

099-5031-000..........Robben Ford Sig. Licks Book w/1 CD

Fender Videos
All tapes are VHS video.

099-5018-000 ....................Get That Classic Fender Sound

099-5019-000 ......................Playing in the Style of the

Stratocaster Greats
099-5019-200 ......................Playing in the Style of the

Telecaster Greats
099-5019-300 ......................Playing in the Style of the

Fender Bass Greats

Fender Vintage Amplifier
Schematic Books

u^

099-4997-000 ..................................................Tweed

099-4998-000 ....................................Brown and White

099-4999-000 ....................................................Black

Deluxe 3-1/4" Wide Padded Leather
099-0665-006 ................................Deluxe Wide - Black

099-0665-050 ..............................Deluxe Wide - Walnut

Vintage Straps

Vintage Style 5/8" Straps w/Pad and Fender Logo
099-0666-006 ................................Slim Padded - Black

099-0666-050 ..............................Slim Padded - Walnut

Vintage Tweed Strap
099-0687-000 ......................................2" Tweed (soft)

Vintage Style 5/8" Straps w/Pad
099-0664-006 ........................................Deluxe - Black

099-0664-021......................................Deluxe - Natural

099-0689-000 ....................................Standard - Black

Cotton - Leather Oval w/Logo
099-0667-005..................................................Natural

099-0667-006 ....................................................Black

099-0667-009 ......................................................Red

099-0667-021 ......................................................Tan

099-0667-062 ....................................................Olive

099-0667-073 ....................................................Navy

Woven 'Running' Logo Strap
099-0671-000 ..........................................Black/Silver

Monogrammed Straps
099-0681-000 ................................ Black/YeLLow/Brown

099-0681-500....................................BLackAeUow/Red

099-0681-502 ..........................Black/Lt Grey/Med Blue

099-0681-543 ............................Black/Lt Grey/Dk Grey

099-0682-000......................................Red/White/Blue

099-0683-000................................White/Brown/Yellow

Black Poly Logo Straps
099-0662-070 ......................................2" Yellow Logo

099-0662-015 ..........................................2" Red Logo

099-0662-080 ........................................2" White Logo

099-0662-043 ......................................2" Pewter Logo

Plain Leather Straps
099-0663-006 ..................................Black w/Gold Logo

099-0663-050 ................................Brown w/Gold Logo

Strap Assortments
099-0606-049 ............................Pick 'N Strap Ass't (12)

099-0662-049 ........................Embroidered Poly Ass't (48)

Strap Accessories
Strap Locks
099-0690-000 ..............................Locks & Buttons/Pair

099-0691-000 ....................................Buttons Only/Pair

Vintage Buttons
099-2013-000 ..............................Vintage Buttons/Pair
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The Ultimate Pickup Line
Searching for the Perfect Tone? Check Out Fender Pickups

The hunt for the right guitar attributes is a journey all players take.
The instmment must look, feel and play right, but once you've
found that perfect feel, discovering the right tone can come down
to having the right pickups installed in your guitar.

Understanding what your pickups do is a great place to start
your tone quest. It's not necessary to understand all the physics of

how pickups work, but you should get a good grasp on what
makes pickups different and how that impacts guitar tone. To help
you in your search for the perfect tone, here's a survey of our cur-

rent Fender pickups.

Original Pickup Series

Fender's Original Pickup Series includes
the '57 and '62 Strat, Vintage Tele, Vintage
P-Bass and the Vintage J-Bass pickups. All
of these pickups are constmcted using
many of the same methods used to make the
original Fender single-coil pickups. Placed
in a special fixture, the top and bottom fiber
pieces of the pickups are joined by hammer-
ing in ahiico magnets of various staggered
heights to form the bobbin, on which a lac-
quer-coated copper wire will be wound.

The bobbin is then lacquer dipped,
dried and lightly sanded. The wire is
wound onto the bobbin, two cloth wire
leads are soldered to copper eyelets and
then the pickup is wax-dipped to reduce
pickup microphonics.

These pickups reproduce the warm,
bell-like tonal response and twangy articula-
tion Fender guitars are famous for. For bass

players, the Vintage P-Bass and J-Bass pick-

ups provide that naturally transparent,
punchy low-end response that players have

come to expect from Fender basses.

Custom Shop Series Pickups

Using the same original constmction materials and techniques, the
Fender Custom Shop produces a few variations on the sound of
the Vintage series pickups.

Custom Shop '54 Strat pickups are wound to reproduce the
sound of the original Stratocaster. Designed and constmcted with
a "hot" bridge pickup, these pickups provide a warm, blue'sy tone
while supplying an extra bite when needed. Custom Shop '60s J-
Bass pickups are a hotter version of the Vintage J-Bass pickups,

adding more output and punch to the lower frequencies. The Fat
'50s Strat pickups take the vintage tradition just one step beyond.

All of these pickups are over-wound to afford the player opti-
mum output and tonal response, as well as our trademark sensi-

tivity to the player's picking dynamics.
The Custom Shop's Texas Special pickups were designed in

conjunction with the introduction of the SRV Strat and later used
on models such as the Roadhouse Strat. Texas Special pickups

supply a balanced output between the neck, middle and bridge
positions. They have a higher output with increased mid-range
response. The Texas Specials have become some of Fender's most

popular pickups and are also available in Tele versions.
The Custom Shop '69 Strat pickups are the pickups used to

reproduce that unforgettable sound associated with Jimi Hendrix
and his legendary performance at Woodstock.

American Standard Series, Tex-Mex and Humbuckers

Using a combination of new modem tech-

nology and vintage tradition, American
Standard Series pickups are made with
polyurethane-coated wire wound on a pre-

molded plastic bobbin. The middle pickup
is reverse-wound to reduce hum in the pick-

up combination settings, and the bridge
pickup is wound hotter to provide fat,
punchy output. Combined with the new no-
load tone control, the American Standard
pickup system affords more tonal options
and is also available for Telecasters.

Borrowing the reverse-wound, reverse-

polarity middle pickup from the American
Standards, Tex-Mex Strat pickups are com-

bined with the higher output design and
tonality of Texas Special pickups.

Fender also offers the Pearly Gates Plus
humbucker. This humbucker is designed to
balance well with Texas Special pickups and
to give extra output and increased harmonic

response in the bridge position. Fender has
also designed a Tex-Mex humbucker to

complement Tex-Mex Strat pickups.

The New Noiseless Series

Carrying on its tradition of innovation, Fender introduces the new
Noiseless Series pickups, featured on the American Deluxe Series
Stratocasters and Telecasters. With these pickups, Fender has
designed a noise-cancelling alternative to the classic single-coil
pickup design.

These pickups sound very close to the originals and reduce
virtually as much or more noise as a standard dual-coil humbuck-

er. The new pickups contain several unique features, including a

separated stacked dual coil design with resistively matched coils
to ensure maximum noise reduction. A soft ferrous steel separator

plate serves a dual purpose: it isolates the bottom coil from string
vibration, making it sound like a single-coil pickup, and it increas-
es the amount of magnetic flux that passes through both coils,
which in turn increases output. Special process Alnico 5 magnets
are used to better approximate the original Fender single-coil
sound.

With all of these first-rate Fender pickups now available to
you, we hope finding your perfect tone will be just that much sim-
pier.

If-tQil-WWi-Efi-W-



II Custom Shop" Fat '50s™ Strat
Attention Vintage Junkies! Like a 35 year old set of pickups
that has lost some of its conductivity. Fat 50's produce a
fatter, fuller sound than most newer single coil Strat pickups.

Slightly overwound for higher output, and featuring a
reverse wound, reverse polarity middle pickup for hum
cancellation in 2 positions, this new set of pickups will

outshine true vintage era pickups costing hundreds more.

099-2113-000..................................Fat '50s (3)

099-2113-001 ............................Fat'50s Bridge

099-2113-002 ............................Fat'50s Middle

099-2113-003................................Fat '50s Neck

"Custom Shop" Custom '54 Strat
The Fender Custom Shop researched the sweetest sounding 099-2112-000 ............................Custom '54 (3)

Strat pickups from late '54 -'59 and faithfully reproduced 099-2112-001 ........................Custom '54 Bridge

the tonality, output and construction for use on the American 099-2112-002 ................Custom '54 Neck/Middle

Classic Series Strat guitars. Features include PORMVAR
insulation, beveled Alnico 5 pole pieces and black wax potting.

"Custom Shop" Texas Special™
Texas Specials are the ultimate marriage of vintage design 099-2111-000 ........................Texas Specials (3)
and modem features. At the core of their legendary sound is 099-2111-001 ....................Texas Special/Bridge

a vintage style pickup overwound to produce hotter, punchi- 099-2111-002 ....................Texas SpeciaL/MiddLe

er, more midrangey tones. The middle pickup is reverse 099-2111-003 ......................Texas Spedal/Neck
wound, reverse polarity for hum cancellation in 2 positions. 099-2121-000 ..................Texas TeLe-Bridge/Neck

Look for these pickups on the amazing SRV Signature - 099-2121-001 ......................Texas TeLe - Bridge
Stratocaster and other popular Strat models. 099-2121-002 ........................Texas TeLe - Neck

Pickups ExpertLy
Grafted in the U.S.A

"Custom Shop" '69 Strat Pickups
The Custom Shop '69 Strat Pickup delivers crystal clear Stratocaster
tone with transparent highs and thumpy lows. Every detail 099-2114-000 ................................ 69 Strat (3)

has been researched from Alice 5 magnets to the light gray 099-2114-001 ..............................'69 Strat, ind.

fiber bobbin.

"Custom Shop" 60's 3 Bass Pickups
The Custom Shop '60's Jazz Bass recreates one of the most Jazz Bass

sought after pickup tones by bass players throughout the 099-2101-000 .........................../60's J-Bass (3)

world. Using original magnet and wire specifications, this 099-2101-001......................... /60s J-Bass, Lead

pickup delivers the punch and growl that gives the Jazz bass 199-2101-002 ...................../60's J-Bass, rhythm

it's signature sound.

Fender-Lace Sensor™

Fender-Lace Sensor™

Fender-Lace Sensor™

Fender-Lace Sensors TM

Low noise, high output, and incredible response and sus-

tain. Available with black or white covers. Color designa-

tion is as follows:

Gold: Crisp top end and vintage glassy bell like tones.
Used on the Eric Clapton Stratocaster.

Silver: Higher output more midrangey "Fat Strat" tone.

Blue: Warmer, higher output 1950's humbucker sound.

Red: Extreme output. Hot humbucker sound.

Stratocaster
099-2000-000 ..........................FLS Gold - White

099-2000-506 ..........................FLS Gold - Black

099-2001-000 ..........................FLS Blue - White

099-2001-506 ..........................FLS Blue - Black

099-2002-000 ..........................FLS Red - White

099-2002-506 ............................FLS Red - Black

099-2003-000 ........................FLS Silver - White

099-2003-506 ........................FLS Silver - BLack
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Original Series
The pickups that started it all! Made from the original materials-
cloth wire, fiber bobbins and Alnico magnets. These pickups
reproduce the sound of some of the most sought after instruments

in the world.

American Standard
The Delta Tone bridge pickups feature Fender's new "hot-

ter" design. Stratocaster models include a reverse wound,

reverse polanty middle pickup for cancellation of hum in 2
pickup positions. The Delta Tone system comes complete

with a .022mf capacitor and a 250K "No Load" potentiometer.

This unique tone pot works like a standard tone pot from 1-9,

but effectively removes its resistance from the circuit upon

reaching 10. Sonically, this results in a boost in high and low
frequencies for a fuller more dynamic sound.

Stratocaster
099-2043-000 ................Stratocaster '57 and '62

Telecaster
099-2044-000 ................Vintage TeLecaster, Neck

099-2045-000 ..............Vintage Telecaster, Bridge

Precision Bass
099-2046-000 ..............................Precision Bass

Jazz Bass
099-2047-000 ................Vintage Jazz Bass, Neck

099-2048-000 ............. Jazz Bass Vintage, Bridge

Stratocaster
099-2130-000 ..Amer. Stnd. DeltaTone System (3)
099-2130-001 ........Amer. Stnd. Bridge DeltaTone

099-2130-002 ..............American Standard Middle

099-2130-003 ..................American Standard Neck

Telecaster
099-2133-000 ..Amer. Stnd. DeltaTone System (2)
099-2133-001 ....Amer. Standard Bridge DeltaTone

099-2133-002 ..................American Standard Neck

Tex-Mex Pickups
Tex-Mex pickups feature Alnico magnets, overwound for

fatter tone, higher output, and great high-end sparkle. The

middle pickup is reverse wound with reverse polarity for
hum canceling.

099-2131-000 ..............Tex Mex Strat Pickups (3)
099-2131-001 ....................Tex Mex Strat Bridge

099-2131-002 ....................Tex Mex Strat Middle

099-2131-003 ......................Tex Mex Strat Neck

Vintage - 'Noiseless' Pickups
The Vintage-Noiseless Pickups employ a stacked-coil design Stratocaster
to recreate the sound of Fender pickups from the late '50's 099-2115-000 .................... Vintage-Noiseless (3)

and early '60's without the hum normally associated with 099-2115-001 .................. Vintage-Noiseless Bridge

single-coils. Each Vintage "Noiseless" Stratocaster pickup 099-2115-002........ Vintage-NoiseLess Neck/Middle

comes with three 1-meg potentiometers, a 1-meg resistor Telecaster

and a .022mf capacitor. 099-2116-000 ....................Vintage-Noiseless (2)
099-2116-001.................. Vintage-Noiseless Bridge

099-2116-002 ..................Vintage-Noiseless Neck

Humbuckers
Seymour Duncan Pearly Gates Plus
Seymour Duncan Pearly Gates Plus Specially designed for
Fender's Lone Star Strat and Big Apple Strat, the Seymour
Duncan Pearly Gates "Plus" delivers a fatter, more powerful

tone that is still distincdy Fender.

Tex Mex Strat Bridge Humbucker
Used on the California Fat Strat, this special design hum-
bucker is a perfect complement to the Tex-Mex or any other

Fender single coil pickups.

099-2135-000
099-2136-000

S.D. Pearly Gates Plus
Tex Mex Bridge

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE "WWER-W-



Pickguards
Pickguards-vintage or custom-in traditional and non-

traditional configurations.

'57/SRV Stratocaster - 8 Hole
099-2017-000............................................White 1-PLy

099-2143-000........................................Gold Anodized

099-1358-000 ............................................Black 3-Ply

099-1346-000 ............................................Black Pearl

'62 Stratocaster - 11 Hole
099-2018-000............................................White 3-PLy

099-1343-000 ............................................Mint Green

099-1341-000 ............................................Black Pearl

American Standard Strat® - 11 Hole
Strat Plus/Deluxe Strat Plus/Strat Ultra/Strat Special &
Standard Strat (Mexico)
Stratocaster
099-1359-000 ............................................Black 3-PLy

099-1360-000............................................White 3-PLy

099-2139-000........................................Gold Anodized

099-2140-000............................................White Pearl

099-2141-000 ............................................Black Pearl

099-2142-000 ........................................Tortoise Shell

099-2144-000 ............................................Mint Green

099-2145-000 ..............................White Pearl 1HB/2SC

099-2220-000 ....................................White Pearl 2 HB

099-2230-000 ..............................White PearL 2HB/1SC

099-2146-000................................Black Pearl 1HB/2SC

099-2221-000......................................Black Pearl 2MB

099-2231-000................................Black Pearl 2HB/1SC

Big Apple Strat
099-1371-000 ....................................White Pearl 2HB

099-1372-000 ..................................Tortoise Shell 2MB

Lone Star Strat
099-1337-000 ..........................Tortoise Shell 1HB/2HB

099-1338-000 ..............................White Pearl 1HB/2SC

Telecaster®
099-1355-000............................................White 3-Ply

099-1356-000 ............................................Black 3-Pty

099-2150-000............................................White Pearl

099-2151-000 ............................................Black PearL

099-2152-000 ........................................Tortoise Shell

099-2154-000 ............................................Mint Green

'52 Telecaster - 5 Hole
099-2019-000 ............................................Black 1-PLy

099-2153-000........................................Gold Anodized

'57 Precision Bass - 10 Hole
099-2020-000........................................Gold Anodizel.

'62 Precision Bass - 13 Hole
099-2021-000 ..........................'62 Tortoise Shell, 4-PLy

099-1361-000............................................White 3-PLy

American Standard P Bass® - 13 Hole
099-1352-000 ............................................Black 3-PLy

099-2160-000............................................White Pearl

099-2161-000 ............................................Black Pearl

099-1340-000 ............................................Mint Green

'62 Jazz Bass® - 11 Hole
099-2022-000 ................................Tortoise Shell 4-PLy

American Standard J Bass® - 10 Hole
099-1351-000 ............................................Black 3-PLy

099-1335-000............................................White 3-Ply

099-2170-000............................................White Pearl

099-2171-000 ............................................Black Pearl

Guitar & Bass Parts

\~«
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Strat® Accessory Kits
Includes tremolo tip, switch tip, two tone knobs, one

volume knob, back plate (not shown), three pickup covers.

099-1362-000 ..................................Stratocaster White

099-1363-000 ..................................Stratocaster Black

099-1368-000 ..........................Stratocaster Aged White

'^•1 ~v.^Pickup Covers
099-2034-000 ..............................Vintage Strat Wht (3)

099-2037-000 ............................Orig '57/62 P Bass BLk

099-2038-000........................................Orig Jazz Bass

099-1364-000 ................................BLk Stratocaster (3)

Control Plates
099-2055-000 ............................Vintage J-Bass, 3-Hole

099-2058-000..............................................TeLecaster

Knobs
099-1366-000 ..........................TeLe/P-Bass, Chrome (2)

099-2056-000............................Tele Chrome Domes (2)

099-2035-000 ................................Strat 1V/2T - White

099-1365-000 ................................Strat 1V/2T - Black

099-1369-000 ....................................Aged Strat 1V/2T

099-1370-000....................J-Bass/Mustang 2lg/lsm Black

Thumbrest
099-2036-000 ..........................................P/J Bass (1)

Pickup Selector Switches
099-2041-000 .................................... 3-Way Strat/TeLe

099-1367-000 ................................5-Way Strat Am Std

4 Way Tele Modification Switch
Until now, Tele players had to make a choice between the

sweet twangy tones of having their pickups wired in
series, or the edgier tones of having their pickups wired in
parallel. With the introduction of Fender's 4 way Tele
modification switch they could finally have them both.
Used with Fender's TX Tele pickups, Tele players can
take advantage of the reverse wound, reverse polarity

neck pickup for hum cancellation in 2 positions.

099-2250-000 ......................................4-way TeLe Mod

Nuts
099-0812-000 ..LSR Roller Nut, univ. 8 to 56 string gauge
099-2042-000 ........................Nut Blanks Strat/TeLe (2)
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Potenti'ometers
099-2052-000 ..........................TBX Tone Control Kit

099-0830-000............................T/V 250K Split

099-0831-000 ..........................T/V 250K Solid Shft(i)

Screws
099-2016-000..............................Pickguard Screws (24)

Bridge Kits
099-0810-000 ..........................6 Saddle TeLe Bridge Kit

099-2049-000 ..............Tremolo Bridge, '62 Reissue Strat

099-2050-000 ....Tremolo System American Standard Strat

Bridge Sections (set of 6)
099-0840-000 ..........................American Standard Strat

099-2051-000................................Vintage Stratocastei

Tremolo Arms
099-2054 ................................American Standard Strat

099-2039................................................Vintage Strat

Hipshot Tremsetter

099-0811-000..................................HipshotTremsettei

%
String Guides
099-0841-000 ............................American Standard (2)

099-2010-000 ..........................Vintage Stratocaster (2)

099-2011-000..............................Vintage Telecaster (1)

099-2012-000 ..........................Vintage P-Bass & J-Bass

ii^\
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Fret Wire
099-2014-000 ................................Vintage Guitar (2<1

099-2015-000 ..................................Vintage Bass (2<)

Tuners and Machine Heads - Set of 6
099-2040-000 ............................ Kluson Style Strat/Tel(

099-0818-000................Fender/Schallerlocking-brusn



Ftoyd Rose Bridges
All Fl^yd Rose® parts are availaETe in chrome (100),
gold (200) and black (300). (Note: PRO Nut Assemblies
must be used with PRO Bridge Assemblies, and have dif-
ferent color numbers.) Each kit comes complete with all

mounting hardware and instructions. Order nut to match

your specific guitar.

Bridge Assemblies
Floyd Rose Pro
Floyd Rose PRO tremolo bridges offer Floyd's most
recent innovations, like low profile constmction for

playing comfort.

199-6010-100..................................................Chrome

199-6010-200......................................................Gold

199-6010-300 ....................................................Black

Floyd Rose Original
Floyd Rose "Original" tremolo bridges—the incredible
units that started it all.

199-6210-100....................................Original- Chrome

199-6210-200........................................Original- Gold

199-6210-300 ......................................Original - Black

Floyd Rose II
Floyd Rose II tremolo bridges: same look and feel as the
originals, but with a mellower tone.

199-6410-100............................................II- Chrome

199-6410-200................................................II- Gold

199-6410-300 ..............................................II - Black

Fender-Floyd Rose Locking Tremolo

Innovative new bridge keeps guitar in tune while retaining
the feel of a vintage tremolo. O.E.M. on the Strat Ultra

and American Deluxe Fat Strat Easy retrofit for all previous
American Standard and Plus models. Best w/LSR nut

and locking keys.
199-6510-100 ....Fender-FLoyd Rose Locking Trem. Assembly

Floyd Rose Pro Locking Nuts
#2 PRO nut assembly
Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width: 1-5/8";

Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10".

199-6812-110 ..................................FR #2 nut, Chrome

199-6812-210 ......................................FR #2 nut. Gold

199-6812-310 ....................................FR #2 nut. Black

#4 PRO nut assembly
Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-11/16"; Height: .275";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10".

199-6814-110 ..................................FR #4 nut, Chrome

199-6814-210 ......................................FR #4 nut. Gold

199-6814-310 ....................................FR#4 nut. Black

tt8 PRO nut assembly
Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width: 1-11/16";

Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15".

199-6818-110 ....................FR #8 nut assembly, Chrome

199-6818-210 ........................FR #8 nut assembly, Gold

199-6818-310........................FR #8 nut assembly. Black

Floyd Rose II & Floyd Rose Original
#1 nut assembly
Narrow nut. Width: 1-9/16"; Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.30;
Radius: 10". 39.7mm/ 1.30mm/ .225mm

199-6811-100 ............................................Chrome #1

199-6811-200 ................................................Gold #1

199-6811-300 .............................................. Black #1

Always match SAE PRO Bridge with SAE PRO Nut Assembly.
There are 8 available nuts for the Floyd Rose tremolo.

The #2 nut is the most common for the Fender guitars.
Specifications follow:

Nut #

1
2

3

4

5
6

7

8

Width

1-9/16
1-5/8

1-11/16

1-11/16

1-3/4
1-9/16

1-5/8

1-11-16

Spacing

1.30
1.37

1.40

1.43

1.50
1.30

1.37

1.43

Height

.225

.225

.275

.275

.275

.225

.225

.225

Misc. Description

Narrow Nut
Average Vintage
Statocaster
Wide width, narrow
spacing for binding
Wide width, wide
spacing
Extremely wide
Same as #1 with
bullet nut relief
Same as #2 with
bullet
Same as #4 with
flatter radius (15")

All nuts except #8 have a 10" radius

#2 nut assembly
Average Vintage Stratocaster width. Width: 1-5/8";

Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10". 41.3mm/

1.37mm/.225mm

199-6812-100 ............................................Chrome #2

199-6812-200 ................................................Gold #2

199-6812-300............................;...................Black #2

#3 nut assembly
Wide nut, narrow spacing for binding. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .275"; Spacing: 1.40; Radius: 10". 42.9mm/

1.40mm/.275mm

199-6813-100 ............................................Chrome #3

199-6813-200 ................................................Gold #3

199-6813-300................................................Black #3

#4 nut assembly
Wide width, wide space. Width: 1-1146"; Height: .275";
Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 10". 42.9mm/ 1.43mm/ .275mm

199-6814-100 ............................................Chrome#4

199-6814-200 ................................................Gold #4

199-6814-300................................................Black #4

#5 nut assembly
Extremely wide. Width: 1-34"; Height: .275"; Spacing:
1.50; Radius: 10". 44.5mm / 1.50mm / .275mm

199-6815-100 ............................................Chrome #5

199-6815-200 ................................................Gold #5

199-6815-300................................................Black #5

#6 nut assembly
Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut relief. Width: 1-9/16";
Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.30; Radius: 10". 39.7mm/

1.30mm^'.225mm

199-6816-100 ............................................Chrome #6

199-6816-200 ................................................Gold #6

199-6816-300................................................Black #6

#7 nut assembly
Same as Nut #2, but with bullet nut relief. Width: 1-5/8";

Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.37; Radius: 10". 41.3mm/

1.37mm/ .225mm

199-6817-100 ............................................Chrome #7

199-6817-200 ................................................Gold #7

199-6817-300................................................Black #7

#8 nut assembly
Same as Nut #4, but flatter radius. Width: 1-11/16";
Height: .225"; Spacing: 1.43; Radius: 15". 42.9mm/
1.43mm/.225mm

199-6818-100 ............................................Chrome #8

199-6818-200 ................................................Gold #8

199-6818-300................................................Black #8

Floyd Rose Tremolo Arms

199-7000-100..................................................Chrome

199-7000-200......................................................Gold

199-7000-300 .................................................. Black

Fender Parts & Hardware
-Amplifiers

Amplifier Footswitches
Vintage RCA Style Footswitches
099-4050-000................................................I button

Old Reverb Units, Bandmaster/Tremolux/Showman Heads
099-4051-000................................................2 button

Old Twins, Supers, Vibroluxes, etc.

Contemporary 1/4" Jack Style
099-4052-000....................................1 Button Channel

Champ 110, Blues Deluxe, M-80, Dual Showman (86)
099-4053-000 ....................................1 Button Chorus

BXR 200, M-80 Bass
099-4054-000 ............................1 Button Vintage Style

Vibro-King (early), Prosonic Hd, Tonemaster,
Rumble Bass
099-4055-000........................1 Button Vintage Shielded

'63 Tube Reverb
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Contemporary 1/4" Jack Style (cont.)
099-4056-000 ........................2 Button ChanneL/Reverb

Deluxe/Stage 112, Blues Devilie, Roe Pro 700, Performer
650, Champ 25, The Twin
099-4057-000 ........................2 Button ChanneL/Chorus

Princeton Chrs, Ultimate Chrs, Automatics, M80 Chorus
099-4058-000..........................2 Button Vibrato/Reverb

'65 Twin Reverb. '63 Vibroverb, '65 Deluxe Reverb, Custom

Vibrolux, Vibrasonic
099-4059-000 ..............................2 Button Vibrato/Fat

Vibro-King (late)
099-4060-000 ........................2 Button Vibrato/Channet

Dual Professional
099-4061-000 ........................2 Btn. Channel/Rev. Vint.

Prosonic Combo
099-4062-000..................2 Btn. ChanneL/Gain-MoreGain

Hot Rod Series
099-4063-000................3 Button ChanneL/Reverb/Boost

Pro 185
099-4064-000 ................3 Button Channel/Gain/Reverb

Rox Pro/Peiformer 1000, Concert, Super
099-4065-000 ................3 Button Gain/Channel/Reverb

94 Twin Amp

Amplifier Speakers
All speakers are 8 ohms unless specified.

8" speakers
099-4808-001.

099-4808-002.

099-4808-003.

10" speakers
099-4810-001.

099-4810-002.

099-4810-003.

099-4810-004.

099-4810-005.

099-4810-006.

099-4810-007.

.4 ohm 15w Vint. ..Old Champ/Vibro-Champ

.8 ohm 2Sw....Frontman 15/15B, Bronco,

BXR15, Bullet Series
.8 ohm 50w ............ Acoustasomc Jr./SFX

Fits
.8 ohm 30w Blue ALnico ..Vibro-Ki'ng, '59

Bassman, Vibroiux, Super
.8 ohm 30w Vintage Ceramic........Pro Jr.,

Hot Rod/Blues DeVHle 4-10
.8 ohm 25w Champion 110, HOT,Frntmn 25R
.8 ohm ........................ Princeton Chorus

.8 ohm Bass ............ BXR 4-10 Enclosure

.8 ohm 60w Celestion ....Prosonic Combo

.8 ohm Bass ............ BXR 2-10 Enclosure

12" speakers Fits
099-4812-001 ....8 ohm 30w Alnico..0fc/ Db( Rvrb, Pro Rvrb
099-4812-002 ....8 ohm 50w Ceramic ....'65 Twin, '65 Db(

Rvrb, Hot Rod/Bi Deluxe, Hot Rod/Bb DeviUe 2-12, Bis Jr.
099-4812-003 ....8 ohm 60w CeL M3QTone-Mstr4-12, GE 4-12

099-4812-004....8 ohm 75w .................. KXR 60, BXR 60

099-4812-005 ....8 ohm 75w ......Roe Pro 700, Uit. Chorus,

Db( 112, Champ 25, JAM, M-80, Princeton 112, GE 4-12
099-4812-006 ....8 ohm 80w Cel. GU-SO.Jone-Master 2-12,

Concert Gl 2-80
099-4812-007 ....8 ohm 80w ............/?oc Pro 1000 Combo

099-4812-008 ....4 ohm lOOw ................ Deluxe 112 Plus

099-4812-009 ....8 ohm lOOw ......'94 Twin-Amp, Pro 185,

Stage 112SE

15" speakers Fits
099-4815-001 ....4 ohm lOOw.............. BXR 100, KXR 100

099-4815-002 ....4 ohm lOOw ........................ VibrasoSk

099-4815-003 ....4 ohm 150w .......................... KXR 200

099-4815-004....4 ohm 150w .......................... BXR 200

099-4815-005....8 ohm 150w ........................ BXR 300c,

BXR 115B Enclosure, M-80 Bass

Amplifier Logos
099-4090-000............................................Tweed Logo

099-4091-000 ......................................Tweed Bassman

099-4092-000 ....................................Flat Logo Brown

099-4093-000......................................Blackfacew/tail

099-4094-000 ..............................................CBS Logo

099-4095-000 ......................................Flat Logo Black

099-4096-000 ..................................Tweed Logo Black

Amplifier Jewels
099-0949-000 ............................................Blue Jewel

099-0950-000 ..........................................Amber Jewel

099-0951-000 ..........................................Green Jewel

099-0952-000..............................................Red Jewel

099-0953-000 ..........................................Purple Jewel

099-0954-000 ..........................................White Jewel

^
Amplifier Handles
Include caps, screws, steel insert and handle.

099-0947-000 ..........................Black Vintage - 1 Screw

099-0948-000 ................................Black Std - 2 Screw

099-0943-000..........................................Molded Black

099-0946-000 ........................................Molded Brown

099-0944-000..............................Brn Vintage - 1 Screw

099-0945-000........................................Brown Leather

^<»^
Amplifier Knobs
099-0933-000........................................White Vintage

099-0934-000........................................Brown Vintage

099-0935-000 ................................Black Chicken Head

099-0930-000 ............................Skirted (1-10) Pk of 6

099-0936-000................................Skirted Roe Pro Pk 6

099-0931-000 ..............................Red Pointer - Pk of 6

099-0932-000 ............................Black Pointer - Pk of 6

Amplifier Cabinet Hardware
099-4000-000 ..............................4 Casters + Hardware

099-1348-000............4 Corners + Hardware 2 Screw Amp

Corners w/Tongue
099-1350-000 ....4 Cornrs+Hrdwr Univ. 3 Screw Amp Cornrs

099-3900-000 ......................................4 Sphinx Glides

099-0714-000 ................................Tilt Back Legs - 14"

099-0712-000 ................................Tilt Back Legs - 16"

099-0713-000 ................................Tilt Back Legs - 19"

099-0909-000 ..............................Chassis Straps (small)

099-0911-000 ..........................Chassis Straps (medium)

099-0910-000 ..............................Chassis Straps (large)

Tiggyback' Head/Ext. Cabinet Hardware
099-0720-000 ......................Piggyback Thumb Screws(2)

099-0721-000............................Piggyback Clip Bars (2)

099-0722-000 ..........................Piggyback Bushings (2)

Electronic Hardware
099-0723-000 ....................................Tube Shields (2)

099-0724-000 ..................................8-Pin Tube Socket

099-0725-000 ........................................Tube Clips (2)

099-0912-000..........................Mono Input Jack (4-Pin)

099^0913-000 ........................Stereo Input Jack (9-Pin)

CTS® Potentiometers
These are replicas of the original potentiometers used in
Vintage Fender Amps!
099-0918-000 ..............................................5K Audio

099-0919-000 ..............................................5K Linear

099-0920-000 ............................................ 25K Linear

099-0921-000..............................................10K Audio

099-0922-000 ..................................50K Reverse Audio

099-0923-000 .......................................... 100K Linear

099-0924-000............................................250K Audio

099-0925-000............................................500K Audio

099-0926-000 ..........................................1 Meg Audio

099-0927-000 ..............................3 Meg Reverse Audio

Fender Tubes
Fender Groove Tubes
All Fender Tube Amps now come "Factory-Equipped"

with Groove Tubes™They are much easier to replace (no

rebiasing needed when replaced with color-coded sets), they

have improved hannonic balance, longer lifespan, matched

gain to distortion ratio plus a wider frequency response.

099-4001-102 ....................................GT6L6 Duet Red

099-4001-202 ..................................GT 6L6 Duet White

099-4001-302....................................GT 6L6 Duet Blue

099-4001-104 ................................GT 6L6 Quartet Red

099-4001-204 ..............................GT 6L6 Quartet White

099-4001-304................................GT 6L6 Quartet Blue

099-4002-102 ..................................GT EL84 Duet Red

099-4002-202 ................................GT EL84 Duet White

099-4002-302 ..................................GT EL84 Duet Blue

099-4003-102 ..................................GT 6550 Duet Red

099-4003-202 ................................GT 6550 Duet White

099-4003-302 ..................................GT 6550 Duet Blue

099-4003-106 ................................GT 6550 Sextet Red

099-4003-206 ..............................GT 6550 Sextet White

099-4003-306................................GT 6550 Sextet Blue

099-4004-102 ....................................GT 6V6 Duet Red

099-4004-202..................................GT 6V6 Duet White

099-4004-302....................................GT 6V6 Duet Blue

099-4005-000 ............................................ GT 12AX7a

099-4006-000 ..............................................GT 12AT7

Fender Precision Matched Tubes
Fender tubes have a new look and tone! All pairs and quads
are performance matched for optimal tone and lifespan.

Many rare tubes have been added to the line to offer you a
wider range of product- 6AT6's, 6C10's and 12AY7's were

all used in vintage Fender Amps. These tubes also have a

great new look! Gold graphics and improved packaging
make them look as good as they sound!

099-4020-001 ......................................................6V6

099-4020-002................................6V6 Duet (matched)

099-4021-001 ......................................................6L6

099-4021-002 ................................6L6 Duet (matched)

099-4021-004 ............................6L6 Quartet (matched)

099-4022-001 ....................................................6550

099-4022-002 ..............................6550 Duet (matched)

099-4023-001 ....................................................EL84

099-4023-002..............................................EL84 Duet

099-4024-000 ..........................................12AX7/7025

099-4025-000 ..................................................12AY7

099-4026-000....................................................12AT7

099-4027-000 ....................................................6AT6

099-4028-000 ....................................................6C10

099-4029-000 ......................................................5U4

099-4030-000 ....................................................5AR4

099-4031-000 ......................................................5Y3

Fender Stands
Guitar Stands
099-1800-000................................Electric Guitar Stand

099-1810-000 ..............................Acoustic Guitar Stand

^
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Combination Guitar/Amp Stand
099-1824-000............................Small/Large Amp Stand

099-1827-000 ..............................Electric Guitar Holder

099-1828-000 ................................Acoustic Gtr Holder

Fender Cases

Fender Briefcases
099-1005-000..........Tweed - 5" Depth Red PLush Interior

099-1005-506 ....Black Tolex-5" Depth Orange PLush Int.

099-1005-550 ................Brown ToLex Gold Plush Interior

Fender Harmonica Cases
Mississippi Saxaphone Case
099-1003-000 ..................................................Tweed

Chicago Tool Box
099-1003-506 ....................................................Black

Delta Tool Box
099-1003-550 ..................................................Brown

Stratocaster / Telecaster
Molded Shaped Cases
004-0900-000 ........................................Standard Case

004-0901-000................................Db< Case & Hardware

Brown Tolex Hardshell Case
004-7384-000 ................Brown Tolex Gold Plush Interior

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
003-8977-000 ..........Standard Case Black Acrylic Interior

002-8586-000 ..............Standard Case Fits Strat XII Only

005-0515-000 ....Db< Case w/Amp Logo Orange PLush Int.

Tweed Hardshell Guitar Case
003-7297-000 ......Right Hand Only Red Poodle Plush Int.

Gray Textured (Lizard) Tolex Case
003-6555-000......................................Gray Lizard Case

Jaguar / Jazzmaster
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
002-5917-000 ..........Standard Case Black Acrylic Interior

005-0309-000 ........Standard Case Left Hand Models Only

005-0516-000 ....Db< Case w/Amp Logo Orange Plush Int.

Mustang / Jagstang
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
004-0153-000 ..........Standard Case Black Acrylic Interior

005-0308-000 ........Standard Case Left Hand Models Only

Precision Bass
Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0509-000 ..........Standard Case Black Acrylic Interior

002-5781-000 ......Std Case - Left Hand Black Acrylic Int.

005-0517-000 ......Db< Case w/Amp Logo Orange Plush Int.

002-5001-000 ................................Deluxe for 32" Bass

002-5873-000....Deluxe for 32" Bass Left Hand Mod. Only

Brown Tolex Hardshetl Cases
005-0243-000 ..........Right Hand Only Gold Plush Interior

Tweed Hardshell Bass Case
005-2042-000 ......Right Hand Only Red PoodLe Plush Int.

Molded Shaped Cases
004-1692-000 ......Standard Case Right Hand Models Only

004-9479-000 ......Am. Db< Bass Fits Am. Db< Basses Only

Bass VI Reissue
Bass VI Reissue Case
005-0310-000 ..........Standard Case Black Acrylic Interior

P-Bass Lyte / MB-4 / MB-5 / Prophecy
Molded Shaped Cases
004-8318-000..............................Small Body Bass Case

Jazz Bass
Molded Shaped Cases
004-1692-000 ......Standard Case Right Hand Models Only

004-9479-000 ......Am. Db< Bass Fits Am. Db< Basses Only

Black Tolex Hardshell Cases
005-0510-000 ..........Standard Case Black AcryLic Interior

002-5781-000 ......Std Case - Left Hand Black AcryLic Int.

005-0518-000 ......Deluxe Case w/Logo Orange Plush Int.

Brown Tolex Hardshell Case
004-9406-000 ..........Right Hand Only Gold Plush Interior

Tweed Hardshell Bass Case
005-2043-000 ......Right Hand Only Red PoodLe Plush Int.

Acoustic Guitars
Molded Shaped Cases
091-9463-000 .......................................... Dreadnought

091-9600-000................................Classical- Rodriguez

Economy Cases
091-9475-000............................Dreadnought, CA Series

091-9465-000....................................Classical-Avalon

Vintage Replacement
Transformers
Power Transformers

099-0752-000 ......................................Tweed Bassman

099-0753-000 ..........................Tweed Twin High Power

099-0756-000 ........................................Tweed Deluxe

099-0757-000 ..............Brown VibroLux/Tremolux no Bias

099-0758-000............Brown VibroLux/Tremolux with Bias

099-0761-000................................Black Deluxe Reverb

099-0762-000 ........................ Black/Super/Bassman/Vvrb

099-0763-000 ..............................Black Twin/Showman

Output Transformers
099-0764-000 ......................................Tweed Bassman

099-0766-000 ..............................Tweed Twin High Pwr

099-0768-000 ........................................Tweed Deluxe

099-0769-000 ..................Brown Vibrob</Tremob< 8 Ohm

099-0770-000 ..................Brown Vibrob</Tremob< 4 Ohm

099-0771-000 ..........................................Black Champ

099-0772-000..............Black Princeton/Princeton Reverb

099-0773-000 .................................Black Deluxe Reverb

099-0774''000 ........................Black Super/Bassman/Vvrb

099-0775-000 ..............................Black Twin/Showman

Reverb Driver Transformer
099-0776-000 ........................................Reverb Driver

Choke Filters
099-0777-000 ..............................................6L6 Amps

099-0778-000 ..............................................6V6 Amps

Fender Amplifier Covers
005-0249-000..........................AcoustasonicJr. - Brown

005-0246-000....................................AcoustasonicSFX

003-7965-000 ....'59 Bassman-Brn 22.37Hx23.5Wxl0.5D

004-7485-000 ....Blues Deluxe - Brn 18.75H x 23.5W x 10.5D

004-8916-000 ....BLs Deville 212 - Brn 21.75Hx24Wxl0.75D

005-4214-000 ....BLs Deville 410-Brn 23.75Hx23.5Wxl0.5D

005-0279-000 ..............Blues Junior 16H x 18W x 9.18D

004-1539-000....BXR 100-Side handles 25.5Hx21.5Wxl3.5D

004-1539-100 ....BXR 100-Top handle 25.5H x 21.5Wxl3.5D

005-0281-000 ....BXR 200 Combo 25.5H x 21.5W x 13.5D

003-7967-000 ..........BXR 300 Combo 25.5H x 22W x 16D

004-8913-000 ......................BXR 60 22.5H X 18W x 12D

002-9880-000..............................................Champ 12

004-0156-000..............................................Champ 25

004-0155-000 ..........................................Champ 25SE

004-1529-000..........Champion 110 15.5H x 17W x 8.25D

004-1532-000..................................................Concert

002-9881-000 ..............Deluxe 112 16.5H x 20.75W x 9D

002-9881-000..............................................Deluxe 85

004-7483-000 ..................................'65 Deluxe Reverb

004-8918-000 ......Dual Profess. 19.87H x 26.15W x 10.37D

002-9886-000................................Dual Showman Head

005-0696-000 ......................................Hot Rod Deluxe

005-0697-000 ................................Hot Rod Deville 410

005-0698-000 ................................Hot Rod Deville 212

005-0282-000 ................................................KXR 100

005-0283-000 ..............................................KXR 200

003-7962-000 ....................................................M-80

004-1598-000..............................................M-80 Bass

003-7964-000 ..........................................M-80 Chorus

003-7963-000 ............................................M-80 Head

002-9888-000 ......................................Performer 1000

002-9881-000 ......................................Performer 650

004-1531-000 ..............................Performer 1000 Head

002-9885-000..........................................Power Chorus

002-9883-000 ...................................... Princeton 112

002-9883-000....Princeton 112 Plus 16.5H x 18.75W x 9D

002-9883-000 ............................................Eighty Five

002-9888-000 ....Princeton Chorus 17.5H x 22.5W x 10.5D

002-9885-000 ................................................Pro 185

004-7484-000 ....Pro Junior - Brn 14.5H x 15.25W x 8.75D

004-7485-000 ......Prosonic - Brown 18.5H x 24W x 10.5D

005-0287-000..........................................Prosonic 412

002-9881-000..........Roe Pro 700 16.5H x 20.5W x 9.75D

002-9888-000 ......Roe Pro 1000 17.5H x 22.5W x 10.25D

004-1534-000 ................................Roe Pro GE 412 Cab

005-0247-000............................................SFXSatetite

002-9888-000..............................................Stage 112

002-9888-000 ......Stage 112 SE 18.5H x 22.5W x 10.25D

002-9888-000..............................................Stage 185

005-0248-000 ................................Sunn Model T Head

004-1533-000....................................................Super

003-7961-000..............................................Super 110

003-7961-000..............................................Super 112

003-7961-000..............................................Super 210

002-9891-000 ........................................Super 60 112

004-1537-000 ............Tone Master 212 21H x 32W x 12D

004-1538-000 ....Tone Master 412 27.75H x 27.75W x 13D

004-1536-000 ..........Tone Master Head 9H x 24W x 9.5D

004-8915-000 .........................;63 Tube Reverb - Brown

005-0250-000 ................................................'65 Twin

005-0284-000 ................................................'94 Twin

005-0284-000 ..............................................Twin, The

002-9885-000......................................Ultimate Chorus

002-9885-000 ..........................................Ultra Chorus

004-1535-000..............................................Vibro King

004-8917-000 ......................................Vibro King 212

003-7966-000 ....................................Vibrolux - Brown

005-0278-000..............................................Vibrosonic

003-7966-000..............................'63 Vibroverb - Brown

All Amp Covers Are Black Unless Otherwise Noted.
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diagonal tweed

rough blonde tolex

Fender Vintage Replacement

Amplifier Cabinets

Note: Fender Vintage

Replacement Cabinets

include back panels.

Grill frames / baffles

and logos must be

ordered separately.

This '57 Deluxe stffl

sounds great! Make

it look brand new

with a Fender Vintage

Replacement Cabinet!

rough brown tolex

smooth blonde tolex

black to lex

Champ-Tweed
099-4100-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4101-000 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Champ - Tweed Style - Black Tolex
099-4101-006 ............................................"Tweed Style" Black ToLex

Champ/Vibro Champ - Tolex
099-4102-006 ................................................................Black ToLex

Princeton - Tweed
099-4103-000 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4104-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4105-000 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Princeton - Tolex
099-4106-032................................................................Brown ToLex

099-4106-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Princeton Reverb - Tolex
099-4107-006 ................................................................Black Totex

Harvard - Tweed
099-4108-000........................................................................Tweed

Deluxe - Tweed
099-4109-000 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4110-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4111-000 ................................................Tweed Small Box Panel

099-4112-000 ........................................................Late Model Tweed

Deluxe - Tolex
099-4113-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4113-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Deluxe Reverb - Tolex
099-4114-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Tremolux - Tweed

099-4115-000........................................................................Tweed

Tremolux - Tolex

099-4116-001......................................................Rough Blonde To Lex

099-4117-007....................................................Smooth Blonde Tolex

099-4117-006 .........................................A.....................Black Tolex

•i"

Vibrolux - Tweed
099-4118-000........................................................................Tweed

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4119-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4120-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Pro - Tweed

099-4121-000 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4122-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4123-000 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Pro - Tolex

099-4124-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4124-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Pro Reverb - Tolex
099-4125-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Super - Tweed
099-4126-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4127-000 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Super - Tolex
099-4128-032................................................................Brown Tolex

Super Reverb - Tolex
099-4129-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Twin - Tweed
099-4130-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4131-000 ..................................................Tweed Narrow Lo Pwr

099-4132-000....................................................Tweed Narrow Hi Pwr

099-4133-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4133-001 ............................................................Rough Blonde

Twin Reverb - Tolex
099-4134-006 ................................................................Black ToLex

Bandmaster Combo - Tweed
099-4135-000 ................................................................Tweed 1x15

099-4136-000 ................................................................Tweed 3x10

Bandmaster Combo - Tolex
099-4137-032................................................................Brown ToLex

Bandmaster Head - Tolex
099-4138-001......................................................Rough Blonde Tolex

099-4139-007....................................................Smooth Blonde Tolex

099-4139-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4140-006 ................................................................Black ToLex

Bassman Combo - Tweed
099-4141-000..............................................................TV Front 1x15

099-4142-000 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4143-000 ............................................................Tweed 2-input

099-4143-000............................................................ Tweed 4-input

Bassman Head - Tolex

099-4144-001......................................................Rough Blonde Tolex

099-4145-007....................................................Smooth Blonde ToLex

099-4145-006 ................................................................Black ToLex

Showman Head - Tolex
099-4146-001......................................................Rough Blonde ToLex

099-4147-007....................................................Smooth Blonde Tolex

099-4147-006 ................................................................Black Tolex
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Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4148-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4149-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4150-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4151-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4151-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Convert - Tolex

099-4152-032................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4152-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4153-001......................................................Rough Blonde Tolex

099-4153-032 ..............................................................Brown Tolex

099-4154-007....................................................Smooth Blonde Tolex

099-4154-006 ................................................................Black Tolex

Fender Vintage Replacement
Extension Cabinets

Tremolux Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4155-001..............................................Rough Blonde ToLex 1x10

099-4156-007 ............................................Smooth Blonde Tolex 2x10

099-4156-006..........................................................Black ToLex 2x10

Showman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4157-001..............................................Rough Blonde ToLex 1x12

099-4157-007 ............................................Smooth Blonde ToLex 1x12

099-4158-001..............................................Rough Blonde ToLex 1x15

099-4158-007 ............................................Smooth Blonde ToLex 1x15

099-4159-007 ............................................Smooth Blonde Tolex 2x15

099-4159-006..........................................................Black ToLex 2x15

099-4160-006 ................................................Black Tolex Large 2x15

Bassman / Bandmaster Cab. - Tolex
099-4161-001..............................................Rough Blonde Tolex 1x12

099-4162-007 ............................................Smooth Blonde Tolex 2x12

099-4162-006..........................................................Black Tolex 2x12

Bassman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4163-006 ................................................Black ToLex Large 2x12

099-4164-006..........................................................Black Tolex 4x12

Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4165-006................................................Black Tolex Square 2x12

Fender Vintage Replacement

Grill Frames / Baffles

Champ - Tweed
099-4300-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4301-200 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Champ - Tweed Style - Black Tolex
099-4301-600.............................................................."Tweed Style"

099-4301-601......................................................"Tweed Style" Aged

Champ/Vibro Champ - Tolex
099-4302-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4302-601............................................................BLackface Aged

099-4302-700 ..................................................................SiLverface

099-4302-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4302-801 ....................................................Late Silverface Aged

Princeton - Tweed
099-4303-100 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4304-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4305-200 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Princeton - Tolex
099-4306-400................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4306-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4306-601............................................................BLackface Aged

Princeton Reverb - Tolex
099-4307-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4307-601............................................................Blackface Aged

099-4307-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4307-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4307-801 ....................................................Late SiLverface Aged

Harvard - Tweed

099-4308-200........................................................................Tweed

Deluxe - Tweed

099-4309-100 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4310-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4311-200 ................................................Tweed Small Box Panel

099-4312-200 ........................................................Late Model Tweed

Deluxe - Tolex

099-4313-400................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4313-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4313-601............................................................Blackface Aged

Deluxe Reverb - Tolex
099-4314-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4314-601............................................................Blackface Aged

099-4314-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4314-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4314-801 ....................................................Late SiLverface Aged

Tremolux - Tweed

099-4315-200........................................................................Tweed

Tremolux Head - Tolex
099-4316-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

099-4317-500............................................................Smooth Blonde

099-4317-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4317-601............................................................Blackface Aged

Vibrolux - Tweed
099-4318-200........................................................................Tweed

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4319-400................................................................Brown ToLex

099-4320-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4320-601............................................................Blackface Aged

099-4320-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4320-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4320-801 ....................................................Late Silverface Aged

Pro - Tweed

099-4321-100 ....................................................................TV Front

099-4322-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4323-200 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Pro - Tolex

099-4324-400................................................................Brown ToLex

099-4324-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4324-601............................................................Blackface Aged

' Pro Reverb - Tolex

099-4325-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4325-601............................................................BLackface Aged

099-4325-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4325-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4325-801 ....................................................Late Silverface Aged

Super - Tweed

099-4326-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4327-200 ....................................................Tweed Narrow Panel

Super - Tolex

099-4328-300................................................................Brown ToLex

brown Linen

tweed-era
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beige brown gold

beige brown

blue silver

blue silver -iqed
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rough blonde tolex

rough brown tolex
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smooth blonde tolex

black to Lex

Fender Vintage Replacement

Grill Frames / Baffles (coni)

Super Reverb - Tolex
099-4329-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4329-601............................................................BLackface Aged

099-4329-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4329-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4329-801 ....................................................Late Silverface Aged

Twin - Tweed
099-4330-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4331-200 ..................................................Tweed Narrow Lo Pwr

099-4332-200....................................................Tweed Narrow Hi Pwr

Twin - Tolex
099-4333-400................................................................Brown ToLex

099-4333-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

Twin Reverb - Tolex
099-4334-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4334-601............................................................Blackface Aged

099-4334-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4334-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4334-801 ....................................................Late SiLverface Aged

Bandmaster Combo - Tweed
099-4335-100 ................................................................Tweed 1x15

099-4336-200 ................................................................Tweed 3x10

Bandmaster Combo - Tolex
099-4337-400 ........................................................Brown Tolex 3x10

Bandmaster Head - Tolex Net
099-4338-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

099-4339-500............................................................Smooth Blonde

099-4339-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4339-601............................................................BLackface Aged

099-4339-700 ..................................................................Silverface

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4340-700 ..................................................................Silverface

099-4340-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4340-801 ....................................................Late SiLverface Aged

Bassman Combo - Tweed
099-4341-100..............................................................TV Front 1x15

099-4342-100 ........................................................Tweed Wide Panel

099-4343-200 ............................................................Tweed 2-input

099-4343-200 ............................................................Tweed 4-input

Bassman Head - Tolex
099-4344-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

099-4345-500............................................................Smooth Blonde

099-4345-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4345-601............................................................Blackface Aged

099-4345-700 ..................................................................SiLverface

099-4345-800 ............................................................Late Si'Lverface

099-4345-801 ....................................................Late SUverface Aged

Showman Head - Tolex
099-4346-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

099-4347-500............................................................Smooth Blonde

099-4347-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4347-601..............................yt...........................Blackface Aged

099-4347-700 ..................................................................Silverface

Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4348-800 ............................................................Late Silverface

099-4348-801 ....................................................Late SiLverface Aged

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4349-300 ............................................Brown ToLex-Maroon Grille

099-4349-400 ....................................Brown ToLex-Beige/Brown Grille

099-4350-800 ..................................................................SiLverface

099-4350-801............................................................Silverface Aged

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4351-400................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4351-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4351-601............................................................BLackface Aged

Concert - Tolex

099-4352-300 ............................................Brown Tolex-Maroon Grille

099-4352-400 ....................................Brown Tolex-Beige/Brown Grille

099-4352-600....................................................................BLackface

099-4352-601............................................................Blackface Aged

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4353-300 ............................................................Rough Blonde

099-4353-400................................................................Brown Tolex

099-4354-500............................................................Smooth Blonde

099-4354-600....................................................................Blackface

099-4354-601............................................................BLackface Aged

Tremolux Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4355-300......................................................Rough Blonde 1x10

099-4356-500 ....................................................Smooth Blonde 2x10

099-4356-600............................................................Blackface 2x10

099-4356-601....................................................Blackface 2x10 Aged

Showman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4357-300......................................................Rough Blonde 1x12

099-4357-500 ....................................................Smooth Blonde 1x12

099-4358-300......................................................Rough BLonde 1x15

099-4358-500 ....................................................Smooth Blonde 1x15

099-4359-500 ..................................................Smooth Blonde 2x15

099-4359-600 ..........................................................Blackface 2x15

099-4359-601....................................................BLackface 2x15 Aged

099-4360-700 ..................................................Silverface Large 2x15

099-4360-800 ............................................Late SiLverface Large 2x15

099-4360-801 ....................................Late Silverface Large 2x15 Aged

Bassman / Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex
099-4361-300......................................................Rough Blonde 1x12

099-4362-500 ....................................................Smooth Blonde 2x12

099-4362-600............................................................BLackface 2x12

099-4362-601....................................................Blackface 2x12 Aged

Bassman Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4363-700 ................................................SiLverface Big Bassman

099-4364-800 ..............................................Silverface Bassman 4x12

099-4364-801 ......................................Silverface Bassman 4x12 Aged

Bandmaster Ext. Cab. - Tolex

099-4365-800 ................................................Late Silver Square 2x12

099-4365-801 ........................................Late Silver Square 2x12 Aged

Vintage Replacement Back Panels

Champ - Tweed ,

099-4500-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4500-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Champ - Tolex
099-4501-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4501-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

099-4502-106....................................................Black ToLex Top Back

099-4502-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Princeton - Tweed
099-4503-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4503-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

099-4504-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4504-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

099-4505-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4505-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Princeton - Tolex
099-4506-132 ..................................................Brown To lex Top Back

099-4506-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4506-106 ..................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4506-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back
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Princeton Reverb - Tolex
099-4507-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4507-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Harvard - Tweed

099-4508-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4508-200 ....................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Deluxe - Tweed
099-4509-100 ..............................................TV Front Tweed Top Back

099-4509-200 ........................................TV Front Tweed Bottom Back

099-4510-100 ..........................................Wide Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4510-200 ....................................Wide Panel Tweed Bottom Back

099-4511-100 ..........................................Small Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4511-200 ....................................Small Panel Tweed Bottom Back

099-4512-100 ..........................................Late Model Tweed Top Back

099-4512-200 ....................................Late Model Tweed Bottom Back

Deluxe - Tolex

099-4513-132 ..................................................Brown To lex Top Back

099-4513-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4513-106 ....................................................Black ToLex Top Back

099-4513-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Deluxe Reverb - Tolex
099-4514-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4514-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Tremolux - Tweed
099-4522-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4522-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Tremolux - Tolex

099-4516-301 ............................................Rough Blond 1-Pi'ece Back

099-4517-307 ..........................................Smooth Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4517-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Vibrolux - Tolex
099-4519-132 ..................................................Brown To Lex Top Back

099-4519-232 ............................................Brown ToLex Bottom Back

099-4520-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4520-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Pro - Tweed

099-4521-100 ..............................................TV Front Tweed Top Back

099-4521-200 ........................................TV Front Tweed Bottom Back

099-4522-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4522-200 ....................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Vibrolux - Tweed
099-4512-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4512-200......................................................Tweed Bottom Back

Pro - Tolex

099-4524-132 ..................................................Brown To lex Top Back

099-4524-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4524-106 ..................................................Black ToLex Top Back

099-4524-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Pro Reverb - Tolex
099-4534-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4534-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Super - Tweed
099-4526-100 ..........................................................Tweed Top Back

099-4526-200......................................................Tweed Bottom ffSTck

Super - Tolex
099-4528-132 ..................................................Brown To Lex Top Back

099-4528-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

Super Reverb - Tolex
099-4529-106....................................................Black ToLex Top Back

099-4529-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.

Twin - Tweed

099-4530-100 ..........................................Wide Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4530-200......................................Wide Panel Tweed Bottom Back

099-4531-100 ........................................Narrow Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4531-200 ..................................Narrow Panel Tweed Bottom Back

Twin - Tolex

099-4533-132 ..................................................Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4533-232 ............................................Brown ToLex Bottom Back

099-4533-101..........................................Rough Blond ToLex Top Back

099-4533-201....................................Rough Blond Tolex Bottom Back

Twin Reverb - To lex

099-4534-106....................................................Black ToLex Top Back

099-4534-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Bandmaster Combo -Tweed
099-4535-100 ..................................................Tweed Top Back 1x15

099-4535-200..............................................Tweed Bottom Back 1x15

099-4543-100 ..................................................Tweed Top Back 3x10

099-4543-200..............................................Tweed Bottom Back 3x10

Bandmaster Combo - Tolex
099-4537-132 ..................................................Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4537-232 ............................................Brown ToLex Bottom Back

Bandmaster Head - Tolex
099-4538-301 ............................................Rough Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4539-307 ..........................................Smooth Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4539-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Bandmaster Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4540-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Bassman Combo - Tweed
099-4541-300 ........................................TV Front Tweed 1-Piece Back

099-4542-100 ..........................................Wide Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4542-200......................................Wide Panel Tweed Bottom Back

099-4543-100.........................................Narrow Panel Tweed Top Back

099-4543-200 ..................................Narrow Panel Tweed Bottom Back

Bassman Head - Tolex
099-4544-301 ............................................Rough Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4545-307 ..........................................Smooth Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4545-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Showman Head - Tolex
099-4546-301 ............................................Rough Blond 1-Piece Back

099-4547-307 ..........................................Smooth BLond 1-Piece Back

099-4547-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Dual Showman Reverb Head - Tolex
099-4548-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

Vibrasonic - Tolex
099-4549-132 ..................................................Brown Tolex Top Back

099-4549-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4550-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4550-206 ..............................................Black ToLex Bottom Back

Vibroverb - Tolex
099-4551-132 ..................................................Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4551-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

•099-4551-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4551-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Concert - Tolex

099-4552-132 ..................................................Brown ToLex Top Back

099-4552-232 ............................................Brown Tolex Bottom Back

099-4552-106....................................................Black Tolex Top Back

099-4552-206 ..............................................Black Tolex Bottom Back

Reverb Unit - Tolex
099-4553-301 ..........................................Rough Blonde 1-Piece Back

099-4553-332 ....................................................Brown 1-Piece Back

099-4554-307 ........................................Smooth Blonde 1-Piece Back

099-4554-306 ......................................................Black 1-Piece Back

brown Linen

tweed-era
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beige brown gold

beige brown

blue silver
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blue silver aged

turqoise silver

black white silver
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Lightning Bolt T-shirt
099-0018
Khaki, Midnight Blue, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A

Lightning Bolt
Denim Jacket
099-0173
Black, Blue
S, M, L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, imported.

Lightning Bolt Denim Shirt
099-0132
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A

Fender Lightning Bolt Hats
099-0288
Navy Blue, Black, Olive
One size fits all, adjustable
100% Brushed Bull Denim, made in U.S.A

Lightning Bolt Sweatshirt
099-0056
Navy Blue, Black, Olive
M, L, XL, XXL
cotton/poly, imported
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Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Denim Jacket
099-0172
Blue, Black
S, M,L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, imported Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Pique
Knit Shirts
099-0110

M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A

i^dDOi Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Hats

099-0284
Navy Blue, Black

One size fits all, adjustableYou Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BM3 Promotions

100% brushed bull denim, made in U.S.A

1 800 926 2651 Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered Sweatshirts
099-0055
Navy Blue, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
cotton/poLy, made in U.S.A

Fender Custom Shop
Embroidered T-shirts
099-0040
Midnight Blue, Black, White
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in U.S.A

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE WINTER 99



Fender Country T-shirt
099-0039

Blue Thunder, Natural, Light Celery
M,L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

(back imprint)

'Vwc. e^wt^c
Aw<iU^Z*w»*<s^t^t

Western Star T-shirt (left)
099-0020
Honey Gold, Natural, Pewter (front imprint)
M,L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

I.Ctl^Ot
C3 E ^\ F={

You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1 800 926 2651

Tremolo Action T-shirts
099-0003
Black, Olive (back imprint)
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

America's Choice T-shirts
099-0005
White, Black, Athletic Gray
M,L, XL, XXL, 3XL (BLack only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Notes T-shirts
099-0008
Light CeLery, White, Blue Thunder (back imprint)
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A
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1954 Catalog T-shirt
099-0014
Yellow (top)
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

1955 Catalog T-shirt
099-0015
Black (bottom)
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

1956 Catalog T-shirt
099-0016
White (right)
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

1957 Catalog T-shirt
099-0017
Athletic Grey or Light Celery (Left)
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Stratocaster® Blueprint T-shirts
099-0009
Black, Athletic Grey, Natural
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Telecaster® Blueprint T-shirts
099-0010
Black, Athletic Grey, Natural
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Precision Bass® Blueprint T-shirts
099-0011
Black, Athletic Grey, Natural
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Jazz Bass® Blueprint T-shirts
099-0012
Black, Athletic Grey, Natural
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Retro T-shirts
099-0037
Choice of design colors on Pewter:
Surf Green, Shell, Pink, Daphne Blue
M,L, XL, XXL

100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Retro Diamond T-shirts
099-0022
Yellow, Light Celery, Natural
M,L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Features & specifications subject to change without notice.
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California Classic T-shirts
099-0036
Blue Thunder, White, Khaki.
SmatL chest logo, large design on back.
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Vintage Rhythm T-shirts
099-0030
Athletic Grey, Black, Honey Gold
Small imprint on front, large imprint on back.
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Atomic Amps T-shirts
099-0021
Midnight Blue, Black, Olive
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Oval Star T-shirts
099-0038
OLive, White, Blue Thunder
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A
(back imprint)

0 LCtt^Oi
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You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1 800 926 2651

Strat® Circle T-shirts
099-0032
Blue Thunder, White, Black
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

WINTER 99



Fender Classic T-shirts
099-0019
Brick, Black, Blue Thunder
Small imprint on front, large on back.
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Squier Logo T-shirts
099-0025
Choice of logo colors on black:
Purple, Orange, Light Blue, Bright Green
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Comfort Contoured T-shirts
099-0007
Honey Gold, Khaki
M, L, XL, XXL
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Vintage Logo T-shirts
099-0337
Midnight Blue, Brick, Black
M, L, XL, XXL (3XL in Black only)
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE WINTER 99



Fender Palette Hats
099-0234
Blue/Black, Khaki/Black, Burgundy/Black
One size, adjustable, made in the U.S.A

Fender Palette T-shirts
099-0034
Blue Thunder, Brick, Khaki
Small design in front. Large design on back
M, L, XL, XXL
100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A

Fender Logo 101 T-shirts
099-0033
Olive, Black, Khaki
M, L, XL, XXL
100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.AFender Vintage Diamond T-shirts

099-0031
Black, Athletic Grey, White
Front imprint with matching design on sleeve.
M, L, XL, XXI
100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A

Fender Diamond Hats
099-0231
Black, Ash/Black (not shown)
One size, adjustable, made in the U.S.A

Fender Logo 101 Hats
099-0233
Black, Khaki/Black, Olive/Black
One size, adjustable. Made m the U.S.A

FRONTLINE At WINTER 99
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Fender Logo T-shirt
099-0330
Black, Brick, Midnight Blue
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL (Black only)
100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A
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You Can Order Your
Fender SoLidbody Gear

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1 800 926 2651

Fender Vintage Logo Sweatshi'rt
099-0054
Navy Blue, Black (gray Logo), Sand, Espresso, Ash,
Olive, Black (red/white logo), Bordeaux, Slate Blue
M, L, XL, XXL

80% Cotton, 20% Poly, imported.

i U.S.A

Vintage Logo Hats
099-0230
One size, adjustable, 100% Cotton, made in the U.S.A.
Top: Bordeaux/Black, Charcoal/Black, Denim, Navy Blue
Bottom: Black (gray embroidery). Olive, Java/Black,
Black (Red/White embroidery)

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. <Q>FRONTLINE US9 WINTER 99



Womens Embroidered T-shirts

Triple Diamond Design
099-0151
White or Black
M, L, XL

100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A

Fender Bowling Shirt
099-0131
Mint/BLack, Cream/Black, Pink/Black
S, M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL

Authentic 50's style in 100% Rayon Gabardine.
Dry cleaning recommended. Made in the D.S.A

LCtl90i

Scroll Design
099-0157
White or Black
M, L, XL

100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A

Notes Design
099-0153
White
M, L, XL

100% Cotton, Made in the U.S.A

Fender Bomber Jackets
099-0176
Navy, Olive, Black
M, L, XL, XXL (Sorry, Olive not available in XXL)
Waterproof nylon shell, polyester fiberfill inner
lining, imported.

C3 E ^\ R ^
You Can Order Your

Fender Solidbody Gear
Direct By Calling BM3 Promotions

1 800 926 2651

Fender Varsity Jackets
100% Wool body with Leather sleeve and pockets,
quilted satin lining, ribbed collar, cuffs and waist.
Available in M, L, XL, XXL
099-0170
Black with "American Standard" Embroidery
or
099-0171
Mocha with "Fender Palette" Embroidery
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Fender Embroidered
Mock Turtleneck
099-0133
Leaf, Navy, Black
100% pre-shrunk cotton
made in the U.S.A

Schematic Shirt
099-0130
M, L, XL, XXL, 3XL
Colors Khaki, Sage
100% cotton, made m the U.S.A

Fender Amp Logo
Pique Knit Shirts
Featuring three classic amp
Logo embroideries.
100% cotton, made in U.S.A

Fender Pique Kmt Shirts
An updated version or our popular
embroidered Pique, featuring the
classic Fender vintage "F" embroidered
on the sleeve.

099-0120
M, L, XL, XXL
Colors (mset): Marine, Goldenrod,
Black, White, Navy
100% cotton, made in the U.S.A

Blackface Logo
099-0126
L, XL, XXL
Colors Black or Storm

Tweed Logo
099-0127
L, XL, XXL
Colors Putty

Flat Amp Logo
099-0128
L, XL, XXL
Colors Black, Putty or Storm

Fender Amp Logo Hats
Featuring three classic amp logo embroideries.
100% Brushed Bull Denim, made in U.S.A,
One size fits all, adjustable

Blackface Logo 099-0285, Black or Charcoal/Black

Tweed Logo 099-0286, Brass

Flat Amp Logo 099-0287, Black, Brass, Charcoal/Black

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE (g) WINTER 99



Stainless Steel His & Hers Watches
Featuring Swiss movement and a one year
limited warranty.
099-0100 Ladies, Stainless Steel
099-0101 Mens, StainLess SteeL

Mens Fender Sport Watch
Featuring Swiss movement and a one year
limited warranty.
099-0102 Black

Mens Fender Vintage Watches
Featuring Swiss movement and a one year limited warranty
099-0103 Black/Btack, Champagne/Brown, White/Black

Fender Metal Key Chains
The right accessory for your guitar case, briefcase or keys.
099-0392 BLackface Amp Logo
099-0393 Tweed Amp Logo
099-0394 Flat Amp Logo

l^Ctl^Ot
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You Can Order Your
Fender Solidbody Gear ^

Direct By Calling BMJ Promotions
1 800 926 2651

Fender Plastic Key Chains
Choose from two silkscreened designs.
099-0391-047 Fender Amplifiers (Blue/Orange)
099-0391-046 Fender Fine Electric Instruments (Yellow)

Fender Rosewood Pen
Features a custom Headstock clip
and Laser etched logo.
099-0215

FRONTLINE <Q> WINTER 99
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Fender Logo Coffee Mugs
Ceramic mug with 2-sided design.
Sturdy and microwavabLe.
099-0250
White

Fender Logo Ashtray
099-0205
White

i

Fender Lightning Bolt
Coffee Mugs
Ceramic mug with 2-sided design
that is sturdy
and microwavabLe.

099-0253
Black, or White

Fender Lightning
Bolt Ashtray
099-0205-024
White

Fender Lightning
Bolt Pint Glasses
Add to your pint glass
collection with our new
lightning bolt design.
Set of 4, Dishwasher Safe
Made in the U.S.A
099-0218-049

Fender Travel Mug
Insulated stainless steel, fits most car cup holders. Hand wash.
099-0252 Chrome Zippo® Lighters

Zippo, the classic American lighter meets the classic American guitar. Embossed or enameled
lighters in fourteen Fender designs. LockabLe display case additional.
099-0260-034 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on brushed gold
099-0260-014 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on brushed chrome
099-0260-044 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on polished gold
099-0260-024 Lighter, Vintage Logo Etched on polished chrome
099-0261-024 Lighter, Etched Logo on polished chrome
099-0262-024 Lighter, Filled Logo on polished chrome
099-0262-014 Lighter, Fitted Logo on brushed chrome
099-0261-014 Lighter, Etched Logo on brushed chrome
099-0264-024 Lighter, 54 Catalog on polished chrome
099-0267-024 Lighter, 57 Catalog on polished chrome
099-0265-036 Lighter, 55 Catalog on matte black
099-0266-005 Lighter, 56 Catalog on matte white (not shown)
099-0263-018 Lighter, Fender Lightning Bolt on brushed midnight chrome (shown above)
099-0269-000 Display Case

Features & specifications subject to change without notice. FRONTLINE WINTER 99
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Frontline has grown tremendously in the last couple of years. Your input has definitely helped to shape the content and we appreciate

your comments and suggestions.

To help us with the development of future issues, we'd like to get a little more information about our readers and their interests.
None of this information will be sold or shared with anyone other than Frontline staff. Of course, we still welcome your letters, cards

and photos. Thanks for your help.

Please check the appropriate answer.

1. What is your age?

U 13 or under Q 14-21 a 22-30 a 31-44

2. How many years have you been playing music?

a 1 or less Q 2-4 Q 5-10 a 11-19

1—1 45 or over

Q 20 or more

3. What type of music equipment do you currently own?

Q electric guitar 01 acoustic guitar

Q keyboard Q acoustic-electric guitar

4. Which of the music equipment you own is from Fender?

Q electric guitar Q acoustic guitar

Q keyboard LI acoustic-electric guitar

Q bass
Q p.a. system

1—1 bass

LJ p. a. system

L] amplifier

Q amplifier

5. Are you planning to purchase any music equipment in 19997

a Yes Q No

If yes, what?

Q electric guitar
LI keyboard

Q acoustic guitar
L] acoustic-electric guitar

6. What music magazines do you read regularly?

Q Guitar Player 1-1 Guitar World

Q Bass Player

Q Bass Frontiers

Q Keyboard
C.] Musico Pro

1—1 bass
Q p. a. system

Q Guitar
Q Rolling Stone
Other

1—1 amplifier

Q Acoustic Guitar

Q.Fingerstyle Guitar

7. Do you use the internet regularly?

a Yes Q No

8. What is your favorite part of Frontline ?

Q Artist Info Q Product Infb

9. What is your least favorite part of Frontline?

[-1 Artist Info Q Product Info

Q TechTips

D Tech Tips

Other

Other

10. How does Frontline compare with other music company literature?

Q Waste of time Q Not Bad Q Pretty Good 1—1 Excellent

Please mail your response along with any other comments or suggestions to;
Fender Frontline 7975 N. Hayden Rd. C-100, Scottsdale. AZ 85331 or FAX to (602) 607-4457.
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doset da a I

The Fender Custom Shop has a new setting
on its "Time Machine." New for 1999, six classic

Fender guitars are now available in N.O.S.™,

Relic™ or the all new Closet Classic™ finish.

See pages 106 thm 109 for details.

":') 1939 FMIC Fender Musicai Instruments Corp. www.fencler.com P/N 991-601 8-Q01


